This Chaillot Paper examines European involvement in the Arab-Israeli conflict. It focuses on the European Union’s involvement in the conflict, with special, but not exclusive, attention to EU involvement in the Israeli-Palestinian dimension of the conflict. Three decades on from the landmark 1980 Venice Declaration of the then nine Member States of the European Community, 2010 has seen new setbacks in efforts to resolve the conflict, and negative trends that increasingly fuel doubts about the very possibility of a two-state solution. This contrasts sharply with the optimistic objectives of the latest US peace initiative and Palestinian Authority Prime Minister Salam Fayyad’s plan for a Palestinian state, both of which envisage 2011 as a key year for moving towards a two-state solution. These contrasts invite far-reaching, honest and critical reflection on where European involvement in the conflict has left the EU and its Member States, and how it has impacted on peace prospects.

The volume aspires to make a timely contribution to policy thinking by focusing attention on a number of cross-cutting issues, challenges and opportunities for the EU. Drawing on the expertise and distinct approaches of researchers from across Europe, the volume combines discussion of past and present EU policies, basic challenges for the EU, European interests and lessons learned, with elaboration of policy implications and recommendations.
In January 2002 the Institute for Security Studies (EUISS) became an autonomous Paris-based agency of the European Union. Following an EU Council Joint Action of 20 July 2001, modified by the Joint Action of 21 December 2006, it is now an integral part of the new structures that will support the further development of the CFSP/CSDP. The Institute’s core mission is to provide analyses and recommendations that can be of use and relevance to the formulation of the European security and defence policy. In carrying out that mission, it also acts as an interface between European experts and decision-makers at all levels.

Chaillot Papers are monographs on topical questions written either by a member of the EUISS research team or by outside authors chosen and commissioned by the Institute. Early drafts are normally discussed at a seminar or study group of experts convened by the Institute and publication indicates that the paper is considered by the EUISS as a useful and authoritative contribution to the debate on CFSP/CSDP. Responsibility for the views expressed in them lies exclusively with authors. Chaillot Papers are also accessible via the Institute’s website: www.iss.europa.eu
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In the last few weeks we have witnessed, yet again, the failure of US-mediated negotiations between Palestinians and Israelis. This means that it is necessary, once again, to discuss the course of action that the European Union should follow, in the present strained regional and international circumstances, to attain its long-sought but elusive goal of peace in the Middle East. This Chaillot Paper suggests a shift in emphasis and priorities from a determined but not always consistently pursued effort to create a Palestinian state to deliberate and sustained insistence on Israeli and Palestinian respect for international and European law.

Helping bring about a Palestinian state living in peace and security alongside Israel has been the common unifying goal underpinning European efforts at resolving the Middle East conflict since 1980. The inescapable conclusion is, however, that those efforts, however well meaning, have largely failed, and that the chances for success are at present perhaps slimmer than ever before. The authors of the chapters that make up this volume are almost unanimous in pointing out that it is pointless to embark on fresh attempts without analysing what exactly made previous attempts abortive in the first place. Why have those most closely involved in attempting to make good on the promise of helping create a Palestinian state inherent in the Oslo-Madrid process – the European Union, the United States and the Arab states – accumulated nothing but an enormous amount of frustration and the sense that they have so little to show for years and years of commitment? And the question must furthermore be asked: for how many more years will diplomatic engagement along the same lines continue to be deployed in vain?

The essays in this volume inevitably point to the conclusion that the goal sought by European diplomacy, for the time being at least, is not within reach. The situation that has developed over recent years, as Esra Bulut Aymat writes, ‘increasingly fuel doubts about the very possibility of a two-state solution.’ This is obviously not merely a failure of EU policy, but rather one in which all those who have been involved in the search for a solution share some responsibility, to say nothing of course of
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Israeli and Palestinian politicians. But persisting along paths that have led straight to dead ends will merely spell increased frustration, and make the end goal even more elusive.

The lack of meaningful progress on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict through the two-state solution, which has been a primary goal of the EU, is a huge challenge to the credibility of the EU’s international policy. It has an obvious negative security impact in that there is a constant and impending risk of war in the Middle East, with a source of acute tensions and radicalisation festering at the southern rim of the Union. The EU’s Mediterranean policy has remained, in spite of intense efforts to the contrary, largely hostage to the conflict, and its objective of creating a multilateral framework for cooperation in the Mediterranean including Israel as well as Arab states cannot be met. The 2003 European Security Strategy states categorically that the ‘Arab-Israeli conflict is a strategic priority for Europe’. Furthermore, as long as it remains unresolved, ‘there will be little chance of dealing with other problems in the Middle East. The European Union must remain engaged and ready to commit resources to the problem until it is solved.’ There is indeed no single topic in the international agenda that has mobilised greater and more continued European engagement, including an inordinate amount of shuttle diplomacy on the part of all its main leaders, and an active presence in the Middle East Quartet since it was set up in 2002. Neither the commitment to the Quartet nor the scrupulous support of US initiatives have brought any significant strides towards the long-sought goal, however, nor prevented the collapse of President Obama’s efforts to instigate direct talks in 2010.

The question today, inevitably, is what next? Could there be a way out that has not been tried yet? Is there a policy line out there waiting to be put to the test that could give a fresh chance to the two-state solution? In the minds of those who contributed to this volume, some of the very best European experts on the Middle East among them, there certainly is, and its first steps involve fostering Palestinian reconciliation.

Bringing about Palestinian reconciliation cannot be achieved without engaging with Hamas. This is a matter on which most authors concur, and a point that Jeroen Gunning emphasises: as he puts it: ‘the international community must find a way of working with Hamas – or give up on the goal of achieving a two-state solution.’ With Hamas’s differences with Fatah managed or mediated, a unified, representative and democratically accountable Palestinian negotiating partner would be empowered to draw on attractive bargaining chips, make crucial concessions and credible commitments to their Israeli counterparts, significantly enhancing peace prospects. There is no guarantee however against renewed failure if an insistence on a gradual process systematically sidestepping the
main issues, and thus subject to the kind of indefinite procrastination that has led all peace initiatives from Oslo to Obama to fall apart, is maintained.

The second question on which a strong consensus emerges from this volume is that the EU should place its own norms and rules, as well as international law, at the heart of its policy as part of a multilateral strategy. Agnès Bertrand-Sanz writes that the EU should adopt a comprehensive strategy predicated on international law and human rights. Nathalie Tocci notes that ‘the application of the law is not incompatible with cooperation with Israel’ and that the EU should not view ‘the application of the law as an undue “punishment”’ and contends that by putting respect for the law at the heart of its relations with Israel the EU would contribute to establish the conditions essential to achieve the two-state solution. The EU should not only identify and denounce those aspects of both Israeli and Palestinian behaviour that run counter to international law, but Rosemary Hollis suggests it should go one step further and ‘impose penalties accordingly’.

In more than one respect, Palestine is a key test of the EU’s credibility as a supporter of democratic reform. The refusal to recognise the victory of Hamas in the 2006 Palestinian elections in spite of the fact they were indisputably declared as ‘free and fair’ by EU observers, has doubtless eroded that credibility and contributed to the notion that the EU would rather back authoritarian regimes than face the risk that free elections return Islamist parties as those favoured by the people. The fact that new elections in Palestine have been taken off the agenda altogether has only contributed to spread this view. Michelle Pace puts it forcefully: ‘Only a truly political reform agenda in the Middle East can prevent the further de-democratisation of the region’ and, with specific regard to Israel and Palestine, ‘the emergence of a single-state outcome to the conflict accompanied by endemic violence.’ This is all the more important since, in the very likely event that there will be no Dayton-like arrangement for the Middle East, the two-state solution will fade away at least for the time being and the EU will need ‘to consider the other option on the table – a one-state solution.’

In his Cairo speech in June 2009, US President Obama extolled the virtues of peaceful resistance, and its potential to prevail over violence. ‘Palestinians must abandon violence. Resistance through violence and killing is wrong and does not succeed. For centuries, black people in America suffered the lash of the whip as slaves and the humiliation of segregation. But it was not violence that won full and equal rights. It was a peaceful and determined insistence upon the ideals at the centre of America’s founding.’ The centrality of civic movements will become more evident if the situation moves from one dominated by movements
who fight for a national state to one where the focus shifts to fundamental rights and their protection under international law. The emergence of civic movements which reject any form of violent resistance and various kinds of grass-roots organisations with mixed Israeli and Palestinian membership seems to be a step in this direction.

Whether a one- or a two-state solution looms on the horizon, the question of civil rights will not evaporate, nor will the need for all parties to the conflict to comply with international law. Whatever the circumstances, adherence to a law, norms and fundamental rights approach seems to be the best option for the EU and one that is vindicated by the arguments put forward in this Chaillot Paper.

Paris, December 2010
Executive Summary

The Chaillot Paper examines European involvement in the Arab-Israeli conflict. It focuses on European Union involvement in the conflict, with special, but not exclusive, attention to EU involvement in the Israeli-Palestinian dimension of the conflict. Three decades on from the landmark 1980 Venice Declaration of the then nine Member States of the European Community, 2010 has seen new setbacks in efforts to resolve the conflict, and negative trends that increasingly fuel doubts about the very possibility of a two-state solution. This contrasts sharply against the optimistic objectives of the latest US peace initiative and Palestinian Authority Prime Minister Salam Fayyad’s plan for a Palestinian state, both of which envisage 2011 as a key year for moving towards a two-state solution. These contrasts invite far-reaching, honest and critical reflection on where European involvement in the conflict has left the EU and its Member States, and how it has impacted on peace prospects. Drawing on the expertise and distinct approaches of researchers from across Europe, the volume combines discussion of past and present EU policies, basic challenges for the EU, European interests and lessons learned, with elaboration of policy implications and recommendations.

Chapter summaries

Chapter One (Esra Bulut Aymat) introduces the overall contributions and findings of the chapters, and provides chapter summaries. Overall, the findings confirm the EU’s crucial relevance to the conflict, invite fresh scrutiny of the key relationships between the EU and other parties involved in the conflict, and caution against bending to multiple pressures that result in the EU becoming more embedded in the conflict in a way that does not serve basic European interests. Chapter Two (Rosemary Hollis) outlines the basic stakes for the EU and Member States regarding the conflict, and provides a historical overview of the EU’s formal position on the matter and its evolving role since the 1990s. The author argues that EU policy has been more about issuing declarations and
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maintaining consensus within the transatlantic alliance than effective conflict resolution. Chapter Three (Agnès Bertrand-Sanz) examines the conflict and the EU’s assistance to the Palestinians. The author argues that without a basic reorientation in EU aid strategies and a rethink of the failed boycott of the Hamas administration in Gaza, current EU policy can only further erode the prospects of a viable Palestinian state-building enterprise. Chapter Four (Nathalie Tocci) examines the conflict and EU-Israeli bilateral relations. The author argues that the EU's prioritisation of cooperation with Israel has worked against prospects of a two-state solution, and led the EU to compromise its adherence to its own norms and laws. Chapter Five (Daniel Möckli) explores the interplay between transatlantic ties, the Quartet and EU policies towards the conflict. While transatlantic convergence over the conflict has reached an all-time high since 2009, this has failed to translate into substantial progress on the ground, prompting the need to address a number of issues on the transatlantic agenda through more strategic and effective means.

Chapter Six (Muriel Asseburg) focuses on EU involvement in crisis management and mediation in the Arab-Israeli arena. The author argues that European presence on the ground has at best served to freeze rather than settle the conflict, and that efforts should focus on tackling trends that heighten the risk of renewed violence and destroy prospects of a viable Palestinian state. Chapter Seven (Michelle Pace) examines the interplay between the stalled state of democratisation efforts in the region and a feared eclipse of a two-state solution. The author argues that the EU is left with limited policy choices in both domains in the absence of a clear strategy on the linkage between democracy-building in the region and peaceful resolution of the conflict. Chapter Eight (Jeroen Gunning) tackles the question of engaging Hamas. The author argues that the realities of power balances and political trends across the OPT and within the Hamas movement, coupled with tested alternatives to the current non-engagement policy, make some form of EU engagement, potentially with a Palestinian national unity government, imperative. Chapter Nine (Michael Bauer and Christian-Peter Hanelt) explores regional approaches to the Arab-Israeli conflict and the role of the European Union. The authors propose that the EU should aim to help link regional ownership to international support for promising initiatives, most notably the Arab Peace Initiative.

Policy recommendations

As a multi-author volume, the Chaillot Paper does not have one set of recommendations shared by all the authors, nor does it propose a single route for future EU policy. Nevertheless, the vast majority of chapters
converge in their assessment that the current priority lies in encouraging and enabling intra-Palestinian reconciliation. The current EU and US policy towards Hamas is unsustainable and counter-productive in this respect, and some form of engagement with Hamas will be required if progress is to be attained. The chapters offer a variety of concrete proposals on how this might be achieved. The EU could work with the US and Quartet partners to foster coordinated and creative thinking on Palestinian reconciliation. Treating the Quartet principles as crucial goals rather than preconditions, the EU could lead the way on encouraging the formation of a Palestinian National Unity government committed to maintaining a ceasefire, dealing with Israel on the basis of the 1967 borders and respecting previous agreements. The EU could help dismantle the current incentive structure that makes a National Unity government unattractive to the Palestinian factions, for example by spelling out the rewards on offer to a potential new Palestinian unity government, or by clarifying how it would deal with such an entity. While one author advises the EU should leave mediation to others, another suggests the EU could consider the option of acting as a mediator in Hamas-Fatah unity talks, building on its long-standing direct and indirect interaction with Palestinian factions.

Another theme that emerges from a number of chapters is the recommendation that the EU place respect for international and European law, and diligence in ensuring appropriate reactions and remedies to violations of both, at the heart of its relations with Palestinians and Israelis. This would include adapting current policy and practice regarding Israeli settlements goods to comply with EU declarations and legal obligations; and seeking reimbursement for additional costs to EU-funded humanitarian relief incurred as a result of illegal practices in the OPT. Other practical measures to deal with the particularly problematic issue of settlement growth might include issuing a code of conduct to discourage European investment in and cooperation with settlement-based companies. In East Jerusalem, the EU and Member States could tighten policies and practice to avoid de facto recognition of the Israeli annexation.

At least twenty further suggestions for improving policy are presented in the following chapters. These include recommendations for the EU to:

- Prioritise bringing about an end to the Gaza blockade, working on durable border arrangements and on ensuring that any further changes to the current closure policies do not entrench a collective punishment logic and isolation of the Gaza Strip from the West Bank.
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• Renew emphasis on conflict resolution efforts, and on removing obstacles to the emergence of a Palestinian state, in order to improve the effectiveness of EU assistance to the OPT and its CSDP missions on the ground.

• Seek to clarify its role in Middle East diplomacy in coordination with the US and other Quartet members, including the scope for European unilateral measures on certain issues, such as settlements and relations with Syria.

• Engage in more timely and consistent confidence-building, early warning, monitoring and crisis mediation, in particular in the most sensitive areas, including on the Lebanon-Israel border and in Jerusalem.

• Prepare carefully for the different scenarios surrounding the PA government’s August 2011 deadline for creating a Palestinian state.

• Assess the sustainability and impact of its current aid policies in the OPT.

• Develop a more comprehensive policy towards human rights and democracy in its approach to the conflict, revising its democracy support programmes to maximise impact on the ground.

• Explore playing a more proactive role vis-à-vis constructive regional initiatives towards the conflict, helping link initiatives with regional ownership to effective international support, most notably in the case of the Arab Peace Initiative.

Overall, these recommendations address both those searching for bold conflict resolution steps and those seeking to minimise the harm done to peace prospects by current trends. This Chaillot Paper thus invites both sceptics and enthusiasts to further explore the full array of policy options and policy constraints that the EU faces with a more grounded and ambitious, and perhaps more ‘European’, vision and purpose.
CHAPTER 1

Examining European involvement in the Arab-Israeli conflict

Esra Bulut Aymat

Introduction

This Chaillot Paper examines European involvement in the Arab-Israeli conflict through an array of approaches. It focuses on European Union (EU) involvement in the conflict, with special, but not exclusive, attention on EU involvement in the Israeli-Palestinian dimension of the conflict. The volume aspires to make a timely contribution to policy thinking by focusing attention on a number of cross-cutting issues, challenges and opportunities for the EU.

2010 marks the passing of three decades since the 1980 Venice Declaration of the then nine Member States of the European Community, considered a milestone in the history of European involvement in the conflict. Thirty years on, the perceived capacity of PLO leaders to represent and deliver Palestinians in peace-making is undermined by sharp intra-Palestinian political and physical divisions, while the viability of a potential negotiated two state-centred solution, the stated preferred outcome of the EU, is increasingly called into question by its foremost advocates either in despair, tactical desperation or strategic reassessment. While there have been more violent phases in the conflict, as well as more chaotic and more polarised periods, an unprecedented combination of Israeli and Palestinian political inertia, societal polarisation and physical fragmentation has prompted serious discussion in unlikely quarters about a one-state solution, and other alternatives.¹

This stands out in stark contrast to the optimistic objectives of the latest US peace initiative backed by the Quartet, as well as Palestinian Authority Prime Minister Salam Fayyad’s plan for a Palestinian state, both of which envisage 2011 as a key year for moving towards a two-state solution. Indeed, a wider range of contrasts have punctured and defined the last two years of the conflict, from war and dire post-war conditions in the Gaza Strip to the intensification of PA-Israeli security

1. For further discussion, see the chapter by Michelle Pace in this volume. On alternatives to both a two-state and one-state solution, see for example the ‘Parallel States Project’ at Lund University.
cooperation in the West Bank, from diplomacy at the highest levels over Israeli settlements to international civil society attempts to break the embargo on the Gaza Strip, and from fears of an imminent regional conflagration to uncertainty over the shifting, potentially irreversible and volatile situation in Jerusalem.

These developments invite far-reaching reflection on where EU policies towards the conflict have met or fallen short of objectives and expectations, the actual effects of policy paths taken, and what might be usefully attempted additionally or alternatively. The current volume stems from the belief that sound policy thinking for the future must be grounded in detailed, honest and critical examination of past and present policy outcomes. With varying emphasis, the chapters combine discussion of past and present EU policies, basic challenges, European interests, and lessons learned, with elaboration of policy implications and recommendations. Between them they address basic stakes, key relationships, the transatlantic context, cross-cutting questions and regional approaches. The annexes support these chapters with a list of useful relevant documents. The volume does not constitute an exhaustive account of EU policy towards the conflict as a number of topics have been addressed at the expense of others given length limitations.2

This Challiot Paper aspires to focus minds on distinct and shared European interests, concerns and stakes regarding the conflict and its non-resolution. The contributing authors hail from several European countries and are drawn from across the realm of research, spanning universities, think tanks and non-governmental organisations. Convening European analysts to examine European policies carries several objectives. It serves to expose policy-relevant insight and advice from broader research projects being carried out by the authors' think tanks, universities and research networks. It seeks to further intra-European discussion of EU policies, and draws on papers and draft chapters discussed at three meetings held at the EU Institute for Security Studies in Paris in 2009-2010.3 The volume thus speaks first and foremost to Europeans, but also to the conflicting parties and to other third parties, including the US. Its primary target audience comprises policy-makers, as well as the research and civil society communities that scrutinise, influence and sometimes transcend, policy. It is also aimed at anyone seeking to learn more about EU involvement in the conflict and efforts to resolve it. It constitutes an invitation to further and broaden analysis, discussion and policy adaptation.
Does Europe matter?

Perhaps the most puzzling aspect of the policy debates over European roles in the Arab-Israeli conflict is the discrepancy that characterises different actors’ and institutions’ assessment of the basic relevance of the EU and its Member States to the conflict. While many in outside policy circles tend to think Europeans are largely irrelevant to the contemporary course of the conflict, many policy-makers point to the unique contributions the EU has made, while still others allege that European policies are harming the chances of a sustainable negotiated settlement. Awareness of the scope and precise nature of EU involvement is generally vague beyond the doors of EU and Member State institutions and missions. Navigating between such praise, criticism, derision and unfamiliarity, we inevitably and frequently return to two basic questions. Do European policies matter to the conflict and efforts to end it? And does it matter how European policies matter?

The first major contribution of this volume is its focus on European involvement first and foremost in terms of previous and existing policies, and the various forms of impact (or lack thereof) these have had to date. The overriding message that emerges from the chapters that follow is that European involvement in the conflict does matter, and that more attention to how it matters is essential. A multifaceted profile of a complex player, not just payer, emerges from the analysis of various dimensions of EU involvement. This complexity stems not only from the distinctive workings and institutions of the EU and its Member States, particularly baffling for outsiders, but also from the varied and diffuse effects that European policies and action have had on the conflict.

Understanding European involvement in the conflict requires transcending a conceptualisation of it as the sum of EU and Member State policies. European policymakers have a tendency to evaluate and defend the EU’s record in terms of a list of achievements administered by different parts of the EU machinery rather than in terms of overall impact as a distinct and unified actor. There are many reasons for this. Yet inventories of EU policy instruments, projects and council conclusions can only go so far when trying to better understand the relationship between policies, strategies, tactics and interests. While numerous policies might be assessed to have had limited impact in meeting stated objectives, it is in the far-reaching, sometimes blatant, sometimes more convoluted, and often unintended, consequences of EU involvement that a serious assessment of impact must be traced.

Herein lies one possible explanation for the puzzling diversity in assessments of the EU role: the different objectives and priorities of those making them. Those more focused on identifying conflict resolution
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opportunities tend to see the EU as a relatively inconsequential actor with nevertheless useful funds and technical expertise. In contrast, those who are more concerned with whether and how current trends diminish peace prospects, appear to see a consequential role for the EU as a prominent fund-provider, Quartet member, and self-proclaimed partner of the PA and Israel. While policy-makers and analysts of the former ilk encounter little EU-related material while sifting through the peace-making debris for breakthrough-inducing or game-changing material, the latter regularly encounter the imprint of EU bodies and Member States when tracing apparent violations of the ‘do no harm’ principle of intervention. This discrepancy may also reflect a progressive erosion of favourable conditions for a sustainable negotiated settlement since the mid-1990s. Furthermore, the tendency to downplay European involvement, apart from sometimes being ascribable to unawareness of the scope and specificities of EU involvement, may be reinforced by thinking of impact primarily in terms of quasi-hegemonic capacities.

Yet something with more far-reaching implications for our understanding of the conflict may be at stake. If, as Rosemary Hollis suggests in her chapter, ‘European investment in containing the conflict and funding the basic needs of the Palestinians is vital to the continuance of the status quo’, then downplaying the EU role helps us overlook the immense amount of economic, political, diplomatic and societal work and resources that underpin the current configuration of the conflict, provided, deliberately or not, by almost all actors involved. Most EU policies are firmly at the heart, often median, of these dynamics, be it in terms of EU direct aid to the PA in the West Bank, assistance to the population of Gaza, vital support to the UNRWA serving 4.7 million registered Palestinian refugees in the region, membership of the International Quartet, associational relationships with the Palestinians and Israelis, support to the Palestinian Civil Police, measured and mixed positions in the UN, or extensive but cautious monitoring of the situation in Jerusalem. Europeans may not define the current conflict landscape and architecture, but for better or worse they constitute a key feature and cornerstone.

And yet discussion of the impact of EU policies on Israeli, Palestinian, US and regional actors’ behaviour appears to be muffled and abbreviated by the assessment that this role does not empower, but simply corners, the EU, and that ultimately the decisions that count are made elsewhere. In particular, existing internal discussion on whether current policies are contributing to diminishing prospects of a negotiated two-state solution seems undercut by ambivalence, or as Rosemary Hollis puts it in her chapter, ‘a sense of powerlessness and fatalism’, regarding European agency and impact. Some Israelis and Palestinians suggest that the EU and/or Europeans could play a substantially altered role if they wanted to. While some element of wishful thinking might be at

---

play, as well as some underestimation of intra-European constraints, this pattern suggests that the conflicting parties are more aware of the specific policy choices Europeans have made in the recent history of the conflict than many Europeans are. Viewing the history of European involvement as involving specific choices, decisions, calculations and adjustments – both willing and unwilling; well-thought out and muddled – rather than simply a gradual, almost natural, evolution, constitutes an important first step towards rediscovering EU agency. Indeed while EU council conclusions and declarations largely tell a story of steady refinement, the story of how the EU has attempted to implement its shared positions reveals more U-turns, inconsistencies, and internal tension and disagreement.

Avoiding permanent or systemic policy drift requires greater awareness of what position, both complex and contingent, the EU currently finds itself in. The following chapters devote substantial space to the historical decisions and dynamics that have resulted in the EU’s current positions. Chapter two includes a broad historical overview of European involvement in the conflict and the changing stakes for the EU and Member States. Chapter three provides an introduction to the evolution of EU assistance to the OPT, while chapter four situates its arguments and recommendations in the context of the historical and legal record of EU-Israeli relations. Chapter five outlines the historical development of the transatlantic dimensions of EU involvement in the conflict, while chapter six contextualises more recent EU crisis management initiatives within a longer history of mediation efforts and support for Palestinian institution building. Chapter seven places recent dilemmas in the EU’s policies regarding democracy and the conflict in the wider context of EU democracy promotion efforts. Chapter eight, beyond a brief history of EU non-engagement with Hamas, unpacks the various ways in which past and present policies have influenced the movement. Finally, chapter nine includes a summary of both recent and more long-standing regional initiatives, and their mixed results, towards the conflict.

**Between diplomatic dichotomies**

The second broad contribution of the volume is its scrutiny of the key relationships that the EU has with the conflicting parties and other third parties to the conflict. Overall, the EU’s ability to use its policy instruments to help the conflicting parties move closer to peace has been hindered by an increasingly dichotomous view of the landscape as comprising only partners and foes. While the objective should remain to nurture cooperative approaches to peace, an over-reliance on the metaphor of partnership has had at least two distorting and
counter-productive sets of results. The chapters point to policy paths that transcend this dichotomy.

The first set of counter-productive results relate to the EU’s relationships with its declared partners. Nathalie Tocci argues in her chapter that the EU’s prioritisation of cooperation with Israel has not only trumped, but also worked against, EU pursuit of a two-state solution. She outlines how the EU has foregone using the potentially most effective means of influence on Israel in its contractual and political relations. The EU has risked distorting its own law and practice to accommodate illegal Israeli policies because it has considered the pursuit of measures to ensure respect for law as ‘punishments’ harmful to EU-Israeli cooperation. Furthermore, the predominant framing of the EU’s transatlantic partnership role as a supporting actor to the US is strained by limitations in the US position and approach. The recent call for reflection on the fact that ‘three of the most significant Arab-Israeli breakthroughs occurred with the US nowhere in sight’, and on why the US has been ‘so unfailingly inept at launching successful initiatives’ has important implications for European policy thinking. In his chapter, Daniel Möckli explores the mixed record of EU efforts to influence US policy as an indirect way of bringing European thinking into the management and resolution of the conflict. He recommends shared strategising on urgent matters, further thinking on the roles of the EU and Quartet in Middle East diplomacy and renewed attention to the scope for certain unilateral EU measures.

This is not to say that we should abandon efforts to build meaningful partnerships with the conflicting parties and third parties, nor that Europeans should not devote more attention and resources to direct and effective public diplomacy outlining the existing forms and foundations of, and further potential for, partnership in a number of areas. In fact, more bold proposals regarding how the states of a two-state solution might be integrated into the European Union as close partners require further reflection. Ongoing thinking over potential European ‘deposits’ in areas such as security, refugees, Jerusalem and natural resources in support of implementation of a negotiated two-state solution, might be usefully supplemented by a more ambitious vision of how the two states would be connected to the EU. The recent suggestion of a model of ‘Euro-Israeli Partnership’ should be explored, as should suggestions that the most meaningful ‘guarantee’ within the context of implementation of a peace deal would be the option of full EU membership for one or both states. Yet the objective of meaningful partnerships should not obscure the full array of choices the EU faces in interacting with all the relevant actors in the conflict.

This brings us to a second set of drawbacks, related to EU non-engagement of parties to the conflict. By integrating the heavily charged notion of

---

partnership into our basic interaction with the parties, the stakes have been raised too high. Almost all the authors converge in stressing that the current EU and US policy towards Hamas is unsustainable and counter-productive. The chapter by Jeroen Gunning lays out six reasons why engagement with Hamas has become imperative, and points to the Swiss experience as demonstrating the overall benefits of lessening the stakes of engagement by engaging with all. Other authors point to the far-reaching consequences of the current deadlocked policy. Agnès Bertrand-Sanz points to the implications for the EU’s strategy of supporting Palestinian state-building, while Muriel Asseburg points to the impossibility of building an independent Palestinian judiciary and a non-partisan security apparatus with democratic oversight amidst the current divisions in the OPT. Michelle Pace reminds us of the far-reaching consequences for the EU’s democracy-building agenda in the region and beyond, while Daniel Möckli points to the limiting impact on Quartet peace-making aspirations. Most of the chapters recommend urgent prioritisation of encouraging and enabling policies towards intra-Palestinian reconciliation, and in this context urge engagement with the movement.

This would almost certainly require coordinating a more nuanced and proactive approach with other third parties, most notably the US and governments in the region. The final chapter in the volume draws our attention to the largely untapped potential of greater linkage with regional approaches in trying to resolve different aspects of the conflict. Michael Bauer and Christian Hanelt elaborate on the importance of regional ownership and international support for peace initiatives, and the still largely unfulfilled potential of the Arab Peace Initiative.

The bottom line is that the EU does not share identical objectives with any of the chief conflicting parties, but nor as a third party should it expect or strive to. While there may be considerable overlap – most notably within the context of the current Fayyad plan – between some objectives of some Palestinians and Israelis and the EU, ultimately the parties have conflicting objectives that require reconciliation, partly through outside mediation, pressure and guarantees. The idea of propping up at any expense a Palestinian partner with Euro-Atlantic objectives is as problematic in itself as the idea of excluding Palestinians not sharing these objectives from the peace dividend. Similarly, the EU is right to engage with settler ministers in the current Israeli government. Without a sufficiently inclusive approach to conflict resolution, the path of negotiations and the end objective of a fair negotiated sustainable settlement lose legitimacy and local ownership.
An ever-involved EU?

The third broad contribution of the volume is that it challenges the temptation to think that the key to success, or the most acceptable fallback option, lies in simply doing and saying more. Several pressures push policy thinking towards falling back on the dictum that more, if not better, is at least a reasonable compromise – from EU assistance to ministerial visits to the region. On the one hand, the current focus on the establishment of the European External Action Service reminds us of the ongoing construction work around the EU’s international role and representation. As the EU attempts to establish itself as a ‘global player’, concerns about respecting ‘do no harm principles’ of international intervention interact with countervailing logics of budget maximisation, inter-institutional competition, national rivalries and an eagerness to project or represent ‘Europe’ on the international stage. On the other hand, as laid out in Rosemary Hollis’ discussion of internal constraints upon EU effectiveness, important differences (as well as noteworthy convergence) persist among Member States and institutions regarding the conflict. As another recent study details, while EU Middle East policy shows ‘clear signs of convergence’, as a result of a certain degree of compatibility between Member State preferences, the consolidation of this convergence into a ‘truly collective policy’ has been hampered by persistent differences.7

The twin logics of global power building and preservation of national prerogatives, however defined, provide the fuel for policy but also lead to many voices, multiple initiatives, parallel policies and at times incoherent and contradictory responses to key developments. The chapter by Muriel Asseburg, for example, charts the mixed impact on EU crisis mediation efforts, which have been hampered by the rather incoherent picture presented by the contradictory statements of EU Member States, and on EU aspirations to play an active third-party role in crisis management and security matters. This also bears out in what is not covered in the chapters below. For example, while the volume does not aspire to present an exhaustive account of EU involvement, it is still striking that in the eight following chapters there is scarce mention of the EU Special Representative for the Middle East Peace Process. Wider feedback on the role and record of the Special Representative suggests that the EU is unready for a unified high-profile messenger on the conflict.8

Further pressures emanating from the dynamics of the conflict present a further basic and recurrent dilemma for the EU in its approach to, and priorities regarding, the conflict. Israeli Defence Forces testing of EU equipment donated to the Palestinian Civil Police serves as a pointed reminder that almost everything the EU provides to the parties and


peace efforts, from technical assistance to diplomatic interventions, has potential dual use. While on the one hand, and at least in theory, EU involvement helps prepare the path to peace, on the other hand it helps contain the conflict at ‘tolerable’ levels. The EU’s existing role and further potential in conflict containment has not been lost on the parties who have invited or acquiesced to increasing European involvement in specific dimensions of the conflict, most notably in the areas of aid and security. The chapter by Agnès Bertrand-Sanz details the distorting effects on EU aid policy, while Rosemary Hollis suggests that ‘it would seem appropriate that the EU begin asking how long European taxpayers will be prepared to shoulder the costs of continued occupation and “containment” of violence in the absence of conflict resolution.’

But does current conflict containment come at the expense of conflict resolution? In practice the EU’s interaction with the conflicting parties may have had this effect. The desire, largely unmatched in capacity, to influence the conflicting parties’ behaviour by initially complying with and then (unsuccessfully) challenging their conflict strategies has lead the EU into strategic impasse – from dealing with Hamas’s pre-election and post-election strategies to coping with former Israeli PM Ariel Sharon’s 2005 unilateral disengagement from the Gaza Strip. The admirable objective of pulling the parties towards crucial concessions by going along with their plans in good faith, when not met with the capacity to unleash pulling power, has left the EU in a position of participating in polarising processes that appear to weaken prospects of a negotiated settlement. Overall, focus on conflict resolution opportunities at the expense of attention to the actual conflict dynamics and the role the EU plays, appears to have increased disconnect between EU policy outcomes and European interests. In the 1990s we learnt elsewhere of the dangers of deploying peacekeepers in war zones where there was no peace to keep; might the last decade have revealed the dangers of investing post-peace deal levels of financial and technical assistance into a conflict zone in the absence of a peace deal?

The area where the EU is most embedded is perhaps where the stakes are the highest. Many of the chapters point to Palestinian reconciliation as an urgent priority. The current situation in which the very involvement of the EU in propping up the Palestinian Authority may greatly complicate the pressing need for Palestinian reconciliation should encourage us to think more openly about the assumed correlation between greater European involvement and greater positive impact. At present it appears that the kind of power-sharing or transitional arrangement that Palestinians require in order to constitute a credible interlocutor for peace overall requires a further rethink of how the EU supports the PA. It is worth clarifying whether the choice is between generous European funding of a Palestinian leadership that is unable to represent its people technically, electorally or symbolically, or restructured, perhaps restricted, funding
to a Palestinian Authority which offers better hope of constituting a credible and legitimate partner to the Israeli government in conflict resolution. If so, more serious policy thinking should go in to exploring the pros and cons of turning to the latter. Such a step would also require renewed thinking regarding the potential role of other third parties in this respect.

Summary of chapters

The chapter by Rosemary Hollis addresses the basic stakes and strategy of the EU and Member States regarding the conflict. The EU has as much to gain from conflict resolution as to fear if hostilities persist or escalate. The author outlines the conflicting pressures, priorities and difficulties Europeans face concerning the conflict, including a commitment to good relations with both Israel and Arab states, the investment of substantial European tax-derived funds in the OPT, membership of the Quartet, involvement in security arrangements, contractual relations with all the official parties to the conflict, concerns over wider European standing and credibility, energy security considerations, and mounting divisions among European citizens over the conflict. Pointing to the December 2009 Council Conclusions on the Middle East Peace Process as a culmination of a series of European statements over three decades, the chapter outlines the EU’s formal position on the conflict before turning to the EU’s evolving role since the 1990s. While leading on declaratory policy, the EU has essentially deferred to the US when it comes to policy implementation and been reduced to keeping the PA afloat in case a peace process might be resumed, a strategy dealt a major blow by Hamas’s electoral victory of 2006. The EU has been constrained by a lack of leverage, the role of the US, and by divisions between Member States, each influenced by various economic, transatlantic and history-related calculations. The EU is left with an enduring set of convictions regarding what a two-state solution would require without ‘a strategy for making it happen’, particularly problematic as a solution would likely have to be imposed. The chapter concludes that Europeans cannot walk away from responsibilities, abandon international law or impose a solution alone. The chapter suggests three paths out of paralysis. Individual Member States could build on the joint EU position on the conflict by taking the lead on certain issues. Member States could adopt policies which better identify, and adhere to, EU rules that penalise both Israeli and Palestinian violations of international law. Finally, in a bid to encourage Palestinian unity, Member States could spell out the rewards that would be forthcoming to a new Palestinian unity government.

The chapter by Agnès Bertrand-Sanz examines the conflict and the EU’s assistance to the Palestinians. The author outlines European lead donor
status vis-à-vis the OPT, and how this aid intervention has migrated over the last decade towards direct budgetary support for the PA and further relief and humanitarian assistance. The author reminds us that ground-level involvement and contractual relations with Israelis and Palestinians place the EU in a position of full shareholder, and charts the implications from the perspective of international law. The chapter examines EU support for PA Prime Minister Fayyad’s two-year de facto state-building plan, the results of which are so far varied, not least given the persistent division of the OPT between Fatah and Hamas de facto governments. The divergence of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, difficult economic trends, and differing Israeli control across the OPT have implications for donors. The EU has adapted its assistance to the population of Gaza to the constraints of the blockade and its policy of non-contact with Hamas. While this might have stabilised the situation, it has downgraded EU capacity to promote Palestinian development and self-determination, and pushed it towards a position of accommodating collective punishment. The author argues that without a reorientation of EU strategies and a rethink of the failed boycott of the Hamas administration in Gaza, the EU’s current policy can only further erode the prospects for any viable and contiguous state-building enterprise. The chapter offers four sets of policy recommendations. Any initiative towards Gaza and Hamas should be carefully calibrated to avoid entrenching the current collectively punitive approach, ensure proper economic recovery and advance Palestinian reconciliation. The EU should prepare for different scenarios surrounding Fayyad’s August 2011 deadline for creating a Palestinian state, prioritising intra-Palestinian reconciliation. With mounting concerns over sustainability, the EU should reassess its aid, directing it to conflict-ending purposes, conditioning it on the removal of obstacles to a viable Palestinian state, and addressing the needs of a fragmented trans-territorial young population. Finally, the EU should exercise diligence in implementation of its policies and react appropriately when violations of international law interfere with or disrupt its own policy implementation.

In her chapter on the conflict and EU-Israeli relations, Nathalie Tocci argues that the deepening of bilateral cooperation between the EU and Israel, and the two-state solution, instead of being mutually reinforcing, have seen the former working against the prospects of the latter. European history-related, political and economic interests shape a goal of deepening ties, but have seen the latter compartmentalised away from a solution to the conflict, also held to be an integral element of security interests. The chapter examines bilateral contractual relations, progressively upgraded since the 1960s, as the most important source of potential EU influence on Israel, in terms of political dialogue, conditionality and the law. In practice, there has been an ‘inverse correlation’ between the political effectiveness of, and EU reliance on, each method. Political dialogue, the EU’s preferred means of influence, has been rather ineffective. The EU
has been reluctant to use positive *ex ante* conditionality by withholding promised benefits in the context of the European Neighbourhood Policy. While there has been temporary and understated engagement in such conditionality since the formal suspension of the EU-Israeli ‘upgrade’ process since 2009, the overall ‘business as usual’ nature of relations has lessened its impact. While application of EU and international law could see withdrawal of bilateral benefits due to Israeli violations, in practice the EU has preferred constructive engagement with Israel, as with other southern Mediterranean countries. In fact EU legal obligations and the duty of non-recognition of violations of international law may be undermined by certain aspects of current EU policy and practice, the most well-known being treatment of settlement products. The chapter recommends a basic rethink. The EU has tended to see application of EU and international law as incompatible with its pursuit of cooperation with Israel, leading to legal problems and a culture of impunity. Instead the EU needs to recognise that rules and laws are what make cooperation possible and that they should be seen as such rather than as ‘punishment’, and as necessary, although not sufficient, conditions for a two-state solution.

The chapter by Daniel Möckli examines the Middle East conflict, transatlantic ties and the Quartet. The author explores how EU policy towards the conflict has been affected by the fact that for many Member States sound ties with Washington DC have been just as important, or much more so, than Middle East peace. Charting three stages in Euro-US relations regarding the conflict – divergent, complementary and coordinated – the chapter examines the impact of the founding of the Middle East Quartet, comprising the US, EU, UN and Russia, in 2002. While the Bush years saw the US subscribe to both a two-state solution and institutionalised consultations with the EU and other external actors, they were mostly lost years in terms of advancing peace. Since the Obama administration took office in 2009, transatlantic convergence over the conflict has reached an all-time high, but this has failed to translate into substantial progress in concrete terms, not least because of unfavourable trends on the ground. Furthermore, Möckli points out, ‘if Obama has in many ways played a European tune in his approach to the Arab-Israel conflict, he has largely done so without or regardless of the EU orchestra.’ The author identifies six urgent issues for the transatlantic agenda. More robust international meditation is required today, although it is unclear what the US administration is capable of, and what role the EU should seek in this respect given the need for EU-wide approval of measures to punish non-compliance if the EU is to play a robust monitoring role. If the context is not right for peace talks, the focus should instead lie at this stage on intra-Palestinian reconciliation, which requires a more pragmatic approach towards Hamas. The EU and US should also clarify a strategy on Palestinian statehood, a more credible stance on settlements in the West Bank.
and East Jerusalem, and explore options for engaging Syria. All these issues require further clarification of the role of the EU and Quartet in Middle East diplomacy: while the time does not seem ripe for a major unilateral EU diplomatic initiative it may be ripe for unilateral measures on certain issues.

The chapter by Muriel Asseburg examines EU involvement in crisis management and mediation in the Arab-Israeli arena. The chapter first contextualises crisis management and mediation in the broad approach of the EU to the Arab-Israeli conflict and the wider diplomatic context, charting the increased profile of the EU in these domains after the failure of the US-mediated talks and the start of the second Intifada in 2000. The chapter examines four dimensions of European involvement. First, European mediation efforts at the height of the second Intifada achieved success (albeit to a limited degree) as did EU efforts to present a political path out of the conflict that culminated in the 2003 Quartet Roadmap. The EU proved to be more incoherent and ineffective during the 2006 Israel-Lebanon war and the December 2008-January 2009 Gaza War. Second, the launch of the EU Police Mission for the Palestinian Territories (EUPOL COPPS) in January 2006 marked a new form of EU involvement, although as a consequence of Hamas's electoral victory the same month substantial work only began in mid-2007, and then only in the West Bank. The chapter overviews both the mission's contributions and the dangers inherent in its current approach. Third, the EU Border Assistance Mission for the Rafah Crossing Point (EUBAM Rafah) has been on standby, with operations suspended, since Hamas's Gaza takeover in 2007. Its deployment and short-lived activities contain lessons for EU aspirations to play an effective third party role. Finally, European participation in a reinforced UN peacekeeping mission, UNIFIL II, in Southern Lebanon has seen the mission become an ‘important stabilising factor in a fragile environment’. The chapter dwells on the innovations of the mission, its record so far, and inherent limitations to its role in maintaining stability and achieving peace. The chapter concludes with six sets of policy recommendations concerning the effectiveness of CSDP deployments, confidence-building, early warning, mediation and crisis prevention. To avoid the renewed outbreak of violence and consolidation of impediments to peace, particular attention should be devoted to helping bring an end to the Gaza blockade, the need for Palestinian unity, Israeli settlements and settlement infrastructure, and the situation in East Jerusalem.

Michelle Pace examines the interplay between the stalled state of democratisation efforts in the region and a feared eclipse of a two-state solution. The author provides an overview of how democratic principles and human rights feature in the EU's relationships and strategic outlook towards its Mediterranean neighbourhood. These are situated within wider EU democracy promotion objectives that
are based on an overall optimism towards liberal peace that is not sufficiently flexible in the face of conflict, state-building and frustrated national identities. They thus sit uneasily with the EU’s Middle East conflict resolution objectives. The author illustrates the dilemmas and resulting perceived double standards of this approach through focus on Palestinian democratisation, in particular the EU’s behaviour before and after the January 2006 legislative elections. The author argues that the EU is caught up in the ‘politics of empty gestures’ where positions are not backed up with real resistance to rollback of its objectives and legal obligations. The EU’s relations with governments in the region have complicated democratisation and peace-making efforts, as has an approach that excludes key stakeholders. Last but not least, the EU lacks an overall strategy towards the Middle East that satisfactorily incorporates democracy. EU decision-makers themselves appear to have extracted a number of lessons from their experience so far, from reflection on the handling of the 2006 elections, to current policies towards Hamas, to support for Palestinian and Israeli civil society. The chapter concludes that in the absence of a clear strategy on the linkage between democracy-building in the region and peaceful resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict, the EU is left with very few policy choices in both domains. The author recommends that the EU pursue a policy of convincing Israelis of the importance of a unified Palestinian interlocutor, act as a reliable mediator in Hamas-Fatah talks, and revise its democratic assistance and aid programmes.

The chapter by Jeroen Gunning examines the question of engaging Hamas. After presenting a brief history of EU non-engagement since Hamas’ 2006 electoral victory, the author outlines and critiques the main arguments – legal, military, diplomatic and strategic – against engagement of Hamas. He highlights problems with these arguments and erroneous assumptions underpinning the current ‘West Bank-First’ policy. There are at least six reasons why engagement has become imperative. Hamas is here to stay and is unlikely to fade away given what it has so far survived. Well beyond a core constituency, it represents the concerns of a substantial number of Palestinians. Current trends in power balances suggest non-engagement is likely to further entrench Hamas and empower its hardliners. The current situation looks likely to deepen institutional divisions and autocratic trends across the OPT, further damaging two-state solution prospects. Finally, the current situation risks violent radicalisation within the Gaza Strip. Gunning turns to the Swiss policy of maintaining contact with Hamas, and explores the implications of such a stance for the EU. The Swiss experience illustrates the option of lessening the stakes of engagement by engaging with all, indicates Hamas’s willingness to explore compromise, suggests routes to strengthening pragmatists within Hamas, and draws our attention to the importance of ownership and internal power balances. The ‘model’ also suggests the limits and long-term nature of such a policy.
Hamas is determined not to follow the perceived tactical errors of Fatah regarding compromise, and its pragmatists are wary of risks. The author concludes that while engagement will raise many difficulties, it is clearly a risk worth taking. Treating the Quartet principles as goals rather than preconditions, the EU should encourage the formation of a national unity government committed to maintaining a ceasefire, a prisoner exchange including Gilad Shalit, dealing with Israel on the basis on the 1967 borders and respecting previous agreements, and engage Hamas members *qua* government officials. The EU should focus on Hamas’ behaviour rather than its rhetoric in the light of the internal power balances within the movement.

The chapter by Michael Bauer and Christian-Peter Hanelt explores regional approaches to the Arab-Israeli conflict and the role of the European Union. They argue that mutual responsiveness between regional and US diplomacy should be a core objective of European policy. The chapter examines the role of regional actors in the ‘conglomerate of conflicts’ of the Middle East. To this end, it elaborates on the importance of ownership and commitment considerations when coordinating international and regional peace efforts, and explores implications in terms of opportunities and challenges for EU diplomacy. The chapter lays out various initiatives from the region, both those that have shaped existing peace agreements between Israel, Egypt and Jordan, and more recent initiatives with a mixed balance sheet in terms of sustainability and success. Regional ownership and international support appear key. The Arab Peace Initiative (API) stands out in both respects and in terms of its scope. The chapter outlines its emergence, evolution and continued relevance, its links to EU objectives and the mostly indirect role the EU has played to date on the matter. We are reminded that the API was reaffirmed by the Arab League in 2007 and sustained even after the 2008-9 Gaza War, demonstrating a prevailing general consensus that the concept of land for peace and a two-state solution is still valid. The chapter recommends setting a primary objective of raising mutual awareness among both the US and regional actors of their diplomatic initiatives, with the API constituting a major point of reference in this respect. It also suggests ways in which the EU would need to think regionally about its potential role in facilitating implementation of any comprehensive agreement and its different tracks.

**Conclusion**

The greatest challenge European policy-makers face when approaching the conflict is the sheer quantity of unknowns. We do not know the precise thinking that lies behind the current behaviour and rhetoric of key individuals. We do not know when and where the next outbreak
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of violence will be, nor its potential scope or scale. We do not know whether current US efforts will produce an unexpected breakthrough any time soon. We do not know how differing expectations and objectives regarding the Fayyad plan will play out in 2011. It is unclear whether and how a ‘West Bank First’ Strategy will be further consolidated, unravel or be abandoned in the coming years. Uncertainty surrounds the question of Palestinian power-sharing, elections and reconciliation, and the life-span of the current Israeli government.

We do however have information on how the EU’s past and present policies have fared. Greater attention to what has worked and what has not worked may provide the EU with firmer foundations for renewed thinking and action with regard to the conflict. This volume does not specify a single route for future EU policy. Instead it examines the foundations and debris, constructive contributions and false starts that mark European involvement in the conflict, developing a diverse set of recommendations. These recommendations are addressed to both those searching for bold conflict resolution steps and those seeking to minimise the harm done to peace prospects by current trends. In doing so, the Chaillot Paper invites both sceptics and enthusiasts to further explore the full array of policy options and constraints that the EU faces with a more grounded and ambitious, and perhaps more ‘European’, vision and purpose.
Chapter 2
The basic stakes and strategy of the EU and Member States
Rosemary Hollis

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to examine what is at stake for Europe in the Arab-Israeli conflict, analyse the strategies so far adopted by the European Union, draw lessons and review the options for future action. A brief summary of European economic and security interests in the Middle East will demonstrate that Europe has much to gain from conflict resolution and much to fear if hostilities persist or escalate. As discussed below, the EU became directly involved, in parallel with the United States, in the Middle East Peace Process (MEPP) during the 1990s. However, that process collapsed in 2000 and subsequently the attacks of 11 September 2001 (9/11) gave rise to the so-called ‘war on terror’ that overtook other policy priorities. Since then, and with the added complication of the Iraq crisis and invasion of 2003, the conflict has become more intractable. In this context EU policy has been more about issuing declarations and maintaining consensus within the transatlantic alliance than effective conflict resolution. The chapter concludes with an assessment of the unpalatable choices now facing the Europeans in the face of a deteriorating situation on the ground for which EU policies to date must bear some responsibility, but which appears beyond the capacity of the EU to redress, with or without a lead from Washington.

European interests and stakes

Israel and the Arab states are close neighbours of Europe, with whom mutual recognition and cooperative relations have been established and developed over decades. Latterly successive initiatives for closer cooperation around the Mediterranean – the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (EMP), the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) and the Union for the Mediterranean (UfM) – have signalled EU commitment to an inclusive approach to regional relations that is not biased in favour of either Israel or the Arabs.
However, if the Israeli-Palestinian conflict persists and Israel continues and further consolidates its occupation of the Palestinian territories (the West Bank and Gaza Strip), Arab governments will likely face increased domestic pressure to make a stronger stand against Israel and, by extension, its defenders and supporters in the West. For Europe, such developments could mean facing conflicting demands to choose sides. Arab strategies to resist ‘normalisation’ with Israel, pending Israeli withdrawal from the Occupied Territories, have already spilled over onto the agenda of the UfM and caused the postponement of the summit scheduled for June this year.

The EU has also invested considerable sums of taxpayers’ money in Palestinian institution-building and economic development in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. According to European Commission figures, between 2000-09 the EU disbursed over €3.3 billion in aid to the Palestinians. However, whereas in the 1990s most of that aid took the form of development assistance, latterly the bulk of the funds has gone to paying salaries and the running costs of the Palestinian Authority (PA) in the West Bank.

Since the mid-1990s European engagement in pursuit of a negotiated solution to the conflict has grown to the extent that the EU could not now walk away without significant costs to the fate of the Palestinians and European relations with Israel.

As a full member of the Quartet (that links the US, UN, EU and Russia) the EU is bound into the most high-profile body coordinating international efforts to achieve peace. Under the Quartet umbrella, the EU played a leading role in developing the so-called Roadmap, launched in 2003 and largely accepted by Israel and the Palestinians, but which has remained unimplemented. Consequently, the EU is a player, not a bystander, in the quest for peace.

Perhaps more crucially, the EU is the single largest donor (and lifeline) to the PA, providing the funds required to pay salaries and run the education, health and other services in the West Bank. Donations from the EU and Member States to the UN Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) are essential to ensure that Palestinian refugees do not starve, have shelter and get an education. UNRWA services between 1.6 and 2 million refugees living in Lebanon, Syria and Jordan; and at least half a million in the West Bank. In the Gaza Strip, since the imposition of the Israeli blockade (2007), UNRWA has been providing essential humanitarian aid to 1 million Palestinians living there.

Europe, in conjunction with the United States, is also directly engaged in transforming Palestinian security arrangements in the West Bank. The EU Police Mission for the Palestinian Territories (EUPOL COPPS) helps train,
equip and advise Palestinian police to keep law and order in Palestinian population centres, and prevent breaches of the peace that might threaten the PA or its policies toward Israel. The security situation has improved as a result, but the sustainability of contemporary arrangements will depend on whether these can deliver a more fundamental transformation in Palestinian prospects. Meanwhile, even though the EU provides the monitoring mission (EUBAM Rafah) to facilitate access and egress on the Gaza-Egypt border crossing at Rafah, its operations have been suspended since June 2007.

At the regional level, the EU has Partnership Agreements with all the parties to the Arab-Israeli conflict: namely Israel, the PA, Lebanon and Syria, as well as Egypt and Jordan. Under the rubric of the ENP, so-called Action Plans have been agreed and implemented with Israel, the PA, Jordan, Egypt and Lebanon and while these are designed to help harmonise the economies of the partner states with the EU internal market, progress is slow and rewards are limited, except in the case of Israel, which is sufficiently technically advanced to benefit more substantially from harmonisation. In terms of diplomacy, the EU and Member States have long-standing and in many respects close relations with Israel, Jordan, Egypt, Lebanon and Syria, although tensions are not uncommon and European political leverage is relatively limited. Meanwhile, because European service personnel participate in key peacekeeping operations in the Middle East, including UNIFIL (South Lebanon) and UNDOF (Golan Heights), they have a stake in the success of these missions.

In sum, European investment in containing the conflict and funding the basic needs of the Palestinians is vital to the continuance of the status quo. If the EU and Member States withdrew their personnel and economic support there would most likely be a humanitarian crisis, increased instability, lawlessness, disillusionment and generalised conflict. Yet, while the status quo prevails, the occupation has also continued along with settlement expansion in the West Bank and East Jerusalem, notwithstanding a temporary and partial freeze in 2009-10, and Israel’s willingness to pursue negotiations is based on conditions that the Palestinians are reluctant to meet.

It would therefore seem appropriate that the EU begin asking how long European taxpayers will be prepared to shoulder the costs of continued occupation and ‘containment’ of violence in the absence of conflict resolution.

Europe’s standing and credibility depend upon adherence to the principles of international law and defence of human rights. Yet Israel’s occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip and annexation of East Jerusalem and the Golan Heights are contrary to international law. Notwithstanding
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... successive pronouncements by the EU on the legal position, EU actions do not make clear distinctions between dealings with Israel per se and with Israeli enterprises and settlers in the Occupied Territories. At the broader regional level, Europeans depend on the Arabs, Iran and Russia for the vast majority of their energy security. The Arab world represents a lucrative market for European consumer goods, services, produce and arms. By extension, European economic interests require peace and stability in the Mediterranean, the Persian Gulf region and Central Asia. Yet that peace and stability is undermined by the continuance of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

Europe’s interests in and ties to the Middle East are so extensive and significant that it does not have the option of turning a blind eye to what happens there. In particular, the Arab-Israeli conflict is a source of personal and passionate concern for many EU citizens and it is becoming an increasingly divisive and disruptive cause célèbre within European society.

European Jews cannot forget the lessons of the Holocaust and still fear the potential for anti-Semitism to grow in Europe, especially in the face of economic crisis and large-scale unemployment, when ethnocentrism and xenophobia gain ground. The danger is that fear and prejudice in Europe complicate European relations with the Middle East, where Israel is still battling with Arabs and Muslims generally to achieve acceptance as a Jewish state in the region. In the twenty-first century the EU has become a mosaic of large and small Member States with contrasting traditions and cultures. New migrants from all over the world have enriched the cultural, religious and ethnic diversity of the whole union. Yet many are struggling to adjust and find their place in the mix. Religion as a source of conflict as well as solace is a factor. Thus conflict in ‘the Holy Land’ can have repercussions in Europe and vice versa.

The Palestinians are the solution as well as the problem. They represent the frontline of Arab and Muslim opposition to Israel. Their cause has also generated anti-Israeli boycott campaigns among trade unions, student groups and others keen to champion the rights of a people under occupation. The outcry and consternation that followed the Israeli raid on the flotilla seeking to break the blockade of the Gaza Strip in May 2010 demonstrated the potential for the conflict to divide and inflame opinion in Europe. Yet there is no easy way to satisfy Palestinian demands without exacerbating the fears of Israeli Jews and their friends and supporters elsewhere.


Formal EU position on the conflict

The clearest statement of EU thinking on the requirements for a comprehensive resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict were laid out in the ‘Conclusions of the Council of Ministers on the MEPP’ released on 8 December 2009. The core element in this statement (as in others before it) is the call for ‘a two-state solution’ to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, with ‘the State of Israel and an independent, democratic, contiguous and viable State of Palestine, living side by side in peace and security’.

Beyond articulating these goals, the Council stated that the EU ‘will not recognise any changes to the pre-1967 borders including with regard to Jerusalem, other than those agreed by the parties’ and that, in the interests of ‘genuine peace, a way must be found through negotiations to resolve the status of Jerusalem as the future capital of two states’. More broadly, the Council noted that: ‘A comprehensive peace must include a settlement between Israel and Syria and Lebanon.’

The Council document represents the culmination of a series of European statements over several decades, commencing with the 1980 Venice Declaration, in which the European Community broke new ground by calling for the involvement of the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) in peace negotiations and recognised the right of Palestinians to self-determination. When it was issued in 1980, the Venice Declaration was dismissed by Israel and essentially ignored by the United States, yet its core principles would later be adopted in the Oslo Accords signed in Washington by the Israeli Government and the PLO in 1993.

Seventeen years on, in March 2010 a Joint Statement by the Quartet incorporated much of the essence of the EU Council’s December 2009 Conclusions. Thus the Europeans have effectively blazed a trail for all the major international stakeholders in the MEPP. Yet herein lies the rub, because while leading on declaratory policy, the EU has essentially deferred to the United States when it comes to policy implementation. The reasons for this date back several decades. It was the United States which brokered the Egypt-Israel Peace Treaty in the 1970s. Washington also took the lead in convening the Madrid Peace Conference in 1991 that, for the first time, brought all the conflicting parties to the table and initiated multilateral as well as bilateral peace talks.

In the 1990s, the Americans took the principal role in mediating between the Israelis and Palestinians for the duration of the so-called Oslo Process, at the behest of the Norwegians who brokered the original deal. Europe was expected to inject funds and technical support into Palestinian state-building, while high diplomacy was managed by Washington.

---


After the Oslo Process collapsed in the second Intifada, the EU did act to help realise US President George Bush’s ‘vision’ of a two-state solution through formulation of the Roadmap. However, when that languished the EU lapsed into inertia, waiting for Washington to find a new formula. This it eventually did, with the Annapolis initiative, with limited results. Thus, when Obama came to power in 2009 promising to make the peace process a priority, the Europeans were enthusiastic, but preferred a supporting role to an independent one.

Europe’s evolving role: a salutary tale

In the 1990s the EU was able to pursue economic development of the Palestinian entity in the West Bank and Gaza, under the Oslo process, in tandem with US leadership on negotiations. However, not only did the process collapse, but Palestinian suicide bombings profoundly undermined Israeli belief in the viability of a negotiated solution. When the shock of 9/11 then transformed US policy priorities and the ‘war on terror’ took centre stage, attention turned first to Afghanistan and then Iraq. Europe split over the legality and wisdom of the Iraq invasion, losing internal cohesion and traction in Washington as a result. Meanwhile, Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon argued that the Palestinian leadership was part of the terrorist threat to the region and beyond, and adopted a strategy to re-impose control on the Occupied Territories that Washington proved unwilling or unable to alter.

Meanwhile, from 2002 to 2006 Iraq took centre stage and tensions blighted relations between Washington and those Europeans who opposed the Iraq invasion. In retrospect, the European quest for a common foreign and security policy was fundamentally undermined by differences over Iraq. On the Arab-Israeli front all the EU felt able to do was try to keep the PA from total collapse, through injections of cash, so that there would still be a Palestinian negotiating partner once some sort of peace process could be resumed.

However, bomb plots and attacks inside Europe, attributable to al-Qaeda sympathisers purporting to support the Palestinian cause among others against ‘the West’, influenced the public mood. Since then some have argued that resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict would help to combat the phenomenon of Islamist radicalisation, while others maintain that the plight of the Palestinians is only an excuse for anti-Western violence and ‘home grown’ terrorism.12

Within this broader context, when the Islamist movement Hamas won a resounding victory over its Fatah rivals in the Palestinian legislative elections of 2006, this dealt a major blow to the EU strategy of keeping

---

the PA in business. Having labelled Hamas a terrorist organisation, the EU leadership balked at the prospect of funding a Hamas-run PA and refused to have anything to do with Hamas officials. In retrospect, it is clear that the EU missed an opportunity to push for Palestinian unity.

In spring 2006 the EU joined the rest of the Quartet in enjoining Hamas to adhere to a set of principles that included recognising Israel's right to exist, as well as renouncing violence and accepting all agreements previously signed by the PLO and PA. In 2007 Hamas took over control of the Gaza Strip by force, leaving Fatah to regroup behind an emergency administration on the West Bank, with Salam Fayyad appointed Prime Minister.

Meanwhile, war broke out between Israel and the Lebanese movement Hezbollah, resulting in serious loss of life and damage to the infrastructure in Lebanon and a hail of rocket fire into Israel that the armed forces proved unable to staunch. The European response was divided, with some calling urgently for a ceasefire, while others, notably British Prime Minister Tony Blair, held out for a Hezbollah defeat that did not materialise.

For over two years, Arab and tentative, isolated European attempts to broker reconciliation between the Palestinian factions have been stymied by Washington's insistence that Hamas be isolated and eliminated from the political stage through the blockade of Gaza instituted by the Israelis and tacitly supported by Egypt and Fatah. In so far as the Europeans believed this to be counterproductive, they failed to act accordingly.

Israel's assault on Gaza in 2008-2009 resulted in the deaths of 1,300 Palestinians, many of them children, while the Israelis lost thirteen soldiers in the operation they called 'Cast Lead'. These chilling statistics and the extent of the destruction in Gaza once more shocked public and government opinion in Europe. Yet the blockade has persisted and rebuilding has been prevented. The war did cause the EU to put plans to upgrade Israel's relations with the Union on hold, but did not derail other aspects of Israel's Partnership Agreement with the EU.

Since Barack Obama became US President in early 2009, the EU has volunteered no new initiatives on conflict resolution. Obama's commitment to restart the peace process enabled the EU to defer to Washington's lead once more. When Obama's administration ran up against intransigence from the Israeli government of Binyamin Netanyahu, the EU had no suggestions for overcoming the problems.
Policy constraints and limitations

EU lack of leverage and Washington’s willingness to take command are not the only explanations for EU ineffectiveness. Europe is also constrained by the fact that the Union is not a unified actor. Achieving a common policy on any issue requires the harmonisation of twenty-seven different positions, with the result that agreement is based on the ‘lowest common denominator’. Each Member State is influenced by various calculations to do with local and regional economic interests, transatlantic relations, and history.

Germany faces particularly sensitive issues in addressing the Arab-Israeli conflict, which relate back to the Holocaust. As a consequence, the Germans have fought shy of openly criticising Israel. Since falling out with Washington over Iraq, under the leadership of Angela Merkel Berlin has also sought to repair relations. As a result, adherence to US leadership on the Middle East defines contemporary German policy on the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Britain and France were responsible for the carve-up of the Arab world into separate states after the collapse of the Ottoman Empire. France had the League of Nations Mandate for Syria and made Lebanon a separate state. This historical connection has left France with enduring ties to both states, as manifest in periodic French interventions and initiatives in relations between the two. The fêting of Syrian President Assad’s participation in the launch of the UfM, the brainchild of President Nicolas Sarkozy, was a case in point.

Britain held the League of Nations Mandate for Palestine from 1922 to 1948, wherein it facilitated the implementation of the Balfour Declaration that endorsed the idea of a national homeland for the Jews in Palestine.

While that may be ancient history as far as contemporary Britons are concerned, in the Arab world the British are still held responsible for presiding over the birth of the Arab-Israeli conflict. In addition, the lessons learned then still have relevance today. When Britain referred the problem of Palestine to the United Nations in 1947, that body voted for partition of the area into two states, one Jewish and one Arab.

Failing to reconcile the conflicting interests of the Jewish community or Yishuv and the Arabs in and around Palestine, while also coming under conflicting pressures from within Europe, at the United Nations and in Washington, the British could not implement the UN call for partition by force. So they withdrew and the outcome was determined by war.
Now Britain, like other European countries, is calling for a two-state solution based on the 1948 armistice lines between Israel and the Arabs, with statehood for the Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Yet even though Israel and the PLO have accepted this formula in principle, both know that the Palestinian refugee problem relates back to the earlier war of 1948 and its resolution requires revisiting that era.

In other respects the facts on the ground do not augur well for a two-state solution by agreement. Israel’s formal commitment to this goal is undermined by its settlement policy, including in and around East Jerusalem. The capacity of the Palestinians to deliver on a peace deal lacks credibility because of the divisions between Hamas and Fatah, the West Bank and Gaza.

In the circumstances the Europeans have resorted to placing their hopes in the state-building enterprise of Prime Minister Salam Fayyad. Yet his is a top-down enterprise, funded by external aid and lacking grassroots engagement and private sector economic development. The remit of the PA only extends to so-called areas A and B in the West Bank, with the remaining Area C (sixty percent) still under Israeli control and home to Israeli settlers.

EU pronouncements on the illegality of the Jewish settlements are not backed up by penalties for their continuance. The experience of the Obama administration with its attempts to impose a settlement freeze has no doubt tempered EU thinking about how to remedy this problem. The Europeans appear loath to be more hardline than Washington.

Meanwhile, whereas in the 1990s the EU placed confidence in a series of ‘soft-power’ initiatives for transforming relations around the Mediterranean, as of 9/11 the agenda has changed. In the face of threats posed to Western governments and society by terrorist groups associated with extremist Islamist ideology, the EU has retrenched on support for democratisation and economic integration around the Mediterranean. Instead, closer security cooperation between European and Arab governments has come at the expense of democratisation in the south, and the more modest vision of the UfM has not only supplanted the EMP, but has itself been crippled by spill-over from the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Overall, it is clear that Europeans face conflicting pressures and priorities as well as difficulties in pursuing a more active collective approach to conflict resolution. Meanwhile, the optimism that accompanied the peace-building endeavour in the 1990s has given way to a sense of powerlessness and fatalism. What endures is a set of convictions about what a two-state solution would require, without a strategy for making it happen.

Unpalatable options

Reviewing the policy pronouncements of the EU outlined above, it becomes apparent that EU proposals seek to reconcile the national aspirations of the Israelis and Palestinians through territorial compromise. What is envisaged is logical in purely material terms but assumes that the protagonists can be persuaded to give precedence to peace for its own sake over commitment to their respective security requirements, ideological or ideational positions and identities.

The religious nationalists in the forefront of those Israelis committed to remaining in Jewish settlements in the West Bank will resist evacuation to make way for a Palestinian state. For those Israelis who see the long-term security benefits of a two-state solution to the conflict, the prospect of removing tens of thousands of settlers by force also poses problems. Fearful that some members of the Israel Defence Force would revolt rather than implement settlement evacuation, some Israelis would even contemplate accepting the involvement of external forces.

Whether government and public support for such intervention would be forthcoming in Europe or the United States is questionable. In any case, what is contemplated, in terms of clearing out key settlements from the West Bank, may portend increased conflict as opposed to peace.

On the Palestinian side, acceptance of a mini state on the West Bank without the removal of at least some of the Jewish settlements would be political suicide and would not make for a ‘viable’ state. Hamas would then be in a position to rally to its cause all those who would lose out in a territorial compromise, including the hundreds of thousands of Palestinian refugees around the region.

In short, the formula for conflict resolution embodied in the EU’s official pronouncements would satisfy some but not all Israelis and Palestinians. It would have to be imposed, and the would-be compromisers in Israel and Palestine could not do it by themselves. Yet neither the United States nor the EU would welcome the prospect of fighting for peace on their behalf.

Meanwhile, European investment in containing the conflict and funding the basic needs of the Palestinians is vital to the continuance of the status quo. If Europe withdrew its personnel and economic support there would be a humanitarian crisis, increased instability, lawlessness, disillusionment and generalised conflict.

Consequently, for the EU the costs of withdrawing this assistance would be greater than the potential benefits.
Conclusion and policy implications

Europe cannot walk away from its existing responsibilities nor can the EU abandon its adherence to international law and all that this implies. Equally, Europe cannot alone impose a solution on the warring parties. Here are three suggestions for ways to move beyond the present paralysis.

First, while still adhering to the joint European position on the conflict, individual EU Member States could go beyond this and take a lead that others could be encouraged to follow. Thus, second, Member States could adopt policies which more clearly identify those aspects of both Israeli and Palestinian actions which run counter to international law and impose penalties accordingly. Stricter adherence to the rules-of-origin requirements for imports, for example, could serve as the basis for taxing or rejecting goods made by companies operating in Israeli settlements. Third, in recognition that attempts to eliminate Hamas from the picture have failed, EU Member States could do more to encourage Palestinian unity. They could, for example, spell out the rewards that would be forthcoming for a new unity government that would share responsibility for delivering basic services and the rule of law in both the West Bank and Gaza.

There is no guarantee that these steps would produce peace – but nor will standing on the sidelines lamenting. The only alternative is to enter the fray in a manner designed to give more credibility and substance to Europe’s declared position.
Introduction

The EU has always been a strong supporter of Palestinian self-determination. Reflecting this, its financial involvement in the Peace Process since the Oslo Agreement has been concentrated on advancing the creation of a Palestinian state. At present, European assistance supports the UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) and the provision of humanitarian aid, as well as the State-building project embodied by the Fayyad plan. However, this aid has not been sufficient to overcome substantial impediments to the realisation of a viable Palestinian state. While European aid has clearly had positive effects on Palestinian living conditions, a paucity of appropriate responses to illegal policies has resulted in a de facto pattern of accommodation to them. This has been accentuated when the EU’s own interests have been directly undermined. Moreover, the division between Gaza and the West Bank continues to pose a challenge to effective Palestinian self-determination upheld by the EU since the early 1980s. The two territories are governed by mutually antagonistic Palestinian factions and subject to different Israeli regimes of control. European interventions have indirectly strengthened this territorial separation. Without a reorientation of EU strategies and a rethink of the failed boycott of the Hamas administration in Gaza, the EU’s current policy can only further erode the prospects for the creation of a viable and contiguous Palestinian state.
Historical background

Thirty years ago, with the signing of the Venice Declaration, the European Community (EC) became the first third party to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict to acknowledge that the Palestinian people were entitled to exercise their right to self-determination and that the Palestinian problem was ‘not simply one of refugees’. In 1986, the EU went further, enacting a regulation that allowed products originating in the Occupied Territories to be exported to the EC under the label ‘Made in the West Bank and Gaza’. This measure concretely dissociated the Occupied Territories from the State of Israel. After the signing of the Declaration of Principles in September 1993, the EU increased its economic involvement in the Peace Process by financially supporting the nascent Palestinian Authority. EU assistance to the Palestinians has continued unabated since then.

By providing an average €500 million per year, the EU and its Member States became by far the biggest donors to the Palestinian Occupied Territories. This remained the case even when the EU suspended its direct aid to the Palestinian Authority in April 2006, three months after Hamas’s victory in Legislative Council elections. However, especially since the onset of the Second Intifada, the EU has gradually transformed its aid intervention. Where it was once directed principally at the construction of infrastructure and natural resources management sector, EU aid migrated towards direct budgetary support for the PA and more relief-oriented and humanitarian assistance, in response to the worsening economic situation. Along with support for Palestinian refugees through UNRWA, humanitarian aid and budgetary support now comprise the three main tracks of the EU’s intervention.

In 2009, the EU’s financial commitment amounted to €590.5 million, €272.1 million of which transited through the EU’s financial mechanism, PEGASE, to reach an account controlled by the Palestinian Prime Minister Salaam Fayyad, thereby bypassing Hamas in the Gaza Strip. €178.97 million out of this €272.1 million were dedicated to paying the salaries and pensions of PA civil servants and allowances to vulnerable families in Gaza and the West Bank. The rest of the amount transiting through PEGASE was ring-fenced for direct support to the private sector (€22 million) and for buying the fuel necessary to run the Gaza power plant (€39.63 million) and institution-building (€12 million) and infrastructure development (€19.5 million). The bill for financial assistance to UNRWA came in at €169.57 million, while humanitarian aid projects through the ECHO (European Commission Humanitarian Office) amounted to some €72 million, which covers food security and cash for work projects, health-related projects, programmes in the domain of civilian protection and mental health programmes for children especially in Gaza. The EU’s overall financial contribution also

3. PEGASE (Mecanisme palestino-européen de gestion de l’aide socio-économique), is a financial mechanism which channels funds directed at the Palestinian Authority to an account controlled by the Palestinian Prime Minister and which bypasses Hamas in the Gaza Strip. It was created in December 2007 at the Paris conference in order to replace the Temporary International Mechanism which was established in June 2006 after the victory of Hamas at Palestinian Legislative Council elections in January 2006.
covers support for projects in East Jerusalem aimed at maintaining a Palestinian presence in the city, CFSP missions (EUPOL COPPS and EU BAM Rafah) and support for civil society. If one takes the contribution to UNRWA out of the overall budget, in 2009, approximately 56 percent of European aid went to Gaza, and the remainder to the West Bank including Jerusalem. But this may change following an EU decision in November 2009 to cease directly financing the electricity supply to Gaza’s only power station.

State-building in an emergency: the Fayyad plan

In 2007, when the EU resumed its direct aid to the PA following the Fayyad government’s rise to power in the West Bank, the state-building components of EU financial assistance were reactivated following an 18-month pause following the election of Hamas. Prime Minister Salaam Fayyad’s plan, ‘Ending the Occupation, Establishing the State’, unveiled in August 2009, gave the EU an opportunity to advance this process. The plan quickly gained concrete EU support as evidenced by financial assistance across a whole range of sectors, including water, environment and energy projects, the judiciary, civilian defence and modernisation of prisons. The EU’s direct assistance to the PA also allowed the Authority to dip into its own revenues to pay for the implementation of Fayyad’s vision.

The Fayyad plan is a two-year programme aimed at paving the way for the *de facto* creation of a Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza within this time period. The plan interweaves ambitious national objectives, such as achieving economic independence and bringing equality and social justice to all citizens, with a detailed strategy for institutional development. In practice, the plan is about creating a series of ‘positive accomplished facts’, including infrastructure, conducive to the establishment of a Palestinian state. Fayyad’s rationale is that by showing goodwill towards international demands – in particular regarding security – a non-violent national project for self-determination can garner concrete international support.

The results of this strategy are so far varied and barely intelligible to large sections of the Palestinian population. On the one hand, Fayyad advocates the boycott of settlement products and support for non-violent resistance. On the other hand, he promotes security cooperation with Israel – currently at unprecedented levels. Moreover, although his plan refers to the creation of a Palestinian state ‘with full sovereignty over its territory in the West Bank and Gaza […] [and] with East Jerusalem as
its capital\textsuperscript{5}, a question mark hangs over the eventual legitimacy of the PA’s efforts if the issue of the reconciliation between Hamas and Fatah has not been resolved by August 2011. This has led to serious criticisms that the plan is aimed at eviscerating Hamas and providing a practical buttress for Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu’s ‘economic peace’ agenda and ‘West Bank first’ policy promoted by the international donors, who are key stakeholders in the political peace process. The Fayyad administration’s lack of democratic legitimacy and the reluctance of the present Israeli government to accept unilateral Palestinian decisions also pose serious obstacles to the plan’s success.

Nonetheless, Fayyad supporters would argue that the plan represents an important card which Palestinians can play in achieving their national objectives. For them, it is an overt call to the major third parties to this conflict, the US and Europeans, to tackle impediments to peace on the ground and the imbalance of power between Israelis and Palestinians. If the current talks fail, the realisation of a \textit{de facto} Palestinian state represents an alternative strategic offer that the international community might find difficult to refuse. Thus in parallel with his actions on the ground, Fayyad is seeking to develop a consensus around recognition and support for a Security Council resolution that would amount to an international endorsement for the creation of a Palestinian state.\textsuperscript{6}

### Necessary EU responses to roadblocks in the way of Palestinian Statehood

For the EU, supporting the Fayyad Plan is an opportunity to demand political progress from both sides, but it is unclear whether current EU financial support for the Fayyad plan departs from the traditional aid rationale, building institutions that could be useful when the time comes. Apart from its financial support for institution building, the EU’s backing for the Fayyad plan is not so very different to its support for previous Palestinian reform plans. In other words, if the EU is unequivocally supporting the ‘establishing a Palestinian state’ side of the plan, questions can be raised about its attitude to the plan’s other aspect: ‘ending the occupation’. Consistent support for the state-building route would necessarily entail a strategy for surmounting obstacles to its realisation. The EU regularly condemns violations of international law that prevent the emergence of a viable Palestinian state, but experts ask why the EU’s challenges to these have been so tepid. A dissonance between EU statements and actions in the region has been created.\textsuperscript{7}

Besides its declared commitment to human rights and international law, the EU’s ground-level involvement and contractual relationships with

\textsuperscript{5} Ibid., p. 6.


Israel and the Palestinians place it in the position of a full stakeholder. As such it has an interest in the successful implementation of its regional policies, with all that this implies about how it should proceed if faced with unlawful impediments to it. According to H.E. Judge Rosalyn Higgins, under international law, one would expect claims for exceptionality or violations of international law to be followed by a reaction. Higgins sees international law not just as a set of rules but also as a process of ongoing interactions between different actors. International law relates to competing claims formulated by these actors, be they assertions of rights, promises, or the invocation of exceptional circumstances, i.e., claims which depart from international law. Unless actions that breach international law are greeted with strong protest, a claim for exceptionality can be perpetuated and become entrenched. This is not to say that a violation of international law can become legal over time, but it does mean that the passage of time can help create a legitimate claim when the effects of the violation are irreversible on the ground. The necessity for third parties to assert their claim becomes more important when violations of international law impede the implementation of policy instruments. It increases the importance of delivering a reaction.

Building matchstick houses in a storm:
EU aid and state-building efforts during occupation and blockade

Since the split between Hamas and Fatah in June 2007, the West Bank and Gaza have become subject to two different Israeli regimes of control. Consequently, their economic situations have diverged and the implementation of EU assistance has been affected accordingly.

Aid, economic restrictions and destruction

In order to advance its officially declared policy of ‘economic peace’, in 2009, Israel undertook several measures to ease movement restrictions in the West Bank and to allow Palestinians living in Israel greater access to the region’s markets. These steps, combined with a dramatic acceleration in security cooperation between Israelis and the PA, improved the West Bank’s economic outlook. Real GDP growth in the West Bank is projected to have risen to 7 percent in 2009 from 5 percent in 2008. However, this economic trend is unsustainable and strictly limited by continued settlement construction. At present, Israel controls nearly 60 percent of the West Bank’s land through settlement buildings, and associated infrastructure such as roads and the barrier wall. The PA’s limited control over the West Bank obstructs the donor community –
including the EU – from intervening in many socio-economic sectors. Israel’s overall control also facilitates settlement activity, particularly in East Jerusalem, creating a situation on the ground that diminishes prospects for a compromise on the city’s status and threatens the chances of creating a viable Palestinian state.

Moreover, West Bank Palestinian access to outside markets in Gaza, Israel and elsewhere is still severely curtailed. Improved internal movement and GDP growth cannot compensate for the consequent economic loss. This situation is not new. The EC-PLO Interim Association Agreement which came into force in 1997 had been intended to enhance trade and economic cooperation but, soon after its conclusion, the European Commission reported that Israeli-imposed restrictions on the Palestinian economy and non-recognition of the EC-PLO Agreement were preventing its implementation. More than thirteen years later, the agreement has still not been implemented. In 2009, EU goods imported from the PA amounted to €7 million. With total trade amounting to €71 million in 2008, the Palestinian Occupied Territories are by far the EU’s smallest trading partner in the Mediterranean region.

The most substantial measures taken to facilitate Palestinian trade have themselves been obliterated by military destruction or else severely limited by restrictions. After Israel’s disengagement from Gaza, the EU Border Assistance Mission (EU BAM) was sent to monitor and build PA customs capacity at the Rafah border checkpoint between Egypt and the Gaza Strip. The mission has been unable to operate since Rafah was closed in June 2006, following the seizure of an Israeli soldier, Gilad Shalit, by Palestinian militants aligned with Hamas. Equally, Gaza’s EU-funded airport and seaport, which had been supposed to offer independent access points to external trade, were both destroyed by the Israeli army at the start of the second Intifada.

Infrastructure financed by the European Union and its Member States that has also been destroyed by Israel since 2000 amounts to €56.35 million according to an estimate by EUNIDA, an association of cooperation and development agencies. The damage suffered during Operation Cast Lead (27 December 2008 – 18 January 2009) has been estimated at around €12.35 million of this. The UN recently reached an agreement with Israel on a compensation package of €10.5 million for UN buildings destroyed by Israel during the Gaza war. But so far, the EU and its Member States have declared no intention to claim damages for the destruction of their infrastructure. They usually claim that these facilities were given to the Palestinian Authority and so only the PA has an interest in taking action.
Gaza: a bone too big to chew?

The Gaza Strip has experienced much harsher economic restrictions than the West Bank, as a result of what recently-leaked Israeli government documents suggest is a policy of ‘economic warfare’ aimed against the ruling Hamas movement. Soon after Hamas took over the Gaza Strip in June 2007, Israel enforced a blockade on all the Strip’s land and sea borders. Until recently, imports from Israel stood at approximately 20 percent of pre-blockade figures, and a small range of food and hygiene products constituted up to 90 percent of these. Exports from the Strip are almost non-existent. In the short term, the situation suits both Hamas, which has been consolidating its presence in Gaza, and Israel, which has temporarily secured its borders with the Strip. The blockade has effectively taken its 1.5 million inhabitants hostage and led to a serious deterioration in the humanitarian situation since Operation Cast Lead. All economic sectors have experienced a process of ‘de-development’. Unemployment and aid dependency are increasing. Nearly 80 percent of Gaza’s inhabitants now live on less than a dollar a day and depend on international assistance. A black market economy has developed around hundreds of tunnels dug under the Rafah border with Egypt. These supply the Strip with agricultural and industrial goods upon which Hamas imposes taxes.

On 31 May 2010, Israeli forces raided a Turkish vessel carrying activists, in international waters, which was on its way to Gaza to deliver humanitarian goods. Nine civilians were killed and numerous others injured. This event propelled the unsustainable nature of the blockade back to the top of the international agenda. Facing international pressure, the Israeli government adopted some measures aimed at ‘easing’ the blockade by changing its mechanism for restricting the entry of items into Gaza. Instead of issuing a list of permissible items, it was announced that the entry of consumer goods would now be generally allowed, except for items prohibited for security reasons, such as cement and spare machine parts. Dual-use construction materials for approved PA-authorised projects under international supervision should however be enabled, and operations at the existing land crossings – notably Kerem Shalom – should be expanded. Nevertheless, a ban on the import of construction material for the private sector, a ban on exports, and severe restrictions on sea access and movement of people remain in place. The measures do not represent a policy shift so much as a fine-tuning of Israel’s policy of isolating Hamas and by extension the Gazan population.

The conflict and the EU's assistance to the Palestinians

Gaza’. They urged the EU High Representative to contribute concrete and realistic options for the implementation of a mechanism based on the 2005 Agreement on Movement and Access ‘that would permit the reconstruction of Gaza and the revival of its economy’ at the next Foreign Affairs Council.¹⁴ This took place on 27 July but no concrete measures came out of the meeting because of the difficulties involved in agreeing measures that could offer 'added-value'. For the moment, the status quo ante remains.

So far, the EU has adapted its humanitarian and financial assistance to the people of Gaza to align with the heavy constraints imposed by the blockade and its own policy of no contact with Hamas. Although the EU's contribution might have certainly helped stabilise the humanitarian situation, both these constraints have adversely affected the EU's capacity to promote Palestinian development and self-determination, and have placed the EU in a position of accommodation to what amounts to collective punishment.

In Gaza, the EU contributes to the salaries of Palestinian teachers, doctors, and nurses and PA officials who have not been working since June 2007. In 2009, €22 million was allocated to the 'Direct support to private sector' scheme which transits through PEGASE. These funds were aimed at helping small businesses affected by Operation Cast Lead to continue their activities, and thus reactivate some small economic activity in Gaza. The European Commission is providing humanitarian food supplies and related projects through ECHO. Even if the current measures implemented by Israel help the EU to diversify its humanitarian projects on the ground, these moves will not advance long-term solutions.

Yet, the limited number of actions so far undertaken by the EU in relation to Gaza illustrate the profound unease among Member States about taking any measure that might be interpreted as giving credit or recognition to the Hamas regime and thus undermine their relationship with the United States and Israel, whose positions on the recognition of Hamas remain strict. This approach has proven to be counterproductive.¹⁵ It has left Hamas in control of a society which has been progressively drained of alternative sources of economic and political power. It has also deadlocked any possible negotiations over a long-term ceasefire, the release of Gilad Shalit, and an end to the blockade.¹⁶ If the Israeli measures do not amount to a lifting of the blockade and if (official) international no-contact policy towards Hamas is to be maintained, then the EU can only hope to ameliorate the worst humanitarian symptoms of the Gazan imbroglio. It can do nothing to revive Gaza's economy or unpick the present gridlock in the peace process.

¹⁴ Conclusions on Gaza, Foreign Affairs Council, Luxembourg, 14 June 2010.
¹⁵ See chapter by Jeroen Gunning in this volume, pp. 97-108.
Conclusion and policy implications

Policy towards Gaza and Hamas

An initiative to help lift the blockade should be carefully thought-through and implemented to avoid entrenching the logic of collective punishment and ensure that a proper economic recovery can begin. This will necessarily involve diplomatic persuasion and incentives to allow exports out of Gaza, imports of construction materials for the private sector into Gaza and the free movement of people, including between Gaza and the West Bank. Equally, the EU should redefine its engagement strategy with Hamas and pro-actively advance efforts for Palestinian reconciliation. As Bulut and Goerzig argue, at the very least, the EU could hint at how its relevant programmes might be revised in the event of an intra-Palestinian sharing arrangement.17

Preparing for life after the Fayyad plan

Salaam Fayyad is sticking strongly to his August 2011 deadline for creating a Palestinian state and the EU and its Member States must prepare for the different potential scenarios that could follow. At present, support for a UNSC resolution is not on the agenda and the general consensus among EU Member States remains that a Palestinian State should emerge from a negotiated process between Israel and the Palestinians. However, this position may not be sustainable and the EU should prepare a ‘Plan B’. By next year, the success or otherwise of Fayyad’s strategy may be precipitating historic decisions in the PA, and the wider Palestinian community. In the absence of reconciliation within the Palestinian camp, a failure for Fayyad is likely to trigger a crisis within the secular and nationalist Palestinian movements. A success may well do the same for religious and resistance-based Palestinian forces. Either way the EU has a stake in the outcome, because it will directly impact on its relationships with the PA and aid efforts on the ground. Efforts promoting Palestinian intra-reconciliation should therefore be prioritised in order to reduce the risk of furthering divisions among Palestinians, and further weakening the EU’s influence and credibility in the region.

Aid reassessment

At the start of 2010, the head of the EC Technical Office in Jerusalem, Christian Berger, declared that: ‘Support can only be sustained if there is a clear indication that a Palestinian state will be established in the foreseeable future … Sustaining such a high level of support for a long period of time without reaching the goal will lead to questions, particularly from our tax payers.’18 Indeed the situation is not sustainable and the

17. Ibid., p. 4.
EU cannot justify these expenditures indefinitely. The outcomes of, and outlooks for, the EU’s aid efforts must therefore be assessed. Palestinian dependence on European assistance is now so all-encompassing that it is unrealistic for the EU to disengage from the Palestinian territories. Aid should be used in a way to end the conflict rather than simply accompany a process whereby the conflict is simply managed. If EU support for Palestinian state-building is to continue, it should be conditioned on the elimination of the obstacles to constructing a viable Palestinian state by all parties and stakeholders. This is the only way to disengage from a power dynamic that renders the objectives of a policy tool unattainable.

The EU is already financing several projects in East Jerusalem aimed at maintaining a Palestinian presence there by reinforcing Palestinian schools, hospitals and the legal resources available to individuals and families facing expulsion. These projects are tailor-made to the situation facing Palestinians in Jerusalem, but programmes following a similar rationale could be developed in the West Bank. The EU could, for instance, step up its efforts in the area of civilian protection and by pushing for development projects in area C, which could for example enable Palestinian farmers to work on their lands on the other side of the wall by modifying the produce on these lands and thus sustain the ability of the local population to keep their lands.

Finally, it should be noted that Palestinian self-determination is also threatened by the fact that Palestinian communities are geographically scattered and by the emergence of a new generation schooled in war that is alienated from traditional Palestinian forms of political action. The EU could work on building trans-territorial bridges between the fragments of Palestinian society and developing programmes aimed at enhancing human development in order to address the cultural, psycho-social and educational needs of this generation.

Towards a rights-based approach

The EU alone cannot establish peace between Israel and the Palestinians. Nonetheless, third parties have a responsibility to bring conflicting parties to an attitude of compliance with international law. It is not too late for the EU to adopt a comprehensive strategy based on international law and human rights. The EU’s deep involvement with Israel and the Palestinians necessarily requires that it exercises due diligence in the implementation of its policy towards Israel and the Palestinians and reacts appropriately when violations of international law interfere with or disrupt the implementation of its policy. Where such an approach is lacking, the EU accommodates itself to the violations of international law and indirectly facilitates their perpetuation. At the very least, such an approach should entail for instance demands for compensation for
the destroyed infrastructure which was initially financed by the EU and the demand for the reimbursement of all the additional cost relating to the provision of humanitarian relief incurred as a result of the illegal restrictions in the Occupied Territories. It should also be coupled with efforts to maintain the principle that respect for international law, human rights and humanitarian law is a central aspect of the Israeli-Palestinian issue.
CHAPTER 4

The conflict and EU-Israeli relations

Nathalie Tocci

Introduction

Since the failure of the ill-fated Oslo peace process in 2000, the European Union has conducted its bilateral relationship with Israel in pursuit of two goals: a two-state solution in Israel and Palestine and the deepening of cooperation between the EU and Israel. In theory, these two goals could be mutually reinforcing. In practice however, not only the EU’s prioritisation of cooperation with Israel has trumped its pursuit of a two-state solution, but, more seriously, the pursuit of cooperation has actively worked against the accomplishment of a two-state solution. By pursuing this policy, the EU has compromised on its adherence to its own norms and laws.

The political context: EU goals, interests and policies regarding Israel

One of the EU’s main objectives vis-à-vis Israel is the deepening of bilateral cooperation. The EU has expressly stated its commitment to establishing a partnership with Israel which provides for close political and mutually beneficial trade and investment relations, together with economic, social, financial, scientific, technological and cultural cooperation.¹ The EU’s ambition in this regard is motivated by historical, political and economic interests. Most importantly, European actors value the development of cooperative ties with Israel in order to shed memories of a past that represents the antithesis of the identity to which Europe has aspired in the post-war period. The EU and specific Member States, for evident historical reasons, are highly sensitive to Israel’s accusations that some European countries are guilty of anti-Israeli bias, especially given that such alleged bias is ascribed to deeply entrenched European anti-Semitism. Israel’s diplomacy has been skilful in leveraging European sensitivities to garner EU support for and soften EU criticism of Israel. Beyond history, political interests also underpin Europe’s commitment

to cooperation with Israel. EU actors see in Israel a fellow member of ‘the West’. This was the case in the Cold War era, in which political ideologies separated the capitalist West from the Soviet or pro-Soviet East. It is all the more so today, at a time in which civilisational prisms pitch the Judeo-Christian ‘self’ against the Muslim ‘other.’ Lastly, the EU’s trade surplus with Israel means that there are also important commercial reasons for the development of deep and cooperative ties with Israel. As such, the EU has been receptive to Israeli suggestions to separate ‘politics’ from ‘economics’, by compartmentalising the Arab-Israeli conflict from the development of EU-Israel relations.2 Israel’s established, albeit partial, democracy,3 its pro-Western outlook and its level of development have further bolstered the case for compartmentalisation.

A second EU goal, which has been articulated in ever-greater detail since the 1980 Venice Declaration, is that of a two-state solution, with the State of Israel and an independent, democratic and viable State of Palestine living side by side in peace and security.4 According to the EU, the State of Palestine should comprise the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip, on the basis of the 1967 borders. Such a solution would include Jerusalem as the shared capital of Israel and Palestine and a ‘just solution’ of the refugee issue. Part and parcel of the two-state solution is the importance of respecting human rights and international humanitarian law (IHL). Hence, the EU’s repeated condemnations of Palestinian suicide bombings and indiscriminate launch of rockets into Israel, as well as of Israeli settlements, military incursions, extra-judicial killings, restrictions on movement, house demolitions and evictions in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT), the construction of a separation barrier in the West Bank, and the closure of the Gaza Strip. The Union has repeatedly affirmed that Israeli security and Palestinian self-determination should be pursued exclusively within the confines of international law. As EU High Representative Catherine Ashton has declared: the EU supports ‘peace based on international law’.5 Beyond vision, a two-state solution based on the respect for international law is viewed by the EU as an integral element of its security interests. The 2003 EU Security Strategy defined a two-state solution as a ‘strategic priority for Europe’.6 This is because the conflict is viewed as the mother of many (albeit not all) ills in the Middle East, ranging from economic stagnation and social unrest, which have unwanted spill-over effects into Europe.

In order to contribute to the fulfilment of these two goals, the Union has deployed policy instruments under two main headings. The first heading is diplomatic, directly linked to the goal of a two-state solution and primarily conducted in the context of the Common Foreign and Security Policy. The Union’s diplomatic role includes multilateral, bilateral and transatlantic dimensions, such as the activities of the EU Special Representative for the Middle East Peace Process since 1996, the EU’s

---

3. Partial democracy to the extent that full democratic rights and freedoms are granted to Jewish Israeli citizens and not to Palestinian Israeli citizens (not to mention Palestinians living in the Occupied Palestinian Territory).
participation in the Middle East Quartet since 2002, individual Member State initiatives on behalf of the EU, and transatlantic dialogue. The second heading includes bilateral contractual ties with Israel and is articulated mainly through what, up until the Lisbon Treaty, was known as the Community pillar. EU-Israel contractual ties are primarily aimed at fostering bilateral cooperation and are only indirectly related to the conflict. Yet bilateral relations are in fact also highly pertinent to the goal of pursuing a two-state solution in so far as they represent the most important source of potential EU influence on Israel. It is to this aspect of EU policy towards Israel that the rest of this chapter is devoted.

**EU policies towards Israel and implications for the conflict**

In pursuit of the goal of deepening cooperation with Israel, the Union’s contractual ties with Israel have been progressively upgraded since the 1960s. The EU-Israel Association Agreement, which entered into force in 2000, is the main legal instrument of the bilateral relationship. The Agreement is extensive and covers free trade in industrial and select agricultural products, freedom of establishment, free movement of capital, the harmonisation of regulatory frameworks as well as social and cultural cooperation. The Agreement also establishes several institutionalised forums for political dialogue: the Association Council, the Association Committee and the Sub-Committee on Political Dialogue. More recently, Israel has also signed additional EU agreements on procurement, agriculture, scientific and technical cooperation, civil aviation and the European Global Navigation Satellite System (Galileo). It is currently negotiating participation in the European Police Office (Europol). Finally, Israel is included in the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP), with its first Action Plan agreed in 2005. The Action Plan for Israel is implemented and monitored under the framework of the Association Agreement. Implementation of the EU-Israel Action Plan has accelerated over the years, and the Plan has been awaiting an ‘upgrade’ since 2009.

EU-Israel contractual relations also hold the potential of influencing Israeli conduct in the conflict, thus indirectly contributing to the EU goal of a two-state solution based on respect for international law. In principle, the EU can influence Israeli policies through political dialogue, conditionality and law in the context of its bilateral relations. Paradoxically, there has been an inverse correlation between the potential effectiveness of these three methods of influence and the EU’s reliance upon them.

---

7. A key case of a Member State initiative conducted on behalf of the EU was France’s role during Israel’s military offensive in the Gaza Strip in December 2008-January 2009. President Nicolas Sarkozy’s activism began during the French EU Presidency in 2008, but lasted up until and after the Israeli’s unilateral ceasefire in January 2009, working alongside the Czech EU Presidency and EU High Representative Javier Solana, as well as Egypt and Turkey’s mediation efforts.
EU-Israel political dialogue

As in the case of other key neighbours, the European Union has privileged political dialogue as a means to influence Israel. The institutional forums for dialogue used by the EU to attempt to persuade Israel to alter its conduct in the conflict include the Association Council, the Subcommittee on Political Dialogue, and, within it, the informal working group on human rights. While being the EU’s preferred and most frequently used means of influence, political dialogue has been rather ineffective in swaying Israeli policies in the conflict. Moreover, despite the Council’s proposal to replace the EU-Israel informal working group on human rights with a subcommittee and the existence of equivalent subcommittees with other EU neighbours, no such development has taken place to date.\(^8\)

EU-Israel cooperation under the ENP and conditionality

The EU can also influence Israel through the use of positive ex ante conditionality, by withholding promised benefits in the context of the ENP. On the whole, the EU has been reluctant to engage in such conditionality. Testimony to this reluctance is the fact that in December 2004 the Commission approved the Action Plan with Israel, rich with benefits to which other neighbours could not aspire, only a few months after the International Court of Justice (ICJ) condemned Israel’s construction of the barrier in the West Bank.\(^9\) Within the Action Plan, the two-state solution, human rights and international law featured only in the context of political dialogue, in which the EU and Israel committed to ‘facilitating efforts to resolve the Middle East conflict’ and ‘work[ing] together to promote […] the respect for human rights and international humanitarian law’.\(^10\) Moreover, despite Israel’s tightening grip on the Gaza Strip and accelerating colonisation of the West Bank, the June 2008 EU-Israel Association Council declared its intention to upgrade bilateral relations. The upgrade would entail strengthened political dialogue and Israel’s participation in EU programmes and agencies, integration into the single market, alignment with CFSP declarations and démarches on an ad hoc basis, and participation in Common Security and Defence Policy missions, as well as efforts by the EU to normalise Israel’s role in UN bodies. Thereafter, the Council in December 2008 set out guidelines for strengthened political dialogue\(^11\) and declared its intention to define the modalities of the upgrade by the spring of 2009.\(^12\) The strengthened political dialogue would include meetings at head of state (i.e. summits), foreign minister and sectoral ministerial levels, as well as ad hoc Israeli participation in the Political and Security Committee, hearings of Israeli experts by Council working parties and committees, strengthened inter-parliamentary dialogue, and informal exchanges on strategic as well as human rights and anti-Semitism issues.

---

8. The EU-Israel ‘upgrade’ does foresee the establishment of a human rights subcommittee, alongside a series of other upgrades of political dialogue.

9. The ICJ’s Advisory Opinion in July 2004 also stated that: ‘all States are under an obligation not to recognise the illegal situation resulting from the construction of the Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem. They are also under an obligation not to render aid or assistance in maintaining the situation created by such construction’ (para. 159).


12. GAERC Press Release, 2915th meeting, Brussels, 8-9 December 2008, pp. 15-16. Palestinian Authority (PA) Prime Minister Salam Fayyad sent a letter in May 2008 complaining about the proposed upgrade in EU-Israel relations in view of Israel’s conduct. Israel retaliated by withholding tax and duty payments to the PA. Yet the French Presidency, having secured Israel’s participation in its project – the Union for the Mediterranean – decided to proceed with the upgrade.
However, in response to the dramatic deterioration of the conflict as a result of Israel’s military offensive on the Gaza Strip in December 2008-January 2009 and the Netanyahu government’s policies on settlements and East Jerusalem in particular, the EU has temporarily engaged in *ex ante* conditionality. Since 2009, the EU-Israel ‘upgrade’ process has been formally suspended. In 2008 in fact, the Council had committed the Union to strengthening bilateral relations with Israel upon an understanding of the parties’ ‘shared values’ of democracy, human rights, the rule of law and IHL, and their ‘common interests and objectives’ regarding the two-state solution. In December 2009, the Council deemed ‘the situation on the ground’ as ‘not conducive to the resumption of the upgrading process’. The formal freezing of the upgrade process is temporary. Moreover, the EU has gone to great lengths not to present the freeze as an act of conditionality, but rather as a decision taken by mutual consent dictated by existing political conditions. In fact, cooperation between the EU and Israel deepened in 2009, as attested by the fact that the two signed a new agricultural agreement in November 2009 and negotiated an agreement foreseeing Israel’s participation in Europol. This ‘business as usual’ nature of EU-Israel relations since 2009 has meant that the postponement of the upgrade has not entirely restored the EU’s credibility, particularly tarnished in the eyes of the Palestinian and the international human rights community following the restoration of EU-Israel relations in 2003-2004 despite the aggravation of the conflict. Nonetheless, the postponement of the upgrade has indicated that the Union has refrained from entirely ‘compartmentalising’ the conflict from the development of EU-Israel cooperation. By doing so the EU has not necessarily had an impact on the conflict. But it has at least marginally restored the self-inflicted reputational blow caused by its reaction to Operation Cast Lead in Gaza.

**EU-Israel cooperation and the respect for European and international law**

A third channel of EU influence on Israel relies on the application of European and international law. In principle, the EU could withdraw benefits that have been granted to Israel in the context of bilateral agreements in the event of a material breach thereof (*ex post* conditionality). In practice, however, the Union has expressly stated its preference for ‘constructive engagement’ with Israel, as with other southern Mediterranean countries. The EU has never contemplated the partial or total suspension of the Association Agreement (or any other agreement) despite the grave human rights and international law violations perpetrated by Israel. More so than in the case of *ex ante* conditionality, the EU has persistently shied away using this channel of influence, turning a blind eye to Israel’s behaviour or seeking politically...
The legal basis to exert *ex post* conditionality is twofold. First and most frequently cited, is Article 2, better known as the ‘human rights clause’, which, alongside Article 79 (the ‘non-execution’ clause), entitles the EU to partially or totally suspend the Association Agreement in the event of a serious breach of human rights and democratic principles. The human rights clause grants the EU a *right*, but not an *obligation*, to suspend the agreement in the event of a breach of Article 2. Consequently, EU actors have consistently refused to invoke ‘non-execution’ clauses to deal with human rights non-compliance in the Mediterranean, including in Israel and the OPT. The human rights clauses have been used rather as a basis to engage in human rights political dialogues with the southern neighbours.

Second and most important, are the EU’s legal *obligations* stemming from European and international law. As far as EU law is concerned, Article 83 and Protocol 4 of the EU-Israel Association Agreement define the territory lawfully covered by the Agreement: the State of Israel. Unlike Israel and based on international law, the EU considers this territory to exclude the land occupied in 1967. As far as international law is concerned, the EU and its Member States have the duty of ‘non-recognition’: they cannot recognise, aid or assist Israel’s violations of IHL. Hence, they must refrain from granting benefits to and cooperating with Israeli actors and actions in violation of IHL in the context of contractual relations. The different understandings between the EU and Israel on the territorial scope of EU-Israel cooperation and the EU’s legal obligations in the framework of European and international law have led to a series of legal problems across different policy areas, all of which can be traced back to the same root: the EU’s tendency to accommodate Israeli policies that contravene IHL, to the extent of risking breaching its own law. Three examples illustrate this point.

The most well-known example is the dispute over the preferential export of Israeli goods produced in settlements. As mentioned above, the territorial scope of EU-Israel agreements is limited to the ‘territory of the State of Israel’. As such and as reaffirmed by the European Court of Justice in 2010, the EU cannot grant preferential treatment to products wholly produced or substantially processed in Israeli settlements. Israel however determines the origin of its exports in a manner that does not distinguish between production carried out within its borders and in the Occupied Territories, in accordance with its domestic legislation and its differing interpretation of public international law. This has resulted in the EU’s inability to prevent the preferential treatment of settlement products exported by Israel under the Agreement. The EU has recognised the need to rectify the situation. In February 2005 the
EU and Israel agreed on a ‘technical arrangement’, whereby Israel would name the locality of production on the origin certificates of its products and EU customs officers could reject unilaterally Israeli certificates of origin. The EU acknowledges that the technical arrangement does not represent a solution, but only a way to manage the problem. Practically, the technical arrangement has enabled EU customs to refuse preferential treatment to detected settlement exports. However, detected settlement exports represent only a fraction of exports from settlements. The technical arrangement also places the onus on Member State customs services to detect such products and refuse to grant them preferential treatment. Moreover, under the technical arrangement Israel continues to apply the Agreement to the Occupied Territories and issue proofs of origin accordingly. Israel has not been required by the EU to acknowledge officially that products produced in settlements do not originate in Israel. Until the EU considers it appropriate to launch an arbitration procedure, its customs services will thus have to bear the burden of preventing the preferential importation of settlement products without relying on Israel’s correct issuance of proofs of origin and verification replies. In order to ensure that the technical arrangement functions properly, this entails inspecting each and every proof of origin, a highly burdensome and costly practice particularly for large importing Member States. To say nothing of the disrepute, this is the tangible price that the EU must pay to rectify the deficiencies in the implementation of European law that result from the accommodation of Israel’s policies in the context of the Agreement.

Another example concerns the irregularities within EU-Israel cooperation in the area of research and development. Israel has been associated to the EU’s Framework Programmes for Research and Development since 1996. As in the case of trade, only legal entities within the State of Israel are entitled to benefit from EU research funds. Yet Israeli entities within the Occupied Territories, in accordance with Israel’s legislation, consider themselves as eligible to participate in the Framework Programme. Under the 5th and 6th Framework Programmes, several settlement companies benefited from EU funds.19 Under the 7th Framework Programme the Commission did attempt to rectify the situation, but it did not consider and act upon the fact that entities that are legally established in the territory of the State of Israel but are physically based in settlements are also not eligible for EU funds.20 By November 2009, over 700 Israeli research entities had been selected for funding under FP7.21 The EU is unable to ascertain whether all are actually located within the territory of the State of Israel.

A final example concerns Europol. The EU and Israel have drafted an agreement foreseeing Israel’s cooperation with Europol, aimed at combating international crime through the exchange of information and contacts. A set of problems, echoing those of trade and research, affects


the territorial scope of the agreement. The Israel National Police would act as the ‘contact point’ for Europol. Yet the Police is headquartered in East Jerusalem, placing Europol in contravention of its duty not to recognise an act deriving from Israel’s unilateral annexation of East Jerusalem. Likewise, Europol could not lawfully store information obtained either by Israeli authorities operating in the territories that it has illegally annexed (East Jerusalem and the Golan Heights) or from non-Israeli nationals transferred from the Occupied Territories to detention centres in Israel. However, in all the agreements between the EU and third states, the EU often explicitly relies on the third state to implement the provisions of the agreement ‘in accordance with the provisions of [its] domestic law’. If this agreement were to do likewise, Europol would be unable to prevent itself from storing information obtained by Israeli authorities operating in the Occupied Territories, given that Israel itself does not distinguish between the Occupied Territories and its internationally recognised territory.

Conclusion and policy implications

In conducting bilateral relations with Israel, the EU has pursued two goals: cooperation with Israel and a two-state solution based on international law. These two goals need not be incompatible. Yet an analysis of EU policies reveals that EU actors themselves have implicitly considered them as such, in turn prioritising cooperation over a two-state solution. The EU has privileged political dialogue as a means to influence Israel’s actions in the conflict. Despite its ineffectiveness, this is primarily because dialogue is itself a form of cooperation. Indeed, one of the most valued aspects of the ‘upgrade’ of bilateral relations for Israel is precisely a deepening of political dialogue between the EU and Israel.

Within the ENP, ex ante conditionality has rarely been used, leading at times to the deepening of EU-Israel cooperation precisely as and when the conflict deteriorated. Notwithstanding, the postponement of the ‘upgrade’ with Israel could be viewed as a form of ex ante conditionality, which has restored some credibility to EU policies in the region following Operation Cast Lead. However, the EU has emphasised the consensual dimension of the postponement, repeatedly stating that it was not intended as a ‘punishment’ on Israel. Despite the formal postponement, EU-Israel cooperation in practice has proceeded and deepened unhindered.

Most seriously, the EU has tended to view the application of European and international law that seeks to uphold its goal of a two-state solution as incompatible with its pursuit of cooperation with Israel. In other words, it has chosen to consider measures to ensure the respect for law as ‘punishments’, which detract from EU-Israel cooperation.

22. See for example Article 18, Protocol 4 of the EU-Israel Association Agreement.
The examples discussed above in the domains of trade, research and police cooperation all exemplify how this has led to legal problems in which the EU has risked the distortion of its own law and practice to accommodate illegal Israeli policies. In doing so, the EU has also signalled to Israel that the law is up for political bargaining, fostering a culture of impunity in the context of the conflict.

Yet in fact, the application of the law is not incompatible with cooperation with Israel. On the contrary, rules and laws are what make cooperation between the EU and any third state, including Israel, possible. It is by recognising and acting upon this reality – by rectifying the aforementioned legal problems and inserting safeguard mechanisms to ensure that no further irregularities arise in future spheres of EU-Israel cooperation – rather than viewing the application of the law as an undue ‘punishment’, that the EU could reconcile the two goals driving its bilateral ties to Israel. By doing so the EU would not, alone, achieve the fulfilment of a two-state solution. But it would contribute to establishing the rights and law-based international conditions which are imperative for such a solution to be accomplished.
Chapter 5

The Middle East conflict, transatlantic ties and the Quartet

Daniel Möckli

Introduction

The transatlantic relationship has traditionally represented a key dimension of the EU approach towards the Arab-Israeli conflict. Although the EU regards Middle East peace as a strategic priority, many Member States consider sound ties to Washington just as important – or even much more so. One major lesson the Europeans have learnt since the 1970s is that the pursuit of alternative policies that overtly challenge US positions has proved counterproductive and undermined their own cohesion. Together with the continuing difficulty of gaining recognition as a relevant actor in Middle East diplomacy, this has prompted the EU to seek to influence US policy as an indirect way of bringing European thinking into the management and resolution of the conflict.

For the EU, becoming a member of the Middle East Quartet in 2002 alongside the US, Russia, and the UN was important in this regard, as it has provided for institutionalised coordination with Washington on the conflict. Yet, during the Bush presidency the balance sheet of the Quartet was mixed at best. There was a common Quartet approach in the form of the Roadmap that comprised important European positions. However, the US also prompted the EU to take up policies that deviate from previous European principles and that have done little to advance peace. Moreover, during the Bush years, the EU was caught up in US inaction or was asked to provide cover for what essentially constituted US unilateral actions more than once.

The impact of the EU on Middle East diplomacy has not significantly increased since the coming to power of US President Obama in 2009. Nevertheless, there has been a period of unprecedented transatlantic convergence concerning the Arab-Israeli conflict recently, as Obama’s approach has actually been substantially in line with European thinking. In the absence of sustainable progress towards a two-state solution,
difficult questions will however have to be addressed by the EU and the US that potentially could both weaken European cohesion and cause transatlantic strains. These questions comprise substantive issues as well as the future roles of the EU and the Quartet.

From conflict to limited cooperation

European-US relations vis-à-vis the Arab-Israeli conflict have evolved in three stages. During the Cold War, there were predominantly divergent approaches, and a great deal of transatlantic tension. The 1990s were marked by complementary approaches, with significantly less strain on relations. Finally, since the launch of the Quartet in 2002, the idea has been to pursue coordinated approaches, based on institutionalised transatlantic cooperation, with varying degrees of success.¹

Having consulted on the Arab-Israeli conflict ever since European Political Cooperation was set up in 1970, the Europeans issued their first substantive joint declaration in the context of the October War in 1973. Greatly concerned about the US piecemeal (country-by-country and issue-by-issue) approach to the search for peace, the then EC members called for a comprehensive solution to be worked out under the auspices of the UN and for Israel to ‘end the territorial occupation’.² This resulted in the biggest transatlantic clash over the Middle East conflict to this day, with neither the US nor Israel approving of a European role in Middle East diplomacy.

With the exception of a brief moment of transatlantic convergence in 1977, when President Carter embraced European positions on the Arab-Israeli conflict, the period between 1974 and 1989 remained marked by European-US disagreements as to how to advance peace. These disagreements came to be epitomised by the two approaches of ‘Camp David’ and ‘Venice’. The US-sponsored bilateral peace deal of 1978/79 between Israel and Egypt reflected an incrementalist approach that, in hindsight and despite rhetoric to the contrary, resulted in the Palestinian issue being sidelined in US policy during much of the 1980s. Conversely, the EC Venice Declaration of 1980 stressed the Palestinian right of self-determination and made the case for associating the PLO with the search for a comprehensive peace, calling Israeli settlements in the Occupied Territories ‘a serious obstacle to the peace process’ and ‘illegal under international law’.³ Eager to avoid another transatlantic clash, the Europeans took US concerns into account this time, watering down their early Venice drafts significantly.

Transatlantic relations improved once efforts towards a peace process were underway in the 1990s. US peace efforts that resulted in the Madrid

---


³ Ibid., pp. 303ff.
Conference of 1991 were strongly supported by the Europeans, despite the fact that the EC did not have a seat at the table. Both the EU and the US also came to support the Oslo Accords of 1993, which had been secretly worked out without their involvement. At this stage Europeans came to subscribe to an implicit division of labour with the US. Leaving diplomacy to Washington, they focused instead on regional cooperation, economic peacebuilding, and Palestinian institution-building, with a view to providing the structural conditions for sustainable peace.

Still, as the Oslo process gradually broke down towards the end of the 1990s, transatlantic disenchantment resurfaced. Considering the US to be too lenient on Israel and too focused on facilitation rather than robust mediation, many Europeans called once more for an EU seat at the diplomatic table. Their claim seemed all the more justified given that the EU had become the main donor of the peace process and since the EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) allowed it to expand its capacity as a diplomatic actor in the Middle East.

The Quartet and US post-9/11 priorities

With the founding of the Middle East Quartet in Madrid in 2002, the US acknowledged that the EU had a role to play in Middle East diplomacy. Bringing together the US Secretary of State, the Russian foreign minister, the UN Secretary-General, and the EU (then represented by the High Representative, the External Relations Commissioner and the rotating presidency), the creation of this forum provided for institutionalised EU-US consultations on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, albeit in a broader international framework. However, as the Europeans soon came to realise, the relevance of this platform for Washington has varied greatly according to specific US needs. Overall, the Quartet has represented much less of a shift in the EU role from ‘payer’ to ‘player’ than many initially hoped.4

A major success for the EU during the Bush presidency was the Roadmap that the Quartet officially presented to Palestinian and Israeli leaders in April 2003. The Roadmap endorsed many European positions, with the EU and some of its Member States playing an important role in drafting it. Procedurally, it gave the EU a major stake in Middle Eastern diplomacy in that it tasked the Quartet with evaluating the performance of the parties in terms of implementation.5

Yet, the Roadmap also reflected a major weakness of the Quartet. Linking the EU with the State Department rather than the White House, this forum provides no direct access to what has traditionally been the most important US policymaking body concerning the Arab-Israeli conflict. With Bush supporting Israel’s robust policy against the Palestinian militants as part of his own global ‘war against terror’,

---

4. On the Quartet during the Bush period, see Costanza Musu, ‘The Middle East Quartet: A New Role for Europe?’, in Möckli and Mauer, op. cit. in note 1.

there was little presidential commitment to the Roadmap. Although the Quartet ‘expressed concern’ in numerous declarations about the lack of progress in implementing the Roadmap, the EU once more ended up with a declaratory policy that had little impact on the ground.

As Bush was preoccupied with Iraq, there was little meaningful Quartet activity for several years after 2003. In those cases where the Bush administration did deal with the Palestinian issue, it often acted unilaterally, using the Quartet selectively and primarily with a view to getting multilateral backing for its own policies. Such was the case with the appointment of Tony Blair as Quartet Representative in June 2007. Another example was the Annapolis process, launched a few months later, with the US rather than the Quartet being tasked with monitoring progress.

Moreover, during the Bush years, the US arguably managed to influence EU policy more than see its own policies influenced by the Europeans. The prime example in this regard concerns the Western response to the surprise election victory of Hamas in 2006. As Washington and Brussels turned the three Quartet ‘principles’ for engagement into ‘conditions’, the Europeans came to subscribe to a policy of isolating Hamas that undermined their democracy-promotion agenda and marked a shift away from their previous inclusive approach to the Arab-Israeli conflict. On the comparable question of how to deal with the PLO in the 1980s, the Europeans had opted for informal pragmatic contacts so as to try and moderate the positions and behaviour of this organisation, whereas the US had made dialogue conditional on the PLO’s transformation.

The EU shift on this matter in 2006 reflected a change in the character of the Quartet, which was now promoting sanctions as much as negotiations. Such change led to the resignation of the UN envoy of the Quartet, who argued that the Quartet had become a ‘group of friends of the US’ and that the format was more about managing transatlantic relations than resolving the Arab-Israeli conflict. It also prompted Russia to go its own way and talk to Hamas, which raised questions as to the cohesion of the Quartet.

Although many European policy-makers may have been uneasy about US policy on the Middle East conflict during the Bush presidency, they largely refrained from challenging it. This was above all because the Europeans were careful not to provoke another crisis with Washington over the Middle East after the fall-out over Iraq in 2002/03 that had done so much damage to intra-European cohesion as well as to EU-US relations. Although the Bush administration nominally came to subscribe to a two-state solution as well as institutionalised consultations with the EU and other external actors, these were overall lost years in terms of advancing peace, with transatlantic cooperation remaining limited.
Obama playing an EU tune

Since the coming into office of the Obama administration in early 2009, the degree of transatlantic convergence over the Israeli-Palestinian conflict has reached an all-time high point. Obama has come to embrace positions long held dear by the EU. The strong sense of transatlantic consensus has failed to translate into sustainable progress on the ground, however. Although the US is currently attributing higher priority to the Arab-Israeli issue than often before, the local capacity for resolving the conflict is distinctly limited, with the peace camp in Israel marginalised and the Palestinians deeply divided. This raises difficult questions for Washington as well as Brussels.

Not since Jimmy Carter has a US president invested so much in advancing peace in the Middle East so early in his term. Declaring a resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict a vital national security interest for the US, Obama has subscribed to the view held by many of his advisers and some of his generals that this conflict foments anti-American sentiment, weakens moderate regimes in the Arab world and makes it more difficult for the US to advance its interests in the wider Middle East. This is very much in line with the EU, which regards the resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict as a precondition for solving other problems in the Middle East.

Obama’s efforts to shift US mediation to a less pro-Israel bias and a more impartial position also correspond with European thinking. Rarely has a US president expressed so much empathy for the plight of the Palestinians as Obama did during his Cairo speech in June 2009. Furthermore, not since the days of former Secretary of State James Baker has the US made such far-reaching public demands of Israel, with Obama’s repeated and insistent calls for a comprehensive settlement freeze causing severe strains in the US-Israeli relationship.

While critics accuse Obama of having wasted much time wrestling with the government of Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu over settlements, the EU fully supported the Obama approach. In her own Cairo speech in March 2010, EU High Representative Ashton called the settlements illegal and argued that they constitute an obstacle to peace and make a two-state solution impossible. Although Obama has declared the settlements ‘illegitimate’ rather than ‘illegal’ and only managed to talk Israel into a partial and temporary freeze, the EU was pleased to see that he showed some persistence on the issue. There was a strong US reaction to the Israeli housing announcement concerning East Jerusalem during the visit of Vice President Biden in March 2010. Once the Obama administration had succeeded in launching direct peace talks in early September 2010, it also tried hard to talk Israel into a new temporary

9. See, for example, the statement of General Petraeus before the Senate Armed Services Committee, 16 March 2010. Available at: http://armed-services.senate.gov/statemnt/20100316Petraeus.pdf.
settlement freeze to get these talks going, although it seemed to refrain from applying pressure when Prime Minister Netanyahu refused to comply. With regard to Jerusalem, the EU again goes further than the US in explicitly declaring that Jerusalem should be the capital of both states.\textsuperscript{13} Still, the EU could note that Obama has at least urged a halt of any Israeli activity that may predetermine the issue of Palestine’s future capital.

If Obama has in many ways played a European tune in his approach to the Arab-Israeli conflict so far, it is worth noting that he has largely done so without the EU orchestra. This is reflective of his larger foreign policy, where Europe plays a very limited role. Indeed, Obama’s ‘EU-type’ positions on the conflict may not even have been influenced by the Europeans. Be that as it may, the EU has still been right to support his approach. In contrast to the Bush period, Quartet partners are now regularly being informed by the US about its next steps. Moreover, the EU is well aware that if anyone can achieve progress at this stage, it is the US. Still, in view of the early breakdown of the direct peace talks in the autumn of 2010 and the dire situation on the ground, there is a need for deeper EU-US dialogue on how to proceed in the Arab-Israeli conflict.

The transatlantic agenda: difficult decisions ahead

There are six major issues concerning Middle East diplomacy that the US and the EU will have to address with some urgency: (i) the scope for more robust mediation; (ii) Palestinian reconciliation and relations with Hamas; (iii) the EU-US position on a potential Palestinian declaration of statehood; (iv) the credibility of their policies on the settlement issue; (v) relations with Syria, and (vi) the future roles of the EU and the Quartet. Given the sensitivity of these issues, close EU-US consultation and coordination is vital here, although this does not preclude some unilateral European measures.

More robust mediation?

There is little doubt that the peace process can only be translated into meaningful results today if there is more robust international mediation. This may include an external peace plan identifying the major parameters of compromise, as long advocated by some of Obama’s advisers. And it certainly would entail close monitoring of how any deal is implemented, coupled with the willingness to impose costs if agreed measures are not undertaken. After admitting that he had overestimated the US capacity

\textsuperscript{13} Council Conclusions on the Middle East Peace Process, 8 December 2009.
to persuade Israel and the Palestinians to pursue reconciliatory policies, Obama will now have to balance domestic and strategic considerations carefully in deciding how to proceed. Should he choose to go for more pressure and conditionality, he is bound to face further tensions with Israel – as well as growing criticism from within the US Congress. Should he decide against such a strategy, progress towards peace will become ever more unlikely, with more instability looming. Although the pendulum has swung in direction of the latter scenario in the course of 2010, Obama’s stance in 2011 remains to be seen.

As for the EU, High Representative Ashton has suggested that European involvement in the search for peace could be stepped up by supporting the parties in their negotiations, extending the package of assistance, considering further political, financial and security guarantees, and developing a closer partnership with the US and a reinvigorated Quartet. With regard to this last point, Ashton has called for regular Quartet meetings that ought to be ‘designed to support and monitor the peace process’ and to ‘give impetus to frame strong terms of reference for the negotiations to set benchmarks for progress, and assess Roadmap compliance’.

Significant though this offer of support may be, the EU will have to be careful what it wishes for. For one thing, it is far from clear that pushing parties into an agreement would bring peace any closer. Furthermore, even if Obama chose to go down that road, there is no consensus within the EU that a tougher line towards Israel would be the right way forward. Robust mediation most likely would have to be a unilateral US endeavour, supported perhaps by some EU Member States. Alternatively, the price attached to non-compliance would have to be so low to gain EU-wide approval that the approach might not be robust enough to bring about sustainable results.

**Palestinian reconciliation: rethinking Hamas policy**

Domestic political constellations in the region and in the US provide difficult ground for peace talks to succeed at this stage. While there is a possibility that such talks may yet translate into a two-state solution precisely because expectations are so low on all sides, the chances of disruption and failure are high. In this case, Washington and Brussels should think about focusing on Palestinian reconciliation before pushing peace negotiations again. Doing both simultaneously may not be feasible. A shift of priorities may become urgent as intra-Palestinian divisions deepen. There is of course a risk that any unity government would be dominated by Hamas. Still, with PA President Abbas and Fatah weakened, and Palestinian institutions suffering from a legitimacy deficit in the absence of elections, the potential of the current approach of ‘negotiations first and reconciliation later’ appears limited.

---

Advocating reconciliation makes little sense without a more pragmatic Western approach towards Hamas, however. The policy of isolating Hamas has not only contributed to the Palestinian split, but it has also strengthened the radical elements within the Islamist movement and provided the basis for the Israeli-Egyptian blockade of Gaza. Although the EU and the US asked Israel to ease its closure as early as 2008 and have pushed the Netanyahu government to change its policy following the deadly flotilla incident in May 2010, they have shied away from rethinking their own Hamas approach so far. Expectations at the onset of the Obama presidency that the US might move towards dialogue with Hamas analogous to its policy change on Iran proved premature.

The fact is that without some sort of engagement with Hamas, neither a sustained opening of border crossings in Gaza nor Palestinian reconciliation nor durable progress towards a two-state solution seems possible. Merely wishing that Hamas would disappear and calling for the PA to be reinstated in Gaza will not suffice as a strategy. By contrast, involving Hamas in dialogue may actually foster the group’s moderation and eventually help to make it part of the solution. The EU and the US should think about softening their conditions and making Hamas’s recognition of Israel and of previous agreements a condition for the successful completion of negotiations rather than for starting talks. Although modifying the conditions does entail risks, it also provides new opportunities – which is a major difference to the policy pursued so far.

A transatlantic position on Palestinian statehood

The third item on the transatlantic agenda concerns the two-year plan of Palestinian Prime Minister Fayyad of building the apparatus of a Palestinian state by summer 2011, which has gained much support from both the EU and the US. There has indeed been some improvement in the services provided by the PA, especially as far as fiscal practices and security in the West Bank are concerned. Yet, it would be misleading to view the Fayyad Plan as merely a technical exercise. In the absence of a political agreement on a two-state solution, it is conceivable that Fayyad may unilaterally declare Palestinian statehood in 2011. Such a move, which would likely be opposed by Israel and some elements of the Palestinian polity, could split the EU and arouse transatlantic controversy. While some Eastern European countries had already recognised the Palestinian state prior to entering the EU, others are pushing to do so now, with a third group sticking with the Oslo paradigm of a negotiated settlement as the only way forward. If the transatlantic and European disunity witnessed over the recent question of the independence of Kosovo is to be avoided, the EU and the US would be well advised to prepare for such a scenario before it materialises.


16. For a more detailed discussion, see the chapter by Jeroen Gunning in this volume, pp. 97-108. See also Daniel Möckli, ‘Switzerland’s Controversial Middle East Policy’, CSS Analysis in Security Policy no. 35, June 2008.

Settlements: backing up statements with practice

Preserving and enhancing the capacity to influence local dynamics should remain an EU-US priority. The credibility of the EU and the US as peacemakers will depend to no little extent on their ability and willingness both to defend their views on final status issues and to make sure these issues remain resolvable. A prime test in this regard concerns the settlement issue. The EU and the US will have to find an adequate response if their calls for continuing the freeze have been ignored. In addition, the EU should become stricter in practice in denying preferential treatment to settlement products.18 Some have also made the case for the EU to enhance its visibility in East Jerusalem. In the case of the US, there have been suggestions that the Treasury ought to rethink its policy of exempting donations to settlements from tax.

Engaging Syria

Beyond the issue of Palestine, Syria is the most pressing issue concerning the Arab-Israeli conflict for the EU and the US to address. As a result of Syria’s continuing involvement in Lebanese affairs and its close ties to Iran, Brussels and Washington have pursued a policy of distance vis-à-vis Damascus. The EU still has no Association Agreement with Syria. And while Obama has intensified US diplomatic contacts with the Syrian leadership, he has also decided to continue the US sanctions approach. Yet, with other players such as Turkey, Qatar and Russia moving into the vacuum, there is evidence of a new ‘axis of influence’ emerging around Syria that is based on pragmatic commercial cooperation and a political agenda that challenges key Western policies.19 If the US and the EU are not to lose further geopolitical ground in the region, they will have to consider ways of providing Syria with an alternative alignment option, which would also have to include the prospect of peace with Israel.

The roles of the EU and the Quartet

With so many pressing substantive issues on the table, the question arises which future roles the EU and the Quartet will have in Middle East diplomacy. To start with the former, the time does not seem ripe for any unilateral EU diplomatic initiatives. As long as Obama stays engaged in the Arab-Israeli conflict, the EU should focus on consulting and coordinating with Washington and backing up US diplomacy. There is certainly scope for unilateral EU measures in fields such as its policy on settlements or its approach towards Syria. The EU should also continue its efforts to strengthen Palestinian institutions and the economy. But when it comes to diplomacy, the priority should be on orchestrating common transatlantic positions, particularly on the issues outlined above.

18. See the chapter by Nathalie Tocci in this volume, pp. 55-63.
As for the Quartet, where the EU has moved from triple to single representation post-Lisbon, its relevance is unlikely to increase significantly due to its heterogeneous membership. Still, not least because of the legitimacy provided by the UN, it continues to have its purpose, if mainly to place US initiatives on a multilateral foundation. It cannot however make up for the lack of an EU-US coordination scheme that would provide for regular and structured, rather than just institutionalised, consultations.

Regarding the operational dimension of the Quartet, the performance of Quartet Representative Tony Blair and his small team in facilitating Palestinian economic development is subject to controversy. Critics argue that Blair has achieved little and is overemphasising his own share in the recent growth of the Palestinian economy. Those more favourable towards Blair insist that he has done important work behind the scenes, both in terms of improved movement and access and relating to Israel's easing the Gaza blockade. The fact is that there is a lack of transparency concerning the work of the Quartet Representative, with the website of Blair's office being the only public source of information.20 If the Quartet is serious about an operational role, a less personalised approach may strengthen its credibility.

Conclusion and policy implications

In the evolution of the EU as an actor in Middle East diplomacy, relations with the US have been fundamental. They have constituted a red line in the sense that the EU has come to acknowledge the infeasibility of pursuing alternative strategies if these are seen in Washington as undermining US interests. But transatlantic relations have also proven to be a means for the EU to acquire a seat at the diplomatic table and bring in its own ideas of how to advance peace.

Although there has been remarkably little transatlantic friction on the Arab-Israeli conflict since Obama moved into the White House, there is need for a regular EU-US dialogue to complement present Quartet activities. With the US stuck and new players rising in the region, it will be vital for the EU and US to come up with a coordinated position and creative thinking on delicate issues such as Palestinian reconciliation or the scenario of a unilateral declaration on Palestinian statehood. Convincing Washington of its usefulness may be a major challenge for the EU, requiring above all significant progress in ensuring internal cohesion. But, as Henry Kissinger already noted in the aftermath of the October War, mediation in the Middle East is a "heart-breaking, miserable, dirty business"21 – which is why Obama may well appreciate more EU input in helping to find a viable path to peace.

---


Introduction

In recent years, the EU and its Member States have become involved in crisis mediation and management in the Arab-Israeli arena. Above all, they have deployed two CSDP missions to the Palestinian territories and have strongly participated in an upgraded United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL). They have also engaged in attempts at conflict resolution, in particular as part of the Middle East Quartet. In doing so, Europeans have accepted the US lead and toed its policy line. While their mediation activities in the Arab-Israeli conflict have at times helped to avert violent escalation, they have not assumed a role of consistent early warning and crisis mediation to prevent the repeated outbreak of violence and war. European presence on the ground has, in the end, served to freeze – at most – rather than to settle the Arab-Israeli conflict. Europeans should aim to make their CSDP engagements more effective and utilise existing channels for confidence building and communication. Crisis prevention efforts should focus on addressing developments that carry the danger of renewed violence or jeopardise prospects of a viable Palestinian State, and therefore render a peaceful settlement of the conflict impossible.

EU approaches and interests

The EU and its Member States support a comprehensive settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict, and in particular a two-state solution to its Israeli-Palestinian dimension based on relevant UNSC resolutions, the 1991 Madrid Conference principles and the 2003 Quartet Roadmap. Consequently, after Madrid Europeans started to actively support the peace process, quickly becoming its main financial sponsor. With this support they have aimed to build the nucleus of a Palestinian state and provide the environment for a regional settlement. Europeans have viewed their role as complementary to US-facilitated political negotiations. After
the early collapse of the multilateral track of the Madrid process, the EU focused almost exclusively on the Israeli-Palestinian track.

It was only after the failure of the US-mediated Camp David talks and the outbreak of the Second Intifada in September 2000 that the EU and its Member States became more involved in conflict management. Two CSDP missions in the Palestinian territories, European involvement in the security sector in Lebanon and the OPT, and strong European participation in the upgraded United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) testify to this change. Europeans have also been involved in crisis mediation efforts between Israel and the Palestinians, and among Lebanese factions. In addition, the EU and its Member States have engaged in conflict resolution attempts, above all, as part of the Middle East Quartet. However, rather than trying to substantially influence and alter the US approach to the region, Europeans have largely accepted a subsidiary role.

European involvement in crisis management was prompted by a deteriorating regional situation coupled with US President George W. Bush’s reluctance to engage in the peace process in his first term. It must also be understood against the backdrop of EU ambitions to become a global player and test new foreign policy and defence instruments. In addition, there was broad consensus among Member States that they wanted to raise the EU’s profile in the Middle East as an active player with a presence on the ground. Last but not least, Europeans sought to demonstrate to Israel that the EU was not biased towards Arab positions, but willing and able to fulfil a constructive role in the peace process. Europeans thus also aimed to overcome deep mistrust among Israeli decision-makers and the Israeli public regarding European motivations and perceived one-sidedness.

**Fields and instruments of EU crisis management**

**Mediation efforts and the search for a political perspective**

Over the last decade, and mainly triggered by the confrontations of the Second Intifada, the EU and its Member States have engaged repeatedly in crisis mediation efforts. Often, individual Member State representatives have taken the lead rather than the EU Special Envoy for the Middle East Peace Process or the High Representative for the CFSP (now High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy). Out of the international limelight, Europeans successfully de-escalated...
tensions in a number of instances. For example, European observers secured local ceasefires between Gilo and Beit Jalla early in the Intifada; German shuttle diplomacy between President Yasser Arafat and Prime Minister Ariel Sharon after the June 2001 Dolphinarium bombing was able to temporarily prevent further escalation; European mediators facilitated a solution to the crisis of the Church of the Nativity in Spring 2002 involving the deportation of some Palestinian fighters to EU countries and Cyprus; and Europeans engaged Palestinian groups in a dialogue aiming at persuading them to cease violent attacks against Israeli civilians. EU Member States also engaged in mediation and conflict management activities on the Israel-Lebanon front.

The EU also got involved in the search for a political solution to the conflict, driven by the European assessment that effective and durable ceasefires required a political perspective rather than the Israeli-American ‘security first-approach’. In view of operationalising US President Bush’s June 2002 vision for Middle East peace, EU foreign ministers agreed on a three-phase plan for ending the conflict at their Helsingør meeting in August 2002. This plan became the basis for the Quartet Roadmap presented to the parties in spring 2003. Europeans thereby succeeded in reengaging the US administration and in transforming their approach into an international initiative – even if it lost some teeth in the process. The EU was not successful, however, in securing sustained US engagement after the early demise of the Roadmap.

In a sense, such efforts saw a re-run after the 2006 Israel-Lebanon war when Europeans pressed the US to engage in peace making and tried to rally support among Arab states – pressure that saw the US President initiate the (ultimately unsuccessful) Annapolis process. As during the summer 2006 war, the EU did not cut a good figure either before or during the Gaza War in December 2008-January 2009. Even though the Israel-Hamas ceasefire had slowly eroded by November 2008, the EU did not engage in crisis prevention efforts. Attempts by individual EU Member State, in particular French, representatives and the High Representative to mediate during the war were at times undermined by statements from other Member State representatives and were ultimately unsuccessful. In the end, it was Egypt that mediated a ceasefire. The EU presented a rather disunited front and revealed itself to be incapable of acting jointly to fill the diplomatic vacuum during the handover period between US administrations. After the war and buoyed up by great expectations, Europeans waited for new US President Barack Obama to actively engage in the Middle East Peace Process and have since waited for a green light to complement US efforts rather than pursue their own political approaches.

Overall, while Europeans occasionally succeeded in their mediation, they were only able to temporarily avert further escalations or resolve


3. To give but one example: while the French Presidency on 27 December 2008 condemned the disproportionate use of force, the Israeli shelling as well as rocket attacks emanating from the Gaza Strip, the German Chancellor maintained that responsibility lay clearly and exclusively with Hamas; Israel had the legitimate right to protect its population and territory. The Czech Foreign Minister, after taking over the EU’s rotating presidency, issued statements depicting the Israeli ground offensive as a legitimate act of self-defence just after the French condemnation.
relatively minor – though not insignificant – problems. They were not in a position to prevent the recurrence of violence, the demise of the Oslo Process and the dramatic deterioration of the regional situation.

**CSDP engagement 1: EUPOL COPPS**

Since the 1993 Oslo Agreement the EU has provided considerable technical and financial assistance to support the peace process and to implement a two-state solution. Establishing Palestinian governance structures has been one of Europe’s priorities. In recent years the EU has increasingly turned its attention to the Palestinian security sector, pursuing a twin-track approach of, first, rebuilding institutions and capacities largely destroyed during the Second Intifada, and second, enhancing the effectiveness of the security organs by reforming the highly fragmented, opaque and unaccountable structures inherited from the Arafat era. It is in this context that the EU decided in late 2005 to deploy a CSDP mission, the European Union Police Mission for the Palestinian Territories (EUPOL COPPS), to support the civil police with training measures, advice and equipment. Europeans – cooperating closely with their American counterparts who engage in training and equipping the more robust security forces – were (and remain) especially concerned with enabling the Palestinian Authority (PA) to fulfil its obligations under the 2003 Roadmap of restoring order and fighting terrorism effectively.¹

EUPOL COPPS was deployed in January 2006. However, it very quickly found itself struggling with a radical change in circumstances following the victory of Hamas in the January 2006 parliamentary elections and its formation of a government in March. The European stance on Hamas implied that the European police mission was unable to cooperate with the subsequently Hamas-led interior ministry. Although it implemented a number of smaller-scale activities with other partners (such as the president’s office), EUPOL COPPS was unable to begin substantial work until President Mahmud Abbas appointed a transitional government in the West Bank in mid-June 2007 in reaction to Hamas’s seizure of power in the Gaza Strip. The mission’s work has since been restricted to the West Bank, thus excluding some two thirds of the civil police.² To date, the mission has concentrated above all on training activities and improvement of police and prosecution infrastructure.

On the one hand, EUPOL COPPS has undoubtedly made a contribution to regenerating the PA security forces after the setbacks of the Second Intifada and helped to make the PA security apparatus a more powerful and efficient institution. In turn the security forces have succeeded in re-establishing order in the cities of the West Bank, thus improving the security of the Palestinian population. Progress has also been made towards putting the PA in a position to meet its Roadmap obligations in

---


² Of almost nineteen thousand police employed by the PA at the beginning of 2006 more than twelve thousand were based in Gaza. After the Hamas takeover in mid-2007 Ramallah ordered PA police in Gaza to stop reporting for work if they wished to continue receiving their salaries. The EU has continued to fund the salaries of inactive police officers in Gaza.
the field of security. Israel has increasingly come to appreciate the benefits of building the PA's capacities in the field of security. As a consequence, security cooperation between the PA and Israel resumed in 2008. Since then Israel has gradually increased the freedom of movement of Palestinian security forces, permitted deliveries of equipment, handed over West Bank cities to PA control and reduced the presence of the Israeli army there. In 2009 Israel also began dismantling select checkpoints in the West Bank.6

On the other hand, the mission generated only minor progress in the field of long-term structural reform both in relation to the civil police and the legal and justice system. A comprehensive legal framework for the security services, a police law and clear guidelines for police work are all still lacking. Reform to make the security services and criminal justice institutions not only more effective but also unified, legitimate, democratically controlled and nonpartisan has not yet been initiated. There is thus a real danger that the EU will contribute to establishing an authoritarian and repressive security apparatus. In May 2008, the EU decided to expand the mission's rule-of-law activities. Concrete measures have started only from mid-2009, so far concentrating on equipment and infrastructure projects with little prospect of bringing about tangible improvements regarding rule of law.

The security sector is also still a long way from having the Palestinian 'ownership' proclaimed by Europeans and Americans.7 Legitimacy is undermined by a widespread perception in the Palestinian population that the Palestinian security forces first and foremost serve Israeli security interests. This impression is fed by the lack of progress in the peace process and by ongoing Israeli army operations in the West Bank, sometimes run jointly or concurrently with PA security operations. Security forces have also come to be perceived as biased towards Fatah in the intra-Palestinian conflict. This harms their reputation, especially as an absolute majority of Palestinians want reconciliation between Hamas and Fatah and see unification of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip as a top priority.8 In this regard, the US and EU have adversely influenced the conflict environment through their 'West Bank first' approach that has deepened the divisions among Palestinians rather than seeking to overcome them. In a situation where two illegitimate governments face off, parliament is defunct, two different legal systems are being consolidated and the security forces are perceived to be taking sides in the power struggle, it is simply impossible to progress towards an independent judiciary and to build a security apparatus that meets international standards and is under democratic control, and is nonpartisan, citizen-oriented and unified.9

CSDP engagement 2: EUBAM Rafah

The 2005 unilateral Israeli withdrawal from the Gaza Strip presented the international community with enormous challenges. The Quartet tried to ward off negative repercussions for the territorial integrity of the OPT and turn the withdrawal into a first step towards ending the occupation altogether. In this vein, its Special Envoy prepared the November 2005 Israeli-Palestinian Agreement on Movement and Access (AMA) including the Agreed Principles for Rafah Crossing. The latter provided for regular opening of the Rafah border crossing between Gaza and Egypt under the control of the PA, primarily for passage of people. The EU’s role as a third party was to contribute to ensuring that the border crossing functioned properly and regularly and to assist confidence-building between Israel and the PA. To these ends the EU Council decided in November 2005 to deploy the European Union Border Assistance Mission for the Rafah Crossing Point.

The EU monitors were quickly deployed in November and initially able to ensure regular opening of the border crossing. EUBAM helped to speed up Palestinian controls through training; also, the crossing’s opening hours were quickly extended. Cooperation initially proceeded smoothly without major incidents. Even after the Hamas-led government took office in March 2006 the crossing remained open with a Fatah-dominated Presidential Guard presence. But Israel ordered the border closed after the June 2006 kidnapping of Israeli soldier Gilad Shalit by Gaza-based militias. Intensive military reprisal operations followed and an almost complete blockade was imposed on Gaza. Although the EU tried in the following months to restore regular opening, the crossing opened only briefly for humanitarian and religious travel. After Hamas’s June 2007 seizure of power in the Gaza Strip, the entity was placed under an even stricter blockade by Israel and EUBAM suspended operations.

Hopes after the 2008-09 Gaza War of a speedy resumption of 2005 arrangements and EU monitoring were quickly dashed. Hamas and Israel could not agree on an exchange of prisoners to free Gilad Shalit, Israel’s key precondition for lifting the blockade. Fatah and Hamas could not consent on the return of the Presidential Guard to the crossing, nor were Israel, Egypt, the PA and EU willing to open the crossing as long as Hamas manned it. Consequently, notwithstanding exceptional openings by Egypt, the border has remained closed since mid-June 2007. Thus no significant post-war reconstruction has been possible – with dramatic repercussions on economic, social and political conditions. In the wake of the May 2010 flotilla affair and under international pressure, the Israeli government decided to relax but ultimately maintain the blockade.
In principle, sending a border mission to actively assist Israel in withdrawing not only from Gaza but also from the Philadelphi Corridor and Rafah border crossing made sense. This was the first time a border crossing had been placed under Palestinian control, representing a step towards statehood. However, it soon transpired that the decision to open or close the crossing lay not with the PA or EU but with Israel (and Egypt). This set-up put strict limits on the Palestinians’ control of the crossing and on EUBAM Rafah’s ability to meet its prime objective. In fact, it would only have been possible to override an Israeli order to close the crossing if the PA (plus later the de facto government of Gaza), the EU and Egypt all agreed to open it anyway.

Assuming a third party role corresponded with the EU’s interest to be, and to be seen as, an active player, not just paymaster, in the Middle East. But success has proved elusive as long as the EU is unwilling to wield real political influence and self-imposed political constraints leave it unable to communicate with all the local actors. Thus, the mission functioned only as long as regional partners were prepared to cooperate. It was also unable to exercise any conflict-preventing influence. Concentrating solely on the border crossing at the expense of effective border security left it unable to prevent the rearming of Hamas and other militants. Moreover, failure to exert consistent international pressure for implementation of other AMA provisions has harmed the territorial integrity of the OPT, Gaza’s integration into the global economy and Palestinians’ freedom of movement.

**European participation in UNIFIL and efforts at stabilising Lebanon**

Europeans missed a chance to pacify the region when they did not intensively engage in stabilisation and conflict resolution after the Israeli (2000) and Syrian (2005) withdrawals from Lebanon. In a sense, the 2006 summer war served as a wake-up call, reminding Europeans of the unsettled conflicts in the region and their violent potential. Only then did Europeans assume responsibility, participating in a reinforced UNIFIL. As a consequence, Member States also developed greater interest in a political and security engagement that would shore up – and protect – their military presence. Europeans have sought to support Lebanese sovereignty, including the central government’s control over the state’s territory and borders, and to strengthen governing institutions.

Europeans took the lead in an upgraded UNIFIL mission and provided its ‘European backbone.’ Since then, the international presence in Southern Lebanon has been commanded by European generals, and between some fifty and sixty percent of the international troops in southern Lebanon have been Europeans – led by Italy, France and Spain. The mission is based on Security Council resolution 1701, which stipulated
a ceasefire and mandated a significantly reinforced and more robust international presence to supervise the cessation of violence, Israeli troop withdrawal, and compliance with other ceasefire obligations, such as an arms embargo against Lebanese non-state forces, chiefly Hezbollah. However, an active, comprehensive disarmament of Hezbollah militias was not foreseen.

For the first time in UN history, a maritime component has been deployed: the so-called Maritime Task Force (MTF UNIFIL), staffed by EU-Europeans (and Turkey) and tasked with monitoring Lebanon's territorial waters, securing the Lebanese coastline and preventing arms smuggling. However, while MTF patrols the waters and hails and queries ships, the rules of engagement leave boarding of suspicious ships, confiscation of goods and arrests to the Lebanese navy and customs. According to the July 2010 UNSG report, from the beginning of the mission in October 2006 until late June 2010, some 30,500 vessels were hailed and queried, over 700 vessels were identified as suspicious, but subsequently all of them were cleared by Lebanese naval or customs officials. European countries, Germany in particular, have also engaged in capacity building for the Lebanese navy and coast guards.

MTF UNIFIL can be considered successful insofar as its presence was essential to ending the Israeli naval siege after the 2006 war and in re-establishing free trade over Lebanese seaways. But it has also been rightly criticised as an ineffective tool in the wrong place as far as the prevention of arms smuggling is concerned – as such activities typically take place over land borders outside UNIFIL's area of operations. Nevertheless, the European naval presence has served as an important buffer, significantly reducing the danger of renewed armed conflict in a tense region. However, as troop contributions have declined, the MTF is now working below required strength.10

Overall, UNIFIL has become an important stabilising factor in a fragile environment. The implementation of the 2006 ceasefire resolution has, however, remained partial. On the one hand, the areas evacuated by Israeli troops were secured by UNIFIL and turned over to the Lebanese Armed Forces (LAF) – with the latter returning to the southern part of the country for the first time in almost 30 years. Hezbollah militias have abandoned their positions along the Blue Line and stopped attacks on Israeli territory. The massive international presence as well as communication structures established by UNIFIL with the parties’ militaries (regular tripartite meetings) have contributed to generally upholding the calm, despite numerous ceasefire violations.

On the other hand, the international presence has helped to freeze rather than resolve the Israeli-Lebanese conflict. Except for the prisoner issue, none of the underlying causes of the 2006 confrontation have

---

10 A comprehensive 2009 evaluation of UNIFIL pointed out that MTF troop levels and assets must not be further reduced so as not to endanger implementation of the MTF's mandate. Cf. United Nations, 'Letter dated 12 February 2010 from the Secretary-General to the President of the Security Council', S/2010/86, 16 February 2010.
been effectively addressed. The issues of the Israeli-occupied Shebaa Farms and Ghajar village remain unresolved.\footnote{In November 2010 Israel signalled readiness to withdraw from the Northern part of Ghajar under certain conditions and engaged in talks with the UN on concrete arrangements.} The state of Lebanese border security has remained insufficient to prevent arms smuggling and a rearmament of Hezbollah. The weapons embargo has thus not been effectively enforced. Indeed, the danger of a renewed military confrontation looms large, and an unintended violent escalation is always on the cards, as was exemplified by the tree-cutting incident on the Israeli-Lebanese border in August 2010 that left five dead. The episode also illustrated, however, that UNIFIL was able to help prevent further escalation.

**Conclusion and policy implications**

EU crisis management interventions in the Arab-Israeli conflict have at times helped to avert the escalation of violence or to exit difficult situations. CSDP missions have contributed to temporarily ensuring a regular opening of the Rafah border crossing and to supporting the Palestinian civil police in the West Bank with positive security-related and socio-economic effects. A strong European participation in UNIFIL and its maritime component have helped maintain calm between Israel and Lebanon after the 2006 war. However, despite their presence on the ground, Europeans have not assumed a role of consistent early warning and crisis mediation to prevent the repeated deterioration into violence and war. Furthermore, Europeans have been reluctant to engage more strongly in the peace process and tackle questions of Palestinian unity. Thus, ultimately, their interventions have served to freeze rather than settle the Arab-Israeli conflict and have barely served the aim of Palestinian state and institution-building. To make their engagement more effective and efficient, Europeans should focus on the following:

*Improving the effectiveness of CSDP deployments:* Missions cannot achieve their objectives unless they are accompanied by measures designed to overcome the geographical and political division of the OPT, restart the peace process and open up a credible perspective for realising Palestinian independence. European conflict management measures therefore need to be backed up much more strongly by conflict resolution efforts.

Europeans should also ensure that their support of the civil police and justice system are integrated into a legal framework – yet to be created – and place greater emphasis on promoting Palestinian ownership of security sector reform to strengthen its legitimacy.
Confidence building, presence on the ground and peace talks: Given the extremely tense situation in the region, Europeans should urgently and much more consistently engage in confidence building, early warning and crisis mediation through existing channels. For instance, communication through the trilateral mechanism established by UNIFIL will be key to averting renewed violence between Israel and Hezbollah, which could easily escalate into a regional confrontation. EU Member States should also abstain from further reducing their presence in UNIFIL and UNIFIL MTF.

At the same time, a return to substantial peace talks on all tracks will be essential to achieve long-term stabilisation of the region. Europeans could offer to help resume the talks between Israel and Syria where they left off in late 2008.

Last but not least, peace cannot be built as long as stark injustice, massive human rights violations and breaches of international law prevail. The EU should therefore see efforts to uphold international law and end impunity for violations as conducive to peace building rather than as a distraction.

Preventing renewed Israeli-Palestinian crisis and further fragmentation: Europeans should focus urgently on addressing some of the current trouble spots in the Israeli-Palestinian theatre in order to prevent the renewed outbreak of violence and the consolidation of obstacles to a peaceful settlement. Such efforts should, first and foremost, aim to prevent a further fragmentation of the OPT that would, in the end, render a viable Palestinian State with contiguous territory impossible. In this vein, the EU and its Member States should focus on the Gaza blockade, Palestinian unity, Israeli settlements in the Occupied Territories and East Jerusalem.

Ending the Gaza blockade: The mere easing of the blockade will suffice neither for economic activity to pick up nor to end the collective punishment and isolation of the Gazan population. The EU has already offered to resume its monitoring activities at Rafah. In addition, it should offer to take on a role at the commodities’ crossings. However, progress cannot be achieved without coordination with the Gaza government. Therefore, Europeans, as the third party according to the 2005 AMA, should be in contact not only with Israel and Egypt, but also with both the Ramallah and the Gaza government to agree on durable border arrangements. Only then will it also be possible to find ways and means to put a permanent stop to arms smuggling through the tunnels underneath the border.

Palestinian unity: Europeans should leave mediation efforts to others. However, in order to prepare the ground, they should eliminate
European hurdles and try to convince the US to no longer block Palestinian reconciliation – which would be in accordance with respective Quartet statements. For Europeans that would imply figuring out (and communicating to both the Ramallah and Gaza governments) how to deal with a Palestinian government of national unity or an interim body that would be supported by (and possibly include members of) all relevant Palestinian factions.

**Israeli settlements and settlement infrastructure in the Occupied Territories:** It is high time that Europeans align their handling of the settlement question with their declared positions. This should include coming up with a mechanism that would effectively prevent exports emanating from Israeli settlements in occupied territories, including East Jerusalem, from benefiting from preferential treatment under the EU-Israel Association Agreement. In addition, a code of conduct for European companies should be devised, requesting them not to invest or operate in settlements or engage in joint ventures with settlement-based companies.

**East Jerusalem:** Given the potential of claims in and over East Jerusalem to spark violence and block a peace deal, Europeans should closely monitor all activities aimed at changing the *status quo* in East Jerusalem and regularly inform the European Council, EU Member States and the European Parliament. They should consistently abstain from meeting Israeli officials in East Jerusalem and not cooperate with Israeli institutions in East Jerusalem. They should instead systematically support Palestinian state- and institution-building in East Jerusalem.
CHAPTER 7

The end of EU democracy promotion and of the two-state solution?

Michelle Pace

Introduction

Current EU reflection on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict comes at a time when Brussels is also preoccupied by the stalled state of the democratisation process in the Middle East. Since the 1960s the EU has been deploying a range of instruments, particularly economic levers, for influencing the Arab-Israeli conflict and democratisation in the region. However, both the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the wider democratisation issue continue to pose dilemmas for, and prompt contradictions in, EU policy. This chapter argues that the EU should abandon the politics of empty gestures, address the adverse effects that undemocratic regimes in the region have on the conflict, revisit the overly narrow policy parameters of its conflict-resolution efforts and develop an overall strategy towards the region that actively promotes democracy through its own example. The chapter then outlines areas where the EU can reassess policy in the light of lessons learned, in particular regarding Palestinian democratisation and civil society. The EU should urgently heed these lessons as the region currently appears to be headed towards further ‘de-democratisation’ and a single state outcome to the conflict.

In her recent book, Palestinian writer Ghada Karmi sheds light on the demise of the two-state solution and argues for a single state for the two peoples, Israelis and Palestinians.¹ This solution, she insists, brings more hope for a peaceful resolution to the Middle East conflict than a state based on Jewish exclusivity next to an unviable Palestinian state under Israel’s sole control. British journalist Jonathan Freedland claimed this year that this one-state solution is no longer the preserve of idealists and wishful thinkers, but has rather become the key argument of the Israeli right, and that Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas is also giving up on the two-state solution.² Chris Patten, former European Commissioner for External Relations, recently agreed that given the

¹ Ghada Karmi, Married to Another Man: Israel’s Dilemma in Palestine (London: Pluto Press, 2007).
‘facts on the ground today’, there is no alternative left but the one-state solution.\(^3\)

Consideration of alternative options to the two-state solution comes, therefore, at a time when the EU is acutely concerned about the fragile state of democratisation in the Middle East. Following the Swedish Presidency of the European Union in 2009, the EU no longer talks about democracy promotion across the globe, and in particular in the Middle East, but of ‘democracy building’. This shift in the EU’s language is mainly due to the fact that there is an ever increasing gap between the EU’s positive intentions in this region on the one hand, among which the resolution to the Middle East conflict is a priority, and diverse Arab and Israeli perceptions of the EU’s ambitions in the Middle East, on the other hand.\(^4\) With the persistence of authoritarian rule in the Arab world, Israel’s continued occupation of Palestinian territory, and conflicting European interests in the region, both conflict resolution and democratisation appear at a standstill. Can the EU continue to be involved in two policy areas where there appears to be no hope of any positive development? Moreover, why is it that two seemingly benign policy objectives, EU resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict and democracy promotion, pose such dilemmas and challenges, and often seem to be in contradiction to one another?\(^5\) Are these two key EU policy areas doomed to remain on a life-support machine?

This chapter seeks to address these key questions by, first, briefly sketching through the EU’s past and present policies in these domains and, second, analysing the basic challenges the EU faces. It then critically extracts lessons learnt from the EU’s experience in the region thus far, concluding with policy implications.

## Past and present policies

Since the early 1960s, when the European Community initialled bilateral relations with its southern partners, preserving political, social and economic security and stability in and around Europe have been the key markers in European policy towards the Middle East. Bilateral relations between the EU and its southern partners are, in the main, managed through association agreements.\(^6\) Article 2 of each of these agreements includes a clause in respect of ‘the democratic principles and fundamental human rights established by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights’ which ‘inspire the domestic and international policies of the Parties (the EU and the respective Mediterranean partner) and shall constitute an essential element of (each) Agreement’.\(^7\) As Nathalie Tocci argues in this volume, bilateral relations with the southern partners are very relevant to the EU’s stated objective of pursuing a two-state
solution for the Middle East conflict since they represent the most valid leverage for the EU vis-à-vis conflict parties. The EU has however, to date, never evoked the suspension of any agreement with any Mediterranean partner in the case of violations of human rights.

In 1995 the Euro-Mediterranean Conference was held in Barcelona, during which the Barcelona Declaration was approved and the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (EMP) established. This regional initiative foresaw a political role for the EU and its partners in promoting political values including good governance and democracy. The stalling of the Middle East Peace Process has had a major impact on the EMP, hindering progress in the political basket. Since its launch in 2008, the revamped Barcelona Process: Union for the Mediterranean has also been hampered by the ongoing conflict. The lack of progress on the Middle East Peace Process front has also been a major concern for the Mediterranean Arab partners who perceive the EU as an ineffective, unconvincing and inconsistent external actor. Mediterranean Arab partners insist that the EU cannot push and preach for democratisation in the Arab Mediterranean without simultaneously criticising Israel for its continuing violation of human rights in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. Furthermore, Euro-Middle Eastern cooperation in the field of anti-terrorism legislation has, since 9/11, intensified at the expense of civic liberties. In effect, this new policy put all past EU efforts at democratisation of the Middle East region on the back burner.

In its 2003 European Security Strategy, the EU reiterated its interest in a peaceful resolution of the Middle East conflict and a democratised Mediterranean neighbourhood, stating that ‘it is in the Union's interest that countries on our borders are well governed. Our task is to promote a ring of well-governed countries to the east of the European Union and on the shores of the Mediterranean with whom we can enjoy close and cooperative relations. Resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict is a strategic priority. Without this, there will be little chance of dealing with other problems in the Middle East’. In 2004, the EU developed the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP), based on deepening its bilateral relations with neighbouring states including the Mediterranean Partners of the Barcelona Process. With its Action Plans, the ENP is designed as a soft power instrument to support partners in conflict resolution efforts as well as furthering democratisation of their polities through a privileged relationship, building upon a mutual commitment to common values (democracy and human rights, rule of law, good governance, market economy principles and sustainable development)... [that] goes beyond existing relationships to offer political association and deeper economic integration, increased mobility and more people-to-people contacts. The level of ambition
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10. These are tailor-made documents negotiated between the EU and each ENP partner, based on each partner’s capacities and needs as well as EU and partner interests. Each Action Plan outlines a broad jointly-defined reform agenda to be achieved in 3-5 years, and comprises political dialogue, economic and social cooperation and development, trade issues, justice and home affairs and a people-to-people dimension.
of the relationship depends on the extent to which these values are shared'.

The deepening in the EU’s bilateral relations with Mediterranean Partners has however been challenged by the EU’s involvement in a broad range of policy areas. For example, in the case of EU-Israeli relations, the ENP created, on the one hand, further opportunities for the deepening of economic, scientific and research links while, on the other hand, the ENP has led to further tensions in this relationship due to the EU’s involvement in the MEPP. While the EU works on building closer bilateral relations with Israel, the two are increasingly being separated over peacemaking matters. More generally, although the EU has on some occasions considered the use of conditionality vis-à-vis Israel, Israel has never responded to EU pressures. The mainstream European position remains that: ‘The EU’s policy is based on partnership and cooperation, and not exclusion. It is the EU’s view that maintaining relations with Israel is an important contribution to the Middle East Peace Process and that suspending the Association Agreement, which is the basis for EU-Israeli trade relations but also the basis for the EU-Israel political dialogue, would not make the Israeli authorities more responsive to EU concerns at this time. It is also a well-known fact that economic sanctions achieve rather little in this respect. Keeping the lines of communication open and trying to convince our interlocutors is hopefully the better way forward.’

How do these policies fit into the EU’s wider democracy promotion objectives? In the 1990s, EU Member States found an opportunity to project the European Community’s role as a global actor. In the context of the collapse of communist rule in Europe, the EU opted for the promotion of democracy as another key foreign policy instrument in its external relations. EU officials are fully aware that there is no working definition of democracy in EU documents: rather, the meaning of democracy can be inferred from some policy documents where one can find a mix of policy areas ranging from human rights to development to democracy promotion to security to trade. There is thus no coherent strategy or well-articulated policy in practice, bringing together the various instruments at hand.

In 2001, the European Commission set out the strategic and funding priorities of the EU in the area of democracy and human rights assistance in The EU’s Role in Promoting Human Rights and Democratisation in Third Countries. The EU’s approach to democracy promotion is marked not by a military posture, but by a predisposition to promoting its values through its interaction with and the socialisation of other actors – or, in other words, through a partnership-based approach. The document indirectly sent a message to the targets of the EU’s democracy promotion efforts that the EU was somewhat different from the United States in
the manner in which it was proposing to encourage political reform in other regions. In 2006, prompted by a US request to discuss democracy promotion with the EU, an internal discussion ensued about the need to define a more general strategy on democracy promotion. In the Council Conclusions of November 2009 the objective of reaching a European consensus on democracy by 2010 was highlighted as a key element.

The EU bases its democracy promotion agenda on an overall optimism with regard to the liberal peace paradigm without creating the necessary flexibility to make strategic adjustments in cases of pending statebuilding projects, persisting conflict and frustrated national identities, all of which are characteristics of the Middle East conflict. Moreover, the EU’s other tracks for its involvement in the MEPP, such as its role within the Quartet, have proven very weak. Furthermore, moving away from its rhetoric and in practice, the EU seems to prioritise its trade and economic interests with its southern neighbours over its claims for a peaceful settlement of the Middle East conflict and for democratisation of the region. The EU’s preference for bilateral benchmarking appears to be based on the assumption that improvement in each country will produce improvement in the region.

The EU and Palestinian democratisation in practice

The Quartet’s 2003 Roadmap called for Palestinian democratisation among other criteria but did not include any similar conditions for the Israelis, such as in relation to Israel’s treatment of its Arab minority. In the eyes of Arab Mediterranean partners this matters because the EU is perceived as applying double standards in relation to Israel when it attempts to mediate between the conflict parties. The EU is perceived as not putting enough pressure on Israel to change its policy in this regard.

The Palestinian legislative elections of January 2006 severely tested the Quartet’s commitment to Palestinian democratisation. In the run-up to the elections, Gaza experienced inter-factional violence while splits mounted within Fatah. This was mainly due to the vacuum created by the death in November 2004 of Yasser Arafat, who had hitherto managed to enforce a degree of unity between the different factions. There were disagreements with Israel over voting rights of Palestinians in East Jerusalem. Eventually, 6,000 Palestinians were allowed to vote in East Jerusalem while the remaining 100,000 had to travel outside the city’s boundaries to cast their vote. It soon became apparent that Hamas, running under the name ‘Change and Reform’, had won 74 seats in the 132-seat chamber (56 percent of the seats), while Fatah came second place with 36 percent of the seats. Palestinian polling expert Khalil Shikaki concluded that Hamas’s extensive welfare networks and reputation for discipline and integrity gained it support from voters frustrated at the...
corruption and inefficiency of the Fatah-controlled Palestinian Authority and the slow progress towards Palestinian statehood. 24

The EU had strongly supported the holding of democratic elections. During a visit to the region before the elections, Dr. Benita Ferrero-Waldner, European Commissioner for External Relations and the European Neighbourhood Policy, declared that there were three objectives for her trip: (i) to lend support to democracy building in the run-up to the Palestinian legislative elections; (ii) to underline the importance of EU financial support; (iii) and to raise the visibility of a number of EU projects, notably in Gaza. 25 The EU sent a mission to observe these elections, which declared the elections fair, free and transparent. 26 However, following the US and Israel’s requests, and in light of the EU’s earlier listing of Hamas as a terrorist organisation, the EU suspended aid to the democratically elected Hamas government. As Daniel Möckli argues in this volume, (see pages 65-74) the EU’s stance of isolating Hamas further weakens the EU’s democracy promotion rhetoric and backfires on its position of inclusivity of all parties to the conflict. It also raises questions of double standards when compared to the EU’s position vis-à-vis the PLO in the 1980s. Across Middle Eastern societies, this EU move against an elected party and the events that have followed since, ushered in a complete loss of credibility in EU discourse. Furthermore, the hostilities created on the ground with a divided Palestinian Authority, an internationally supported but very weak President Abbas of Fatah and an increasingly ostracised but strong Hamas, overshadowed the proceedings of the international peace conference held in Annapolis, Maryland, in November 2007. 27

Basic challenges and European interests

As this brief overview illustrates, the EU disposes of a range of instruments, particularly economic levers, for influencing the Arab-Israeli conflict and democratisation in the Middle East. So why is it that two seemingly benign policy objectives, EU resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict and democracy promotion, pose dilemmas and have prompted contradictory policies?

Firstly and most basically, the EU is now lost in its own politics of empty gestures. The EU remains the key paymaster of the Palestinian Authority and of various projects aimed at democracy building in the Middle East, 28 yet shows little resistance to rollback involving physical destruction of its investments in this regard (e.g. the extensive destruction of EU-funded infrastructure during the December 2008-January 2009 Gaza War). Some analysts have argued that if the EU took a more forceful stance in such matters, it could pave the way for improved conditions in the region. 29 A key policy step in this context, to which other contributors...
in this volume allude, would be stricter practice in denying preferential treatment to settlement products imported into the EU.

Secondly, the EU’s lobbying of friendly Arab governments has not yielded any dividends either in the MEPP or in terms of bringing about the democratic change the EU wishes for in the region. It is quite clear that Egypt is very cautious when it comes to the implications of dealing with Hamas for its regime’s relations with the Muslim Brotherhood, a key opposition force on the Egyptian political landscape, and for further political reform. The EU should therefore not interpret Cairo’s mediation efforts uncritically. Europeans should seek to engage with other mediators, such as Turkey, who have experiences to share when it comes to dealing with the conflict parties in the Middle East conflict.

Thirdly, past EU policies have not been successful because the basic policy parameters, in particular regarding the stakeholders to be included in peace efforts, have not been seriously addressed. There are now many calls for the EU to include Hamas in its mediation efforts for a just resolution of the Middle East conflict. For the emergence of a truly viable and democratic Palestinian state, the details of such a state have to be thrashed out with all parties to the conflict.\(^\text{30}\)

Fourthly and finally, the EU currently lacks an overall strategy towards the Middle East which incorporates the active promotion of democracy through its own example.\(^\text{31}\) Addressing this requires a clear strategy of how to convince the US that the EU can play a constructive role in mediation efforts and to reassure Arab partners that the EU is serious about its role. One way for the EU to show it is serious is to have a robust policy of criticising Arab governments for failing to live up to their reform commitments. The EU should also create more opportunities for democratic reformers from eastern and southern neighbouring countries to come together and share experiences, including Islamists where appropriate. The EU should also support civil society organisations on the basis of projects focused on real reform and change rather than organisations endorsed by Arab regimes.

**Lessons learned**

Has the EU drawn any lessons from its experience thus far in the Middle East region? Following the January 2006 elections in Palestine, EU officials acknowledge having learnt a number of lessons.\(^\text{32}\) One Member of the European Parliament insisted that the EU should ask what it has achieved by not engaging with Hamas while at the same time continuing with its aid to the Palestinians.\(^\text{33}\) There is in fact informal acknowledgement across EU institutions that a mistake was made in


\(^{31}\text{Various interviews conducted by the author in Brussels in the European Parliament, Council and Commission. February-March 2009.}\)

\(^{32}\text{Author’s interviews with various officials from the EP, Commission and Council, Brussels, February-March 2009.}\)

\(^{33}\text{Author’s interview with an MEP, Brussels, February 2009.}\)
not recognising the results of the Palestinian elections in 2006, with severe repercussions on the stalled Middle East Peace Process. As one official put it: ‘We failed ... We’ve always put our cards on Abbas but he is not one who enjoys popular support ... and we have locked ourselves in a no man’s land vis-à-vis the Middle East conflict’.34

There is agreement across the main EU institutions that the EU needs to become more pragmatic and flexible if it is to have any effective role in the resolution of the Middle East conflict and any potential for reinvigorating the democratisation process in Palestine. ‘There is a recognition trickling in slowly that we cannot circumvent Hamas indefinitely. Sooner or later we will have to talk with them ... There have been lots of informal contacts with Hamas ... So in regard to this specific situation, thinking is gradually changing ... Today we understand more than before how crucial Palestinian reconciliation is to both the democratisation process in Palestine as well as for the resolution of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. Usually, we are very adaptable to new situations’.35 EU officials acknowledge the lack of democratic legitimacy of the Fatah administration in the West Bank.

In order to readdress its vision for a democratic and viable Palestinian state, the EU has to face the challenges which impede a peaceful resolution to the conflict by recognising the imbalance between not only the Israelis and the Palestinians but also the different contexts in the West Bank, Jerusalem and Gaza. The EU should take a closer look at Hamas’s reform plans as well as those incorporated in the Fayyad plan. In this context it is important for EU officials to recognise continuous talks between Fatah and Hamas officials on these issues.36 It is high time that EU officials make use of indirect talks with Hamas officials conducted by diverse Member States’ representatives which have facilitated a better understanding of the movement and its views on Palestinian reforms and the Middle East Peace Process.37 Any short-term fixes such as the isolation of Hamas have not worked, which points to the need for a long-term and sustainable EU policy plan in the MEPP and democracy policy areas.

More broadly, most officials interviewed agree that they have not sufficiently reflected on the implications of the EU’s efforts at promoting liberal democracy in the Middle East primarily through encouraging periodic elections – procedural democracy – as well as the consequences of such a focus for the conflict.

Substantial EU support to Palestinian and Israeli civil society arguably fosters a more grounded approach to democracy. Yet the EU’s focus on a selective core of civil society groups has not shown much progress in terms of political reforms on the ground, and demonstrated that there is nothing inherent in civil society that attaches it to a democratising project. Representatives of civil society in Israel and the Palestinian
Territories admit that once they learnt how to speak the EU’s language and prepare funding applications accordingly, they have had no problem in getting funding for ‘civil society projects’ from the EU. Thus, the EU needs to reach out to grass-roots reformers by changing its funding rules and regulations.\(^{38}\) EU officials, on the other hand, also admitted that the funding procedure for democracy-related civil society projects is very technical and bureaucratic and does not leave enough time for EU officials to monitor exactly what EU funds are achieving through the projects that are being financed.\(^{39}\)

### Conclusion and implications for current and future policy

Without a clear strategy on the linkage between democracy building in the Middle East and the peaceful resolution of the Israeli-Arab conflict, the EU has very few choices left for future policies in these domains. On the Palestinian reform front, EU actors have already acknowledged that they missed a golden opportunity to encourage Palestinian unity and should therefore prepare themselves for the eventual resuscitation of such unity and should actively encourage it. The EU should also convince Israel that a unified Palestinian body politic is the only way forward for a just resolution to the conflict and for Israel’s security to be guaranteed. This may require the EU to make some hard choices in its enhanced relations with Israel, including with regard to the ‘golden carrot’ of upgrading relations.

In order to further the capacity of Palestinians in delivering on the peace front, the EU can act as a reliable mediator in Hamas-Fatah unity talks by building on the lessons learnt via indirect talks between EU Member States’ officials and representatives from both main political factions. Its democracy assistance and aid programmes should also be monitored and revised carefully to ensure that money goes to grass-roots reformers who can make a real difference on the ground in the Palestinian territories. Dealing with the usual suspects is no longer a policy the EU can afford to follow in this regard. Unless the EU has a clear strategy on how a two-state solution can come about, given the realities on the ground, it may be hard pushed to consider the other option on the table – a one-state solution. Only a truly political reform agenda in the Middle East can prevent the further de-democratisation of the region and the emergence of a single state outcome to the conflict accompanied by endemic violence.

\(^{38}\) Richard Youngs, ‘Europe’s flawed approach to Arab democracy’ London, Centre for European Reform, October 2006

\(^{39}\) Author's interviews with civil society representatives in Jerusalem, September 2007 and November 2009 and with EU official from EuropeAid section (EIDHR instruments and implementation) of the Commission, March 2009.
Chapter 8
The conflict and the question of engaging with Hamas
Jeroen Gunning

Introduction

Ever since Hamas won the Palestinian legislative election of January 2006, the question of engagement has haunted the EU. Those in favour argued that the EU had an obligation to honour the electoral process. Those opposed held that Hamas was a proscribed ‘terrorist organisation’ and that engagement should be conditional on Hamas agreeing to the three principles set by the Quartet (the US, the EU, Russia and the UN): (i) renunciation of violence; (ii) recognition of Israel; and (iii) acceptance of previous agreements between Israel and the PLO.

In this chapter, the arguments for and against engagement are reviewed, the effects of non-engagement highlighted, and the potential of engagement examined by studying the case of Swiss interactions with Hamas. It is argued here that, although engagement is fraught with difficulties, non-engagement has not only failed to break the current impasse but helped to make Hamas more entrenched and intransigent, while inflicting suffering on thousands of ordinary Gazans and creating two increasingly separate mini-states. The chapter concludes with some reflections on what this means for EU policy, arguing that the international community must find a way of working with Hamas – or give up on the goal of achieving a two-state solution.

Brief history of (non-)engagement

When Hamas won the 2006 election, the EU responded, along with the US and Israel, by boycotting the Hamas-led government. It refused to recognise the new government, froze all its financial dealings with the Palestinian Authority (PA) and suspended operational partnerships such as EUPOL COPPS, its police reform mission, until Hamas agreed to the Quartet’s three principles. It continued to provide humanitarian assistance through third parties, such as the United Nations Works and Relief Agency (UNRWA), and the Temporary International Mechanism
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(TIM), established to bypass the PA. Member States also stepped up support for Fatah, most dramatically, in the case of the UK, by following the US in funding and arming President Mahmud Abbas’s Presidential Guard.¹

The establishment of a National Unity government in March 2007 did not see a policy change, despite Hamas moving closer to the Quartet’s principles. The EU, echoing the US, continued to demand full compliance as a condition for aid resumption. However, it softened its position by signalling that a change in behaviour, rather than rhetoric, might be sufficient to resume aid.² Hamas’s 2007 takeover of Gaza hardened the EU’s position and, together with the US and Israel, it adopted what became known as the ‘West Bank First’ approach: full resumption of aid and cooperation vis-à-vis the pro-Fatah Fayyad government in the West Bank, coupled with an intensified boycott of the Haniyyeh government, leading to a de facto blockade of the Gaza Strip.

The EU’s non-engagement policy has not been without its critics. A number of non-EU European countries, most prominently Norway, Russia, Switzerland and Turkey, have experimented with engagement. Senior EU officials have privately questioned non-engagement; the UK’s foreign affairs committee and the Italian government publicly called for engagement in 2007.³ In September 2009, Hamas claimed to have regularly met with high-ranking officials from numerous EU countries, and German mediators have assisted with indirect negotiations between Hamas and Israel over the release of Corporal Gilad Shalit, taken hostage by Hamas’s paramilitary wing, the Qassam Brigades, in 2006.⁴ Israel’s and Egypt’s siege of Gaza, meanwhile, has been increasingly condemned by the EU and its Member States following Israel’s devastating incursion into Gaza in December 2008, and particularly in the wake of Israel’s confrontation with a flotilla seeking to break Gaza’s blockade in May 2010.⁵

A critique of the case against engagement

A number of arguments have been employed by EU officials and supporters of non-engagement. One argument has been that Hamas is on the list of proscribed ‘terrorist organisations’ and that it rules itself out by engaging in terrorism, which is incompatible with European values.⁶ Within the framework of the War on Terror, Hamas is proscribed in EU countries. Engagement would thus be illegal. This argument is often accompanied by the claim that Hamas is not a partner for peace because of its ideological beliefs. In its more extreme forms, it is held
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¹ ‘Israel allows guns across border to support Fatah leader against rivals’, The Times, 29 December 2006.
that Hamas is incapable of change, and that the more anti-Semitic and intransigent statements and violence, rather than the more pragmatic statements and ceasefires, reflect Hamas’s true intentions. This position, which is more prevalent in the US and Israel than in the EU (with its tradition of engaging ‘difficult partners’), is reinforced by the belief that religiously-motivated groups engaged in terrorism are absolutist and less likely to compromise and accept the international community’s norms than a secular party.7

These are political arguments, rather than insurmountable obstacles. Persuading Hamas to refrain from violence is crucial. But the decision to proscribe it is a political one. Hamas is not alone in having targeted or killed civilians and for significant periods it has refrained from violence against Israel. Condemning violence without addressing its causes is, moreover, counterproductive. There are numerous precedents of governments engaging those formerly labelled ‘terrorist’, often before violence has completely ceased.8 It is, furthermore, not illegal to meet with members of proscribed organisations. Neither Hamas’s religious orientation nor its resort to terrorist tactics has prevented it from being pragmatic. It has demonstrated its ability to enforce ceasefires, has not engaged in suicide tactics since 2005 and has moved towards the Quartet’s principles. Its opposition to the peace process has increasingly come to be expressed in secular nationalist, rather than religious terms, and the Haniyyeh government has largely respected the secular basis of the Palestinian system – notwithstanding constituencies pushing for Islamisation.9

A second argument has been that engagement facilitates Hamas’s re-armament, particularly if it involves relaxing border controls. Israel justified its continuing blockade on these grounds but, while the EU agrees that Hamas should be prevented from re-arming, it has been critical of the extent of the blockade, repeatedly calling an end to it (to which Israel responded by easing the blockade).10 However, not only has the blockade not prevented Hamas from re-arming itself,11 but there are other ways to prevent re-armament. The Swiss government worked with Hamas and Fatah to develop alternative mechanisms but progress did not materialise in the absence of international support (although the widespread criticism of the blockade following the Flotilla incident has renewed interest in such a mechanism).12 The blockade has furthermore been criticised for amounting to a policy of collective punishment in the way it prevented entry of basic goods, such as medicine or the cement needed for rebuilding buildings destroyed in Operation Cast Lead.13

A third argument has been that the promise of engagement is an important lever to force Hamas to comply with the Quartet’s principles.14 Because political validation and financial cooperation are goods that Hamas desires, withholding them can be a means to pressure Hamas – as well

7. For a scholarly version of this argument, see Bruce Hoffman, Inside Terrorism (New York: Columbia University Press, 2006), pp. 88-89.
11. ‘Yadlin: ‘Hamas has many 60-km range missiles’, The Jerusalem Post, 4 November 2009.
12. Interview with Swiss official, June 2010.
as the general population (this latter argument is more prevalent in the US and Israel). If the EU ends the boycott without Hamas changing its position, particularly now, four years after instigating it, a key lever will have been lost.

This is closely linked to a fourth argument: that engagement, far from softening Hamas’s position, will further entrench it in its opposition to Israel and the two-state solution. Engagement, on this reading, will be interpreted as a reward for Hamas’s intransigence and its methods, a sign of the international community’s lack of resolve, particularly if offered with nothing in return (with potentially serious regional implications).15

These arguments raise serious issues. Official meetings may well raise Hamas’s international profile and, if instigated without reciprocity, are likely to be interpreted as a sign of weakness. But this argument supposes that Hamas is a monolith and that all types of engagement necessarily legitimise Hamas and its methods. Engagement and legitimisation do not always coincide. When warring factions decide to meet, they neither necessarily approve of each other’s behaviour nor inevitably confer legitimacy. Engagement can be a means of conveying one’s disapproval more forcefully – and at times more persuasively – and can help to clarify why the other side behaves as it does.

Engagement, furthermore, does not straightforwardly enhance Hamas’s legitimacy. Because of the West’s controversial legacy in the Middle East, engagement is contentious for a significant section of Hamas’s constituency, particularly when regarded as a sign of caving in to Western pressure. In addition, Hamas already enjoys legitimacy, whether through its electoral victory, its resistance record, or its charitable work. The international boycott, meanwhile, has served to increase Hamas’s legitimacy among many of these audiences. Engagement may, ironically, reverse this process. Hamas, furthermore, is not a monolithic entity, and engagement can be a means to strengthen the pragmatists and increase incentives for non-violent cooperation.16 Non-engagement, conversely, has served to strengthen Hamas’s hardliners and made Hamas, on balance, more intransigent.

Finally, the ‘West Bank First’ policy is based on two erroneous assumptions. First, Fatah is not self-evidently the best partner for peace. It does not currently have sufficient coherence, strength or legitimacy to implement a settlement. Its leadership is divided between internationally feted technocrats without grassroots support and local cadres, and it is uncertain whether Fatah is able to translate its opinion poll lead into an electoral victory, given its dismal performance in the last election. Crucially, it lacks the legitimacy to implement an inevitably controversial settlement. In polls, the Fayyad government’s


16. The author uses the terms ‘pragmatist/hardliner’ as shorthand for shifting graduations between fluid factions.
legitimacy ratings hover between 25-35 percent, often scoring less than the Haniyyeh government (chart 1). Under Palestinian law, the Fayyad government is illegal, since the Legislative Assembly did not approve it. Only a legal government with a comfortable electoral majority will be able to implement a settlement – and in the current constellation, this means some form of National Unity government. A ‘Fatah-only’ policy is thus risky.

Second, the ‘West Bank First’ approach is based on the notion that popular support for Hamas can be eroded through what amounts to collective sanctions. However, three years into the boycott, the Haniyyeh government’s satisfaction ratings are still over 40 percent within Gaza – despite Gazans being acutely aware of the West Bank’s relative prosperity (see chart 2). The Fayyad government, with all its funds, enjoys the same satisfaction ratings.

The case for engagement

There are six reasons why engagement has become imperative. Some of these are the direct result of non-engagement. First, Hamas is here to stay. Having survived years of opposition, two Intifadas and an extended international boycott, it is unlikely to fade away. It has a core constituency of some 20 percent of the Palestinian electorate, won over 40 percent of the 2006 vote and continues to score around 30 percent in opinion polls (see chart 1). It may have been pushed underground in the West Bank but it still has a solid support base.

Second, Hamas represents the concerns of a significant part of the Palestinian population, well beyond its core constituency. In 2009-2010, some 70 percent supported Hamas’s opposition to indirect talks in the absence of an Israeli settlement freeze (including East Jerusalem).17 Until recently, 50 percent supported Hamas’s position that elections be postponed until Hamas and Fatah had resolved their differences, while in August 2009, 44 percent agreed that Hamas should not concede to Fatah’s demand to accept previous PLO agreements with Israel.18 Fatah at times represents these concerns, for example, when (briefly) insisting on a settlement freeze in East Jerusalem. But too often it does not. Exclusion of Hamas on the ground that it is ideologically opposed to Israel risks ignoring these concerns, with serious repercussions for not just the democratic process but any future political settlement.


Third, continuation of non-engagement is likely to further entrench Hamas and strengthen its hardliners. The blockade did not directly weaken Hamas in Gaza, thanks to the extensive underground tunnel network it commands and its success in streamlining local services, despite the blockade. Instead, it enabled Hamas to rally people behind an external threat and act in the role of (victimised) ‘saviour’, while providing a ready excuse for any shortcomings. Fatah’s decision to boycott all government sectors in the wake of the 2007 takeover
created a vacuum which Hamas has duly filled with loyalists.21 Hamas's military wing was strengthened by the arms race triggered by EU and US support for Abbas's Presidential Guard, which in turn triggered Hamas's 'preventative coup' of June 2007, further strengthening Hamas's military wing22 – a process which was facilitated by Iran, towards which Hamas increasingly turned as a direct result of the boycott (despite historical and continuing misgivings about Iranian support).23 The dire economic situation, meanwhile, has meant that more Gazans are now dependent on Hamas, through aid or salaries paid to civil servants, than ever before.24

This changed internal power balance has made Hamas, in general, more intransigent. On the one hand, the boycott has forced the pragmatists (in Gaza and, eventually, in Damascus) to consider increasingly far-reaching compromises in a bid to ease sanctions. From refusing to recognise the PLO's previous agreements, they came to promise to 'respect' them by early 200725 – a formulation similar to that used by Ariel Sharon vis-à-vis previous peace agreements.26 From allowing, even aiding, other groups to attack Israel, they began to arrest those launching rockets (although other factors played a part).27 From refusing to publicly discuss a two-state solution,28 they publicly, if grudgingly, endorsed such a solution.29 These shifts, while contested, were already underway before the boycott. But the boycott arguably hastened this process.

On the other hand, the boycott undermined the argument with which the pragmatists had persuaded the hardliners to enter the electoral process: that downgrading the resistance was worth the increase in political power offered by electoral participation. The contempt displayed by Fatah and the international community towards the electoral outcome, combined with the subsequent strengthening of Hamas's military wing, tipped the balance in favour of the hardliners who won significant gains in Hamas's 2008 internal elections.30 The international community's failure to respond to the formation of the National Unity government in 2007 was a further blow to the pragmatists.

A fourth reason to re-engage is that continued non-engagement will deepen the institutional divide between Gaza and the West Bank, making a two-state solution even more intractable, and encouraging autocratic trends in both territories. Hamas's 2007 takeover severely ruptured the unity of the two territories. But the boycott has exacerbated this division. There are now effectively two judiciaries, two security systems and two separate governments, with Hamas and Fatah virtually unopposed in their respective domains. Both have committed human rights abuses against rival activists and clamped down on each others' institutional structures, shutting down dissenting media, and closing down opponents' charities.31 This rivalry has deep historical roots. But the boycott has given both parties freer rein.
Finally, the boycott has increased the possibility of violent radicalisation within the Gaza Strip. The relationship between structural conditions and violent radicalisation is complex and by no means deterministic. Nevertheless, rising unemployment combined with a high youth ratio, a sharp decrease in income and rising perceptions of inequality, particularly if they overlap with ethnic divisions, can all be contributory factors, especially if they combine with political factors, such as occupation, repression and (a perceived) lack of non-violent political opportunities. The rise of Salafi-Jihadi groups challenging Hamas must be seen against this context. While the blockade is the major culprit, non-engagement has contributed to the situation, weakening the economy even before the blockade began and rendering political options less credible.

A model for engagement?

The Swiss provide an interesting example of the possibilities of engagement. Switzerland has been among the few European states to maintain contact with Hamas, as part of its policy of engaging all parties to a conflict. Through engagement it sought to develop a framework for dialogue between Hamas and the West, to better understand Hamas’s positions, and to provide a space for discussing practical issues. Of particular interest is what Switzerland calls ‘dialogue through practice’, engaging Hamas at a practical level to both probe what ‘threatening terms’ mean in practice (examples could include ‘implementation of Sharia or jihad until the Day of Judgement’) and to explore issues which might have short-term practical solutions.

The Swiss government has engaged Hamas on a number of practical issues. It has worked with Hamas, and others, to further develop the concept of ‘hudna’, or long-term ceasefire – which leaders such as Ahmad Yassin and Ismail Abu Shannab had mooted as early as the 1990s – to see whether this could constitute a basis for restarting the peace process. It led numerous discussions on Gaza’s border management to develop an alternative to the siege policy, to which all parties, Hamas, Fatah and Israel, could agree. It has provided Hamas with copies of previous agreements between Israel and the PLO as well as documents relating to the Geneva Accord. Finally, it has made direct interventions on particular policies, such as Hamas’s appropriation of UNRWA goods in the wake of Operation Cast Lead, or the Chief Justice’s decree that all female lawyers wear a hijab in court – in both instances contributing to the policy being reversed. Switzerland has also regularly denounced human rights violations, regarding for instance the death penalty, political arrests, and the intimidations of NGOs.
What can be learned from these examples? First, Switzerland deals with the question of legitimisation by, on the one hand, lessening the status of engagement by engaging all parties, rather than using it as a reward, and on the other, by keeping their engagement out of the limelight, something which Hamas has honoured for its own reasons.

Second, these examples show that Hamas is interested in cooperating with Western governments to find a way out. It may be unwilling to go as far as the EU or Israel would like. But it has shown willingness to explore compromise – even while knowing that Israel and Fatah would be briefed on any progress made. This interest was not limited to a few, marginalised pragmatists but included a number of Hamas’s top political leadership. Hamas, moreover, has heeded criticisms and alternative suggestions. It returned the goods to UNRWA, revoked the hijab decree, and removed links to the notorious forgery The Protocols of the Elders of Zion from an affiliated website, when prompted. Engagement therefore does not equal uncritical acceptance but offers an opportunity to expose Hamas to alternative viewpoints – particularly important for Hamas’s Gazan leadership, many of whom have not been outside Gaza.

Third, engagement with the Swiss arguably strengthened the pragmatists within Hamas by keeping the political option on the table, rewarding pragmatism and, crucially, allowing Hamas leaders to be heard on their own terms. However, the fact that those involved denied having contributed to the process suggests that engagement was considered problematic in the eyes of Hamas’s constituency.

Finally, these examples underline the importance of ownership and power. The hudna document and the various border discussions were sidelined because they did not have the support of the US and various key EU states. The hudna document’s value was further undermined by Fatah exposing the talks prematurely. The Swiss acknowledge that more Track 2 diplomacy should have been carried out to enable the document to become jointly ‘owned’ by Fatah and Hamas (like the prisoners’ document in May 2006). A third factor was Hamas’s paramilitary wing. Although Switzerland was careful to talk to Hamas leaders in both Gaza and Damascus, it did not engage the military leadership, believing this to be an internal issue for Hamas. Given the changed internal power balance, this may have been a crucial oversight as without the paramilitary wing’s consent, any compromise will be short-lived.

However, the Swiss emphasise this is a long-term process. Some of the principles developed in the hudna document have been echoed in subsequent statements by Hamas’s Damascus leadership. The Gaza border discussions may yet bear fruit when the siege is lifted. Engagement is also about building long-term relationships. Hamas heeded Swiss critiques of its hijab policy arguably precisely because it had come to
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value its Swiss interlocutors’ perspectives. Swiss interlocutors, meanwhile, gained a deeper insight into the intentions of Hamas leaders through prolonged contact.

**Situating engagement**

The Swiss model suggests that engagement could be a more constructive way to persuade Hamas to alter its position than non-engagement which locks Hamas into an echo chamber of like-mindedness. However, even if the EU opts for engagement (which, as with the Swiss, is likely to increase tensions with Israel, although there is a constituency for engagement within Israel), there are limits to how far Hamas can be moved – with serious implications for the EU’s conditions.

First, Hamas is determined not to become ‘Fatah II’. According to Hamas’s reading, Fatah made the tactical error of renouncing violence and recognising Israel before securing statehood. There are additional ideological reasons for Hamas’s refusal to recognise Israel and renounce violence. But there are indications that for the pragmatists these issues may have become more tactical than ideological. In addition, Hamas leaders do not want to be accused of having given up Palestinian rights in return for power. Already, supporters have started to accuse them of selling out, with some defecting to the Salafi-Jihadi camp. Hamas’s pragmatists are therefore unlikely to agree to the Quartet’s principles without solid guarantees of a state with East Jerusalem as its capital.

Second, the pragmatists have to keep on the right side of the hardliners. When ‘radical organisations’ become tactically more pragmatic, they usually go through a stage of reaffirming their radical goals in order to confirm their hardline credentials (resulting in mixed messages). If they move too far, too fast, they risk being sidelined or worse. Commenting on the demand to recognise Israel’s right to exist, a leading pragmatist remarked: ‘If I did, I would end up like Michael Collins’ (referring to the Irish Republican leader’s assassination following his acceptance of the partition of Ireland in 1921). Judged by where Hamas started, the pragmatists have come a considerable way. If they go further, they risk cutting themselves off, and becoming like Fatah’s internationally fêted technocrats.

Third, the last four years have raised the prize of compromise. Having held out for so long, Hamas has less incentive to make further compromises without significant returns. The fact that previous dialogue, such as that pioneered by the Swiss, has not resulted in change on the ground because of obstructions elsewhere has made people warier, further raising the bar. Moreover, not only have hardliners become stronger, but the number of people who benefit from a continuation of the boycott (such as the
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new class of tunnel entrepreneurs or Hamas’s paramilitary leadership who would have to share power with Fatah) has increased.

Whether those who benefit from the conflict remain more powerful than the pragmatists is dependent on the political opportunity structure. The period when Hamas displayed most restraint and underwent the most significant policy transformations coincided with the lead-up to the 2006 legislative election, when the prospect of electoral gains (coupled with relative military fatigue and a weakening of support from Syria and Iran) gave pragmatists the upper hand, which in turn led to Hamas actively wooing moderate voters and seeking international recognition.48

**Conclusion and policy implications**

Engagement will raise many difficulties. But given that non-engagement has failed to break the current impasse, has further entrenched Hamas while strengthening its hardliners, and made thousands of ordinary Gazans suffer, engagement is a risk worth taking. Hamas is here to stay and needs to be included for any political settlement to work. Fatah is too weak to implement a peace deal. A continued boycott will only serve to deepen the divide between Gaza and the West Bank and further weaken the pragmatists. Some form of engagement is thus imperative if the goal of a two-state solution is to be kept alive.

The Swiss experience suggests that engagement can play a part in persuading Hamas to heed international norms, while ensuring that Hamas’s concerns are taken into account as well as Israel’s and Fatah’s. But, while single states such as Switzerland can play important bridging functions, they cannot change the incentive structure sufficiently to make compromise pay.

The Quartet’s principles, while crucial as goals, are counterproductive as preconditions. Hamas’s pragmatists are not in a position to accept them, without risking ostracisation and losing the grassroots support that is essential to make any political settlement work. In their current formulation they are regarded as one-sided demands for surrender, as opposed to principles demanded of both sides (i.e. Israeli recognition of a Palestinian state, renunciation of violence and full adherence to previous agreements). Rather than insisting on full, one-sided compliance and creating an incentive structure which makes a National Unity government unattractive, the EU should lead the way by encouraging the formation of a National Unity government which is committed to maintaining a ceasefire (and the release of Shalit in return for a prisoner exchange), dealing with Israel on the basis of the 1967 borders, respecting

previous agreements, and, through this, engaging Hamas members *qua* government officials. This will increase opportunities for mutual learning while rewarding pragmatism, without necessarily rewarding intransigence. Given the power balance within Hamas, it is crucial that the EU focus on Hamas's behaviour, rather than its rhetoric, which will continue to oscillate between pragmatism and rejection.49

The cost of engagement may be to confer international legitimacy on Hamas. But as the Swiss put it: the choice is either an internationally stronger Hamas with the pragmatists in control, or an internationally isolated but locally strong Hamas with the hardliners at the helm.50
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Chapter 9

Regional approaches to the Arab-Israeli conflict and the role of the European Union

Michael Bauer and Christian-Peter Hanelt

Introduction

Any progress on the Israeli-Arab conflict will depend on both regional ownership and full US commitment. Accordingly, ensuring the mutual responsiveness of US and regional diplomacy must be a core objective of European policy. Moreover, Europe’s role is unlikely to be to change the strategic calculation of the regional actors; instead, it is more likely to play a key role as a facilitator of the negotiations and supporter of the implementation. With the Arab Peace Initiative (API) there is a proposal on the table that enjoys regional ownership, offers avenues to addressing one of the most pressing regional security concerns within a multilateral framework, and outlines the parameters of a comprehensive resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict. However, intensive negotiations between the conflicting parties and political efforts on all sides will be necessary to establish the conditions for the API to materialise. This will also require sophisticated and decisive diplomatic leadership from the US with the support of the EU and the Quartet.

The failure of recent US and EU efforts to get the Arab states to underscore their commitment to the API by making additional gestures towards Israel does not belie the importance of this document. However, before the API vision of a comprehensive resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict can be implemented, progress must be achieved on the different tracks of the conflict. European diplomatic efforts should build on proposals that already exist in this context: they should support ongoing US efforts to ensure that the Israeli-Palestinian negotiations yield a positive outcome. Palestinian Prime Minister Salam Fayyad’s proposal to establish a viable Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza by the summer of 2011 might be another avenue to promote progress on the Israeli-Palestinian track. A revival of the Israeli-Syrian negotiations and reconsideration of the proposals to resolve the dispute over the Golan Heights formulated
in Track Two negotiations might be a point of departure for the Israeli-Syrian track.

**The role of regional actors: dimensions and developments**

For over half a century the Arab-Israeli conflict has been a prominent feature of international affairs, destabilising the Middle East and at times having a direct impact on politics beyond the region. In fact, the Middle East faces a conglomerate of conflicts, not only the Arab-Israeli one with its three tracks – Israeli-Palestinian, Israeli-Lebanese and Israeli-Syrian – but also intra-Palestinian and intra-Lebanese conflict. There are rivalries between the Arab regional powers Egypt and Saudi Arabia on the one hand and Iran with its regional ambitions on the other hand. Iraq's stability must still be consolidated and its future regional role defined. Closely related is the still unanswered Kurdish question in the region. Moreover, the US and the EU share concerns in the region over Iran's disputed nuclear and missile programmes.

Most Europeans tend to agree that the US is the only actor powerful enough to change the strategic calculation of the regional actors and push them towards resolving their disputes. Indeed, major achievements in conflict resolution that have occurred historically must be ascribed to the US: the Israeli-Egyptian disengagement after the Yom-Kippur War, the Egyptian-Israeli Peace in 1979, the fact that the Madrid peace conference took off in 1991 and prepared the ground for the Oslo accords and the peace treaty between Israel and Jordan. These achievements underscore the importance of US engagement for progress in the Israeli-Arab conflict.1 The US's crucial role was additionally highlighted by the destabilising impact on the region that resulted from the diplomatic absence of the US in the escalating Israeli-Palestinian conflict or the American refusal to diplomatically engage with Iran during the presidency of George W. Bush, whereby it sought a military solution to regional problems, most notably with the 2003 invasion of Iraq.

Yet, during all these periods regional actors played a decisive yet underestimated role, too. Israeli-Egyptian peace would never have been possible without Egyptian President Anwar al-Sadat's historic visit to Jerusalem in 1977, which not only helped give the negotiations under US guidance new momentum, but was also an act of public diplomacy to build the minimum of trust that was needed for the peace accord eventually reached at Camp David in 1979. Moreover, the Israel-Jordan Peace Treaty was also eventually achieved, concluded and reaffirmed because the parties used the positive environment that was created
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with the Madrid Conference and Oslo Accords to engage in direct negotiations, complemented by important public diplomacy gestures by Jordan’s King Hussein in 1997. Last but not least, in the case of the Oslo Accords it was direct negotiations between Palestinians and Israelis, with Norway as a facilitating mediator, that produced the results. More recently, during the presidency of George W. Bush and the years of US diplomatic absence in the Middle East, regional actors displayed a great willingness to take diplomatic initiatives:

At the peak of the violence during the second Intifada in 2002, following an initiative of Saudi Arabia, the Arab League (AL) proposed the Arab Peace Initiative (API), offering a comprehensive resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict. In 2007 the AL reaffirmed its offer.

Turkey has sought a regional role in the Middle East and therefore taken a very proactive stance towards its Southern and Eastern neighbourhood. Ankara invested a lot of political and diplomatic effort in its mediation between Israel and Syria that was, however, brought to a sudden end with the start of the Gaza War between Hamas and Israel in December 2008. In addition, Turkey has also been involved in initiatives to address other regional challenges like the dispute between Lebanon and Syria and concerning the stability of Iraq as well as of Lebanon. Moreover, after the election of President Barack Obama, Turkey also proposed to mediate between Iran and the US and in cooperation with Brazil tried to broker a partial compromise on the Iranian nuclear programme.

Saudi Arabia and Egypt took the regional lead to mediate in the conflict between Hamas and Fatah in order to overcome the political and territorial rift in the Palestinian camp and because they assume that reconciliation between the two factions is a precondition for the sustainability of any agreement between Israel and the Palestinians. Moreover, both countries are also concerned that the international isolation of Hamas has offered their regional rival Iran an avenue to increase its influence on the Arab-Israeli conflict through support to Hamas.

A mediation effort by Saudi Arabia in 2007 resulted in the Mecca Agreement and the establishment of a national unity government. However, the agreement lacked US backing and subsequently broke down, following which the conflict between Hamas and Fatah escalated, ultimately resulting in Hamas taking power in the Gaza Strip by force.

The growing Iranian influence in the Levant and fear of a spill-over from Gaza to Egypt – as vividly demonstrated by the breach of the Gaza-Egyptian border in January 2008 – prompted Egypt to proactively seek to mediate Fatah-Hamas reconciliation and broker a truce between
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Hamas and Israel to end Israel’s blockade of Gaza. Neither initiative, however, yielded sustainable results.

Qatar not only negotiated a ceasefire between the warring factions in Lebanon, resulting in the Doha Agreement of May 2008, but also played an important role in the reconciliation of Lebanon and Syria that led to the establishment of diplomatic relations between the two countries the same year. Both initiatives also received substantial support from within the region and from Europe.

Moreover, Qatar has made a sustained effort to mediate in Sudan’s civil wars as it hosts talks between the Sudanese government and rebel groups, and has tried to broker a ceasefire in Yemen’s Saada province, between the government and the Houthi rebels.

The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries made an important public diplomacy effort to reduce the tensions in the Arab-Iranian rivalry when they invited Iran’s president Ahmadinejad to attend the GCC summit in 2007; in a similar vein, Saudi Arabia invited Ahmadinejad to visit Mecca for the hajj pilgrimage in the same year.

This array of initiatives emanating from the region shows that it is not only the well-established regional powers Saudi Arabia and Egypt that exercise soft power in regional affairs, but also increasingly new actors such as Turkey and Qatar.

Compared to the high expectations the initiatives mentioned above have often raised, they show only mixed results in terms of sustainability and success. This is partly due to the fact that the initiators often lacked the resources to actually follow through with their initiative and insist on agreements that had been reached. For instance, this has become apparent in the cases of Saudi Arabia and Qatar which are in a position to bring the conflict parties to the negotiating table – not least because of their vast financial resources – yet do not have the diplomatic manpower and political capacities to supervise and enforce an agreement.5

The failure of such initiatives, however, should not be unfairly ascribed to their initiators alone, but also to the lack of international support that they garnered. Given the complexity and interdependence of the conflicts in the Middle East, a combination of regional ownership and international support is needed to address them effectively. The successful cases of regional conflict resolution such as the Israeli-Egyptian Camp David accord, the Israel-Jordan Peace Treaty or the Doha Agreement confirm this point.

Ownership and commitment: coordinating regional and international efforts

Three aspects are of particular importance when discussing the role of regional actors and initiatives for a resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict and its three tracks. First, in the long run only regional actors can offer Israel a compact for peace and security that goes beyond a ‘cold peace’ and offers it the prospects to become an accepted actor and neighbour in the region, with avenues for regional cooperation and integration. Second, regional actors are often perceived as legitimate mediators who seem to be genuinely interested in resolving the conflicts that have a direct impact on them; this is of course not to forget that their involvement in conflict resolution efforts is not an end itself, but must always be seen within the context of their broader domestic, regional and international interests. Third, regional actors are usually very well aware of the cultural, historical and by extension also political complexities of the conflicts and possess unique access to the relevant actors, which is often not the case for Western diplomats.

The Arab Peace Initiative

As a regional proposal to resolve the Arab-Israeli conflict with all its implications the Arab Peace Initiative (API) stands out. The API was proposed by the Arab League (AL) in its 2002 Beirut Declaration, which was based on an initiative by the then Saudi Crown-Prince Abdullah. On the basis of the relevant UN resolutions, the API essentially offers Israel a peace agreement with all Arab countries and normal relations in exchange for a ‘full Israeli withdrawal from all territories occupied since 1967’ including the Golan Heights and Shebaa Farms; a ‘just solution to the Palestinian refugee problem in accordance with UN GA Resolution 194’; and Israeli ‘acceptance of the establishment of a sovereign independent Palestinian state (...) in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip with East Jerusalem as its capital.’

Initially, the Saudi Crown Prince and other moderate Arab leaders like the King of Jordan envisaged the API as offering Israel a ‘normalisation’ of its relations with the Arab states. Moreover, they had also proposed to address the Palestinian refugee problem without a specific reference to UNGA resolution 194 in order not to overload the document with a debate about the ‘right of return’. However, Syria in particular and also Lebanon had insisted on a wording that would be less forthcoming for Israel and more explicit about the refugee problem, and Saudi Arabia gave in to their demands in order to ensure the widest possible Arab backing for the API.
Even though these intra-Arab disputes over concrete wording and the absence of a number of heads of state at the adoption of the API diminished the document’s eminence, the API nonetheless underscored a shift in Arab states’ attitudes towards Israel. The Six Day War of 1967 was famously followed by the ‘three No’s’ – no peace with Israel, no recognition of Israel and no negotiations with Israel – as stated in the AL’s Khartoum Resolution the same year. In contrast, the API is the first document to offer Israel a comprehensive solution of the Arab-Israeli conflict, based on the concept of Land for Peace and with the backing of all Arab countries and not just individual actors. Moreover, in June 2002, even the members of the Organisation of the Islamic Conference (OIC), including Iran and Turkey, endorsed the API. Hence, what was put on the table was nothing less than a comprehensive deal to end the Arab-Israeli conflict. The fact that the API was reaffirmed by the AL in 2007 and sustained by the Arab states even after the 2008-2009 Gaza War demonstrates that among Arab states there is still a general consensus that considers the concept of Land for Peace and a two-state solution valid, with the API as the vehicle to reach this objective.

Given that the API seemed to offer Israel exactly what it had wanted for the last fifty years, namely peace with its Arab neighbours and a place in the region, the Israeli side did not react as many would have expected. In fact, between 2002 and 2007 there was no indication from the Israeli government that it was seriously considering the API a valuable offer to resolve the Arab-Israeli conflict. Several factors played a role here: in 2002, against the background of the second Intifada, the Israeli government regarded regional involvement as contrary to its interests. Moreover, from the Israeli point of view the API’s political credibility was weakened, as it neither received wide public backing in many Arab countries, nor was it accompanied by major public diplomacy efforts on the Arab side. Instead, it was suspected in Israel that the AL expected the EU and US to exercise pressure on Israel to accept the proposal. The repeated reaffirmation of the API from the Arab League has actually increased its credibility for Israel, but, as became clear in the run-up to the 2007 re-offering of the API, there is still a lot of scepticism as to the actual meaning of the API, especially with regard to the future of the Palestinian refugees and the question of their right to return to Israel. The repeated reaffirmation of the API from the Arab League has actually increased its credibility for Israel, but, as became clear in the run-up to the 2007 re-offering of the API, there is still a lot of scepticism as to the actual meaning of the API, especially with regard to the future of the Palestinian refugees and the question of their right to return to Israel. The foreign ministers of Egypt and Jordan visiting Israel as delegates of the AL to present the API publicly in 2007 could not overcome Israeli qualms. There is still a need for additional gestures to reassure Israel that the Arab side will actually deliver on its promises and encourage Israel to make concessions, too. Moreover, in particular on the question of Palestinian refugees, Israel expects the Arab countries to contribute to a regional solution.

For the European Union and its Member States the API fits very well with their conception of how to address conflicts through multilateral
and regionally embedded approaches. Hence, the EU welcomed the proposal of the API and has made the document a major point of reference for its statements on the Middle East and the Arab-Israeli conflict. The API has also been embraced within the framework of the Barcelona Process and the Union for the Mediterranean. Moreover, the API has also become a point of reference for international efforts to address the Arab-Israeli conflict as can be seen from its incorporation into the so-called ‘Roadmap’ of the Middle East Quartet.

Prospects and challenges for diplomacy by a multilateral actor

Apart from political declarations, the Europeans have mostly played an indirect role in Middle Eastern conflicts. Concerning the Israeli-Palestinian track, they have engaged in humanitarian aid and institution-building for the Palestinian National Authority (PA), financed people-to-people contacts between Israel and Palestine, and strengthened bilateral relations with Israel. On the back of the Oslo Process, the EU sought to develop a regional framework in which it could cooperate with Israelis, Arabs and Turks. Therefore it launched the Barcelona Process and the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (EMP) in November 1995. When Israeli-Palestinian relations deteriorated consequently, joint projects in the EMP were put on hold, too, and the EU as a multilateral external actor exercised little leverage to overcome this deadlock.

Acknowledging the shortcomings of its past endeavours as well as the importance of the US, the EU sought to get the administration of George W. Bush re-engaged in the Arab-Israeli conflict through the Quartet. The EU was involved in the initiation of the Roadmap and European pressure was one of the factors that eventually caused the US to launch the Annapolis process. In particular the German EU presidency successfully used the Quartet as a forum to coordinate international efforts towards the Middle East. As the EU was more forthcoming with regard to regional initiatives in general, this also influenced the Quartet’s position. Moreover, the inauguration of the Union for the Mediterranean (UfM) on 13 July 2008, which was explicitly presented as a peace project too, offered Israel and Palestine as well as Syria and Lebanon a forum to engage in public diplomacy. In particular France played a very active role supporting the rapprochement between Syria and Lebanon that followed.

The Europeans also became more active in other Middle Eastern conflicts: since the US had refused to directly negotiate with Iran, an informal coalition consisting of the UK, France and Germany exercised diplomatic
leadership in the negotiations with Tehran about the disputed Iranian nuclear programme. The EU took common responsibility towards Iraq by upgrading the Trade and Cooperation Agreement (TCA) under negotiations into a Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (PCA). The EU states showed their strongest military commitment vis-à-vis the region, however, as the main provider of troops for the UNIFIL II mission in Lebanon.16

Hence, Europe’s Middle East involvement has clearly gained a higher profile over the last decade. On the other hand, however, on many of the occasions Europe’s limitations have come to the fore again. UNIFIL II notwithstanding, the EU’s lack of hard security is limiting its attractiveness and credibility for Israel as a partner to substantially contribute to Israeli security. Moreover, the EU’s internal structure has limited its political impact on the Middle East. Europe’s treaties and negotiations with the regional actors would actually lead to faster and more credible results if the EU did not appear to be disunited. The 27 are united with regard to grand strategy, but divided when it comes to practical politics. The most glaring example is the conflict within the EU that became apparent when the EU tried to find a position on the Gaza War in 2008. Moreover, also on the question of how to deal with Hamas after its victory in the Palestinian elections, the EU was initially not able to find a unified approach and as a result had to accept in the Quartet the US position of isolating Hamas.17 And even though Europeans welcomed18 Saudi mediation between Hamas and Fatah they failed to support the Mecca Agreement, representing a ‘missed opportunity’19 for the reconciliation of the Palestinian camp. Moreover, in the actual negotiation process in Annapolis, Europeans were diplomatically sidelined and although European negotiations with Iran ensured that the situation did not deteriorate altogether by keeping channels of communication open, they nonetheless failed to achieve substantial results. And even with the upgraded framework of the UfM, a summit meeting scheduled for June 2010 was postponed because of lack of progress on the Israeli-Palestinian track.

No doubt, some of the EU’s shortcomings can be overcome and the Treaty of Lisbon will – once it is successfully implemented – strengthen the EU’s foreign policy institutions. Moreover, international circumstances have improved as the US administration under President Barack Obama is clearly more willing to get diplomatically engaged in the region. However, the EU’s foreign policy is a product of a multilateral process and hence, the EU will always face some limitations in terms of its ‘actorness’.

Nonetheless, if the Europeans coordinate their activities with their partners in the region20 and the proactive regional policy of US president Obama, they can offer important diplomatic backing for a resolution
of the Arab-Israeli conflict and in particular provide support for the implementation phase of an agreement.

Conclusion and policy implications

As has become clear in the analysis above, a major objective for European involvement should be raising the mutual awareness of US and regional actors about their respective diplomatic initiatives: any progress on the Arab-Israeli conflict will depend on both regional ownership and sincerity as well as full US commitment. As a long-standing, internationally and – albeit to varying degrees – also regionally recognised proposal for a comprehensive resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict, the API represents a major point of reference for this challenging diplomatic endeavour.

The API outlines a resolution for one of the central conflicts in the Middle East; however, intensive negotiations on the different tracks of the Arab-Israeli conflict will be necessary to establish the conditions for this regional vision to be realised. Looking at Europe’s foreign policy record in the region and taking into account its limitations as a multilateral actor, the EU’s main contribution will be as a facilitating mediator as well as in the implementation phase of an agreement. As the US made great efforts to initiate negotiations between Israelis and Palestinians, the EU should aim to expand its role in these negotiations in order to increase their prospects of success. In addition, the state-building plan of Palestinian Prime Minister Salam Fayyad is another promising approach as it seeks to demonstrate that Palestinian political and institutional development can be reconciled with Israeli security needs. And last but not least, past negotiations have provided for a remarkable diplomatic foundation on which a revival of the Syrian-Israeli track could be built.

Only through substantial progress on these different tracks can the conditions for a comprehensive approach be put in place. This would then have to be an inclusive approach, open for all stakeholders to participate, and at the same time requiring them to display the kind of commitment to the peace process that is actually needed to reassure all stakeholders.

Moreover, it is a conditio sine qua non for the results of negotiations on the individual tracks and any comprehensive agreement to be sustainable that they include clear definitions of the obligations of the Israelis, Arabs and the international community, specific timeframes, clear benchmarks and appropriate monitoring mechanisms. Europeans can play an important role in the implementation process to support the parties to fulfil their obligations, support regional confidence-
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building, monitor the whole process and act as a facilitator when the implementation of the agreement encounters unintended obstacles. Since the territorial re-arrangements of an Arab-Israeli peace treaty will also require international contribution to a consolidation of the security relations between Israelis, Palestinians, Lebanese and Syrians, the Europeans should also be willing to play a role here through a contribution within the framework of the EU’s Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) or through contributions of EU Member States. EU missions such as EUBAM at the Egyptian-Gaza border or the police-training mission EUPOL COPPS in the West Bank might serve as examples here as well as EU Member States’ contributions to UN forces in the region, such as on the Golan Heights or in south Lebanon. Last but not least, projects such as the European Neighbourhood Policy or the Union for the Mediterranean can develop their full potential as frameworks for regional cooperation and development in the context of a resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict.
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